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ABSTRACT 

This study discloses the impact of the social narrative between men and women on the educational 

system. Theoretically gromded in Clandinin and Comelly's landscape metaphor, it captures the 

complexity of the professional knowledge landscape of seven female administrators' lives during 

a period of political, economic and educational reform. The fundamental orientation of this thesis 

focussa on vdidating women's personal knowledge which is derived nom their organizational 

experience in adult education. 

As an administrator in Adult and Continuing Education, 1 did not fully comprehend the influence 

of the board of education's structure. Contradictory ways of thinking and behaving in this 

institutional setting made me question how gender affected women's foundationd concepts about 

theories of human nature, epistemology and ontology in a patnarchal environment. 

Over a two year period, 1 shared conversations with co-ordinators, principals and senior officials, 

individually or in a focus group. By naming the female experience, five feminist case studies were 

developed which offered us an opportunity to reconceptualize knowledge in organizations. Together, 

we began to constnict a conscious sense of personal agency about our encomters with gender 

barriers. 

As these storîes of disernpowerment were told, the changing social narrative unexpectedly altered 

the relationship among these accounts. It shified fiom issues of gender equity and authority to a 



theoretidy analogous conflict between privileged day school teachers and marpinaiized Continuhg 

Educatioc instructors. Consequently, this work sketches an insider's view of addt education in 

transition, and its impact on the question of the fimnsimental purpose of a board of education. 

The most significant disclosure is the powerful cornmitment of these women in positions of 

respomibility, to the notions of equity, caring and cornmunity. By bringing gender to inquiry, theu 

work narratives becorne valuable as a literature where women cm read themselves into the ll~fnrative 

of administration and changing refonns. They expand the parameters of meaning in educational 

administration, as women's stones continue to modiQ the gendered construction of human 

expeence. 
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Chepter 1. Introduction: catching the drift of the conversation 

Through education we enter a culiural conversation. always 

somewhere in the rniddle. There wefind and fonn our understanding 

of ourseives and our communities. ... Some are aiready fluent in the 

language in which this conversation tuka place.. .. They easily find 

their places in the worid* But some never catch the dnfi of the 

conversatio m... The conversation puts them in theirplaces. (Pagano, 

1990, p. xiv) 

As a female administrator in Adult and Continuhg Education, English as a Second Language 

(ESL) and Native Languages programs, 1 am becoming fluent in organizational "doublespeak" 

(Orwell, 1984). It's not that different in some respects fiom being an adult immigrant learning 

English at the City Board of Education w h m  1 work. Whether we are women administrators or ESL 

students, we corne to terms with the following maxims about language (Stern, 1992): 

0 when we speak, people may not understand what we mean - even though we're using the 

same language; 

gender cm work for or against having our voices heard; 

our perceived status will often determine the value of our lmowledge to the listener, 

0 tone and register are ofien as important as content; and 

0 timing is everytbg regardess of what we have to Say. 

Both ESL adult leamers and I are aware of the significance of the individual context of our 

background knowledge (Allen, Swain, Harley & Cummins, 1990), a consolidation of previous 

personal and professional experiences. We accept that background impinges directly on our present 
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leaming situation. In trying to leam a new language, we both view the fiiture with the anticipation 

of being able to "catch the drift of the conversation". The impact can be the same for both of us. I f  

we don? gain high proficiency in learning the language - English or organizational doublespeak - 
we won't fiindion successfully in our respective landscapes. The conversation puts us in our places. 



Chnpter 2. Purpose: the professiond knowledge iandscape 

In this study, 1 document the professional lives of seven female board of education 

administrators who are entering the middle of a culhnal conversation - an emerging organizational 

conversation in a daily drama about relationships, institutional structures, and dramatic political and 

economic change during a pexiod of educational reform. The purpose of this inquiry is to uncover 

the intricate nature of the professional knowledge landscape (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995) where 

the personal and professional lives of these administrators intersect in adult education. 

The professional knowledge landscape is considered to be a metaphorka1 notion "composed 

of relationships among people, places, and thingsy' (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995, p. 5); it is the total 

context which ernbodies the historical, politid, social, culhiral and professional co~ections in an 

educator's milieu. Through a dialogic relationship with practice, 1 inquire into the complexity of 

female administrators' knowledge - how it is shaped by the professional landscape in which we 

work. This thesis journey is a narrative process for bringing gender to inquky in the context of a 

large leaming organization (Schon, 1983; Senge 1990). It is a way to modi@ the gendered 

construction of human experience and to reconceptualize beliefk about laiowledge (Frye, as cited in 

Monteath, 1993, p. 10). By contributhg to the literature about women's experiences in 

administration, this shidy also becomes a vehicle to encourage our leadership and advocacy during 

a tirne of educational reform in adult education. 

In this thesis, an "administrator" is dehed generically and refm to managers, principals, 

program supervison, and senior officiais. These roles designate people in positions of rrsponsibility 

who oversee staffand/or manage prognims. As administrators, we examine our comection to self 

as woman and to the diverse educational community. An important part of this portmit addresses ou.  

experiences that result fkom decision-rnaking during a tirne of restructuring, reduction and reform. 
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Since the fùndamental orientation of this thesis is duected towards the validation of women's 

personal knowledge as daived from eqerience, it offers a distinctive way to understand how female 

administrators evaluate foundational concepts such as  theories of human nature, episternology and 

ontology. The questions of how we are implicated in what we know and what we are compelled to 

do with our knowledge (Pagano, 1990) are shared narratively in temis of ihe professional knowledge 

landscape we conceptually inhabit. They give us, as  fernale administrators, a focus for responsive 

and responsible action in the fûtme - a kind of mutuality which builds a sense of self and a feeling 

of empowerment (Miller, 1 984). 

My approach endorses the assumption that a feminst rnethodology of social science requires 

'the recognition that personal involvement is more than dangerous bias - it is the condition under 

which people come to h o w  each otha and to admit others into th& lives" (Stanley & Wise, 1979, 

p. 58). Following this notion, this study discloses our strategic stories in dealhg with organizational 

support and barriers. While still acknowledging experiences we have had in the p s t ,  we come to 

think differently about these events and relationships that shape the professional knowledge 

landscape. We begin to respect the distinctiveness of experience. We more clearly appreciate the 

pason we were in the p a s  who we are now, and the person we have the opportunity to become in 

the future. 

This feminized critique expands and ameliorates the conversational circle. It welcomes 

women not just as objects but aiso as subjects. It names the fimale experience and breaks the silence 

imposed on fendes by patriarchal institutions (Gold, 1994). in recogniang that personal experieace 

gave rise to this inquiry, my intention is to endorse more androcentric administrative practices 

nmîively within a larger textual system. It is not to make universally applicable staternents about 

womm administrators' experiences as part of the professional knowledge landscape. It is, instead, 

one step towards hawig women recognize and experience through narrative that 'ü~tbae is an intimate 
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and necessary relation between the processes of actud experience and education" (Dewey, 

1938/1963, p. 20). My experience is that women don't often aicounter this relationship. 

Consequently, the verisimilitude (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990) 1 seek revolves aromd how 

administrators experience the lived stones they tell; not only how they happened in their 

organizational environment. 



Chapter 3. Background 

3.1 the context of teacher knowledge research and narratives of experience 

This arises fiom my professional experiences as a high school English and 

mathematics teacher, an ESL instnictor, lead instmctor and administrator in Adult and Continuhg 

Education, and as a graduate student researcher. By adopting an agent - central perspective (Elbaz, 

1 983; Clandinin, 1985; Craig, 1 992), 1 have consolidateci my own experience with the practice of 

seven women administrators as the contextual backdrop for my thesis. These feminist work 

narrativesy both biograpbid and autobiographical, emage as Wtat ive  case studies in educational 

administration. 

AAer participahg for three years in a coilaborative research project (Clandini. & Connelly, 

1993-1 996, SSHRC project), 1 positioned my thesis inquiry centrally within their concept of 

"Teachers' Professional Knowledge Landsca~es'~ (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995). The foundation of 

this concept extends back to several fields of mearch. One aspect is the field of teacher thinking or 

teacher knowledge research. It was an emerging research area in the late 70's which focussed more 

closely on experience in the classroom and teachers' thought processes. In trying to understand 

teachers as knowers, Clandinin & Connelly (1995) cite the phitosophical works of Schwab (1969), 

Dewey (1938), and others. Although they acknowledge the four commonplaces - subject matter, 

teacher, lemer, milieu (Schwab, 1969) - as the main issues of curriculum discourse, they appear to 

be seeking a more holistic view of cmiculum (Miller, 1993) that would not depend on the 

promotion of the learner7s role to the detriment of the teacher's position. 

Following this notion, the interpretation of the individual administrators' narratives of 

experience or research texts, is designed with the perception of their wholeness; that is, the balance 

that the narrativist p m e s  (Crites, 1 975; Polkinghome, 1 988). Sustainhg this dialectic between the 

whole and its parts is a demanding respom'bility for researchers, similar to the dialectic h e w o r k  

6 
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wherein theory and practice are ootlsidered inseparable. These work narratives speak directly to the 

notion of personal practical knowledge and its foundation in experience. They reveal the 

fundamental unity Dewey (1 93811963) stresses between experience and education; how education 

or knowledge is seen as ''development within, for, and by experience" (p. 28). Dewey (1916) 

discusses how an individual shapes and is shaped by experience: 'We do something to the thing (the 

experience) and then it (the experience) does something to us in return" (p. 139). In aligning my 

thais context withui Dewey's wnceptualization of experience, 1 probe the connection of experience 

to previous knowledge in order to understand how it infoms present knowledge and experience. 

In tum, the impact of present knowledge on fernale administrators' laiowing and advocacy for the 

future is shared. 

Furthexmore¶ Dewey's work (1934) offm a philosophical basis for the conceptualization of 

teachers' knowledge - and in hnn, administrators' knowledge. He encourages a perception of 

howledge as a process of knowing wherein knowledge could be both practical and pasonal and still 

subject to critique. He also discloses his disagreement with philosophers who perceive the practical 

and personal as a dichotomy and exclude these aspects in their understanding of knowledge. In 'The 

Practical Character of Reality", he states: 

r f  we suppose the traditions of philosophic discussion (were) wiped 

out andphilosophy starting afiesh from the most ache  tendencies of 

todqv - those shiving in social Ife, in science, in literature, and in art 

- one can h u r e  imagine any philosophic view spn'nging up and 

gaining credence, which did not give a iarge place, in its scherne of 

things, tu the practical and the personal, and to them withour 

employing dlsparagig tenns, such ar phenomenal, merelj subjective, 

and so on Why. putthg it mil& should what gives tragedy, comedy, 



and poignancy to life. be excIudedjFom things? Dewey, 1934 as 

cited in McDemott 1981, p. 209) 
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3.2 personai practical knowledge 

Connelly & Clandinin (1988) demonstrate their epistemological interest in the personal and 

the practical by creating the temi ''personal practical knowledge". in this thesis, personai practical 

knowledge is defined as being 

in the person's part expenence, in the person S present mind and 

body, and in the person 's funrre plans and actio m... lt is a partrrtrcu far 

way of reconstnicting the part and the intentions for the future to 

deal with the exigencia of a prresent situation (ConneUy & Clandinui, 

1988, p. 25). 

By extending this conceptual nsimework created by Clandinin and ComeUy with relation to 

teachers ' knowledge, I illustrate that the professional h o  wledge landscape where female 

administraton conceptually live, creates epistemological dilemmas that we understand narratively 

in terms of sacred, cover and secret stories (Clandinin and Comelly, 1995; Crites, 197 1). These 

stories allow female administrators to give voice to the &y to day responsibilities of doing their job 

in ninning a board of education - for "it is through the daily mundane and ordinq events that al1 

leadership is exercised" (Dunlap & Schmuck, 1995, p. 3). Consequently, 1 am guided in my inqujr 

to examine the complex intersection between administrators' personal and professional knowledge. 

Cntes (197 1) suggests that teachers live withui a sacred story of theory and practice which 

mould their experiences on the professional knowledge landscape (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988). 

Havhg initially encountered this tenn used in a narrative context through Crites' work, I began to 

identify its tangible existence within an organizational context. Through field texts, thae  sacred 

stories unfold diaing infornial interviews - stories that were commonly touted as part of the system. 

This identification and their implications for the administrators sinfaced as part of the narrative 

method we experienced, as participants and mearcher, interpreting and reconstnicthg our stories. 
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3 3  personai practical knowledge and the professional knowledge Iandscape 

The theoretical com@on between personal practical knowledge and the professional 

knowledge landscape allows me to wander through this complicated educational milieu with 

intention - that is, an intention to expand the perimeters of meaning in educational administration 

through narrative inquiryuUy By engaging fernale administrators in shared inquines of expexience and 

in voicing ideas for ameliorating managerial practices, 1 unwrap their ambivalent attitudes towards 

change at the City Board of Education. For Connelly and Clandinin (1 998) and Beattie (199S), the 

maging of these two particular storylines about t a c h a  knowledge and tacher voice creates a third 

story of school reform. In a similar contex& this thesis reflects the stories of fernale administrators 

poised to undergo reform in adult education. How educational refonn will alter th& experiences is 

currently just speculation - feelings already insinuated in anxious voices through their work 

narratives. 

The many layers of plot lines fiom conversations with teachers and administrators led 

Clandinin and Connelly (1 995) to the adoption of the intricate metaphor of a professional knowledge 

landscape. To understand the professional knowledge Iandscape narratively, it must be interpreted 

as a metaphor which is elastic and able to grow in different contexts. This study examines in detail 

how the professional howledge landscape shapes effective managing: what we, as f d e  

administrators know; what knowledge is seen as vital for administrators; and who is authorized to 

constnict knowledge about managing. An evolving vision of the professional knowledge landscape 

acknowledges it as both an intellechial and moral landscape (Clandinin Br Connelly, 1995). This 

conceptual idea considers administrators' knowledge as developing fiom, and revealed by our 

experience as part of the changing organizational culture at a board of education. The professional 

knowledge landscape fits comfortably as the backdrop to the intersection of OUT personal and 
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professional stories, revealing how we are struggiing through the burden of institutional restmcnning 

and reform, precipitated by difficult political and econornic tirnes. 

in describing the professional howledge landscape, Comelly & Clandinin (1988; 1995) 

often use two metaphors, "fùnuel" and "conduit". These metaphors help me represent the social 

construction of fernale administrators' reality at the City Board of Education. They offer a way of 

pichùing how administrators and teachers in the classroom corne to know policies and procedures 

on their landscape. In constmcting interpretive research texts, I recognized that some participants 

did not accept this analogy. Consequently, 1 inguire whether practitioners see a good fit between the 

language we use for theory, as researchers, and their own practice. In a natural response, personal 

metaphors emerge fiom the administrators' work narratives which alter their interpretation of the 

conceptual fhmework of the professional howledge landscape. These contradictions facilitateci my 

understanding of how we, as administrators, might influence or shape the mntext in which we work. 

It was also a way to understand the possibilities of influencing the course of change through shared 

knowledge and endorsement. 

To develop the context for administrative knowledge, 1 examine the professional knowledge 

of individual female administrators, the organizational landscape at work and the means by which 

this landscape relates to Adult and Continuing and Education policy and educational research thmry. 

Viewed in this way, the professional knowledge landscape is positioned at the interface of theory and 

practice in administrators' lives. This recognition opens the way to examinulg my thesis problem. 

The question, "How is administrative knowledge shaped by the professional knowledge context in 

which fernale administrators work?" emerges as a way of uncovering some of the gaps in feminist 

management literature. This direction is a .  avenue for contriburing to the development of practical 

knowledge in the field of management and educational reform. 



Chapter 4. Methodology 

4.1 overview of administrators' narratives 

In this inquiry, a h e w o r k  for qualitative case studies is developed around the contexhial 

backdrop of the work narratives of seven women administrators (Chap. 5). In various ro la  and 

organizational reiationships at the City Board of Education, the fouowing levels of administrators 

are represented as  participants: principal, coordinator, program supervisor and senior official. Each 

one was engaged in this coilaborative research project primarily t h u g h  two techniques for creating 

field texts - infornial interviews and participant obsmation. The issues that s u r f a d  fiom our 

discussions and my observation, shaped the way the narratives evolvd During the development of 

this research, some participant stories emerged Lrom individual conversations over a few months, 

whiie others unfolded firom a Conversation Focus Group which met periodicdly over a two year 

interval. ln al1 cases, this qualitative study was designed so that the administrators could share the 

opportunity to directiy benefit from their participation. 
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4.2 qualitative case study 

During the initial development of my proposal, 1 selected qualitative research and narrative 

as the methodology and method that corresponded to my thesis question and how the problern was 

shaped. I had completed three years participating in collaborative research as part of the cornmunity 

at the Centre for Teacher Development (OISUUniversity of Toronto). While exploring the notion 

of "Teachers' Professional Knowledge Landscapes" (Clandinin & Comelly, 1 993- 1 996, SSHRC 

project), I felt my thesis topic and my approach to its in* were clearly embedded in this concept 

and the accompanying namative research method In addition, my research situaîed itself quite 

naturally w i t b  a henneneutic position (Gadamer, 1975) thaî depended on a personal and concephial 

frame of reference. Personal experience methods (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994) also reflected my 

style of sharing experiences with people in the workplace and offered an opporhuiity to eventudly 

have an intensive description and interpretation of f d e  administrators' Iived experience in a large 

educational organization. However, choosing case study as the h e w o r k  of my thesis was reached 

much later in my thinking. As part of an mergent process, specifically the result of designing pilot 

studies for graduate courses, the rationale for choosing a case shidy methodology berame clearer. 

1 began to recognize that the focus of my investigation was identifiable within a naturai 

bounded systern (Smith as cited in Merriam, 1 988); that is, the experiences of women administrators 

at a board of education in the adult education arena. Within this setting, case studies allowed me to 

describe the interaction of important features characteristic of this phenornenon in an intensive, rich 

manner without separating thern fiom their context (Yin as cited in Meniam, 1 988). Calling on 

anthropology, Geertz (1973) names this outcome '%ck description" by which he signifies 

"interpreting the meaning o£..demographic and descriptive data in terms of cultural noms and 

mores, community values, deep-seated attitudes and notions, and the like" (p. 1 19). 
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An example of this potential s m f b d  during our Focus Group Conversation when we began 

talking about the supposedly gender-neutral topic of Board budget allocation. 

There f not as much money no matter what gender you are. 

(Participant 1 )  

But it 3 like a mystery, isn 't it? Like the Mmom or sornething. trying 

tofigure out where the rnoney is and how it S allocated and how you 

get access to it. So whenever I need to know Igo to Barb who is the 

wornan principal representative on the hïdget committee and then 

she lets me know. ... (Participant 2)  

m e n  you call the men though, they don 't have the a m e r  either. 

(Participant 2) 

1 think the mystery 's deliberate. (Participant 3) 

In what sense? (Sheila) 

Well, 1 don 't believe a budget has to be some kind of: you know, 

mystenous process. in Jiact. ... it should be a very clear process. The 

fact [thal] it isn Y, always maka me wonder. because it raises issues 

of control and power. ..because I mean, "who does control those 

purse strings? ': I often think you might find access to those mysteries 

ifyou were lined up in the men's washroom. you know, side by side 

with the cornptroller. ï?iere may be ways that you can find out 

[budget] smff but it may be very d13cuIt for women to access. 

(Participant 3) (Chap. 5.9, Focus Group Conversation 1) 

The foregoing description of the Board's organizational noms gave me, as researcher, a strong sense 

of  the deepseated attitudes and behaviom regardhg gender that were being communicated initially 
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around the budget story. Their casual interaction during this interview presented the opportunity for 

probing their expressed feminist perspective within the Focus Group dynamic. 

As well, additional interpretation around other uncommonly recognized genda related topics 

within the same identified context are examined. Shce case studies rely on inductive ressoning, this 

methodology also fits well with narrative method. That is to say, narrative encourages the storying 

and restorying of experiences such as those described above, while also hthering theories and 

hypotheses. It facilitates the interaction between the researcher and her participants in order to 

discover new relationships, concepts or understanding that emerge h m  the field texts, based in the 

context itself. In CO-wnstructing research texts, we andysed the basis of their gender-driven 

cornplaints in a way that was meanùigful to them. 

in the end, this qualitative research, as expressed through case study, stresses the following 

features : 

to recognize that the 'paramount objective is to understand the meaning of an experience" 

(Merriarn, 1988, p. 16) - it should be heuristic and illuminating to the reader; 

'20 undentand situations in their uniqueness as part of a particular context and the 

interactions there ... to understand the nature of that setting - what it means for participants to 

be in that se- what their lives are like, what's going on for hem, what their meanings are, 

what the world looks like in that particular sethg ..." (Patton as cited in Merriarn, 1988, p. 17) 

- it should be a particularistic process; 

to assume îhat "ththere are multiple realities - that the world is ... a function of personal 

interaction and perception ... a highly subjective phenornenon in need of interpreting rather 

than measuring" (Memiam, 1988, p. 17) - it should take advantage of the possibility of depth. 

Through this case study, 1 corne to ternis with how knowledge of female administrators is 

shaped by th& professional knowledge context By exploring the multiple realities of that particular 
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professional landscape at a board of education, 1 endeavour to contriiute to the knowledge and 

validiîy inherent in women's voices in adult education. 1 show that feminist interviewhg techniques 

are integral to the expression of women's voices through stories in qualitative case study research. 

In this context, inteniewing is a technique or vehicle - that is, not a method - which heips us as 

researchers, articulate meaning within di fferent qualitative methods. 

Merriam (1988) views case study ''reliability" and ''vdidity" shortcomings as a means of 

empowering readers with more accountability. They are required to draw their own conclusions by 

placing the deep descriptions of the case study into the context of their own situations and possibly 

using the case shidy to develop their own hypotheses. This dationship with the d e r  was explored 

in ternis of the criteria for quality used for narrative inquiry. 



4 3  aamüveinquiry 

(a) teilhg stories and narrative inqujr: historïcal background 

The rationaie for m y  using narrative inquhy focusses on its essential personal, social, feminist 

and temporal qualities. It assumes that truth is multiple and transient, always emerging, changing and 

holistic (Reason and Marshall, 1987, p. 1 13). These fùndamental characteristics of nanative inquiry 

reveal themselves in the considerable history both inside and outside the field of education. Because 

it centres on human experience and its holistic nature, the social sciences are a natural area for 

narrative inquiry. Under the broad classification of nmtology, research Iiterature is accessible in 

history (Carr, l986), psychology (Cole & Knowles, 1999, education (Heilbrun, 1988; Noddings, 

1986), and theology (Crites, 197 1). In addition, Polkuighorne (1988), Elbaz (1988), Comelly and 

Clandinin (1990), and Carter (1 993) have contributed various outlines about the development of 

narrative inquiry in education. 

Approximately twenty-five years ago, MacIntyre (as cited in Connelly & Clandinin, 1990) 

characterized the narrative context of our self-understanding by stating that 'ban is in his actions 

and practice, as well as in his fictions, a story-telling animal. He is not essentially, but becomes 

through his history, a teller of stories that aspire to truth" (p. 2 16). In a similar way, Johnson ( 1993) 

reminds us about the narrative structure of our lives in saying: "It is in sustained narratives, therefore, 

that we corne closest to obsming and participating in the reality of life as it is actually experienced 

and lived" (p. 196). Johnson's recognition of the essential comection between lived experiences and 

story is also reminiscent of Heilbrun's (1988) observation, that we are 'liv[ing] our lives through 

texts" (p. 37). These descriptions illustrate some of the reasons why story is situated within a matrix 

of qualitative research. Its educational significance can be seen in life history, ethnography, namative 

inquiry and phenomenology. Its general educational purpose is to "bring theoretical ideas about the 

nature of human life as lived to bear on educational experience as  lived" (Connelly & Clandinin, 
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1 990, p. 3). Pobghorne (1 988) has ~liecorded narrative educationally related shidies as far back as 

the mid-1800's. At that time, "case history, biography, life history, life span development, Freudian 

psychoanalysis, and organizational consultation [were] represented in the educational literatureT' 

(Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 2). 

These stona cannot be categorized under paradigrnatic knowledge (Bruner, 1985); instead 

they respond to ambiguity and dilemma. Because action with a variety of intentions is ofien complex 

and unpredictable, "story in its multiplicity of meanings, is a suitable form for expressing the 

knowledge that arises h m  action" (Carter, 1993, p. 7). One way to understand the meaning of the 

terni, story, is to concentrate on the qualifies that m a g e  through its use. In surveying the rneaning 

of story in teaching and teacher education, Carter (1993) notes that Scholes (1982) defines a story 

in his literary studies, as a "telîing or recounting of events" (p. 59) and emphasizes the ,  sequence, 

and continuity of subject matter in defining nmtive. He rernarks that narratives refer to events that 

have occmed outside of themselves and have an impücit or explicit observer to recount the events. 

in addition, a story is seen as "a narrative with a certain very specific syntactic shape 

(beginning-middleend or situation-transfomation-situation) and with a subject matter which allows 

for or encourages the projection of human values upon this materiai" (Scholes, 1982, p. 206). As 

such, temporality and causality are centrai to this constructive process. But in evaluating the 

credibility of a story, a distinction should be made between the accuracy of the data and the 

plausibility of the plot. Although participants may agree that an event happened, the interpretations 

of the rneaning of the event may Vary. Iser (1 976) and Culler (198 1) also r e v d  that readers seek 

coherence and causai connections among these incidents and conventions as they construct for 

themselves, often retrospectively, the meankg or theme of the story. Consequently, Connelly & 

Clandinin (1 990) caution mearchers about imposing a comection between temporality and causaiity 

on the narrative. Polkinghome (1995) reiterates a similar view by stating that "the evaluation of the 
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configurative rnalytïc work of the researcher is bas& on the generated story's production of 

coherence among the situated, contextual, and particular elements of the data, that is, on its 

explanatory power (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990) and plausiiility" (p. 20). The researcher's story 

should not only be usefiil; it should also be faithfbl to the actual historical happenings (Sass, 1992). 

While people recognized that story in a literary sense consists of events, characters and 

settings arranged in a temporal sequence, implying both causality and significance, an interpretive 

shift in modern approaches to inquiry into teaching and tacher education began to occur in the 

1 980's. Martin ( 1 986) m a r k s  that story was now portrayeci as a "mode of explanation necessary for 

an understanding of life" (p. 7). This new understanding of story as "capturing the complexity, 

specificity, and interconnectedness of the phenornenon with which we de al... redresseci the 

deficiencies of the traditional atomistic and positivistic approaches in uhich teaching was 

decomposed into d i s m e  variables and indicators of effectiveness" (Carter, 1993, p. 6). Egan (1 986) 

suggests that school subject matter should be organized in story form, thereby adding a cunicular 

interpretation. Elbaz's (1988) main focus is story in her review of teacher-thinking shidies which 

uses a distinction between story as a methodological device and as methodology itself. 
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(b) conducting narrative iuquiry: research method 

Connelly and Clandinin (1 988) define narrative as "the making of meaning fiom personal 

experience via a process of reflection in which storytehg is the key element and in which 

metaphors d folk knowledge take th& place" (p. 16). Personal practical knowledge is dehed as 

"that body of comections and meanings, conscious or unconscious, that have aisen h m  experience 

(intimate, social, and traditional) and that are expressed in a person's practice" (Clandinin & 

Comeliy, 1995, p. 7; C o ~ e l l y  & Clandinin, 1988, p. 25). Pinar and Gnunet (1 976) view personai 

practical knowledge ex pressed through story more as autobiographicaVbiographica1 text However, 

Connelly and Clandinin (1 987) point out that method is the focus for autobiography and biography 

whereas the emphasis for them in narrative is on how people know classrooms through story. They 

also note that "tirne and place, plot and scene, work together to create the experiential quality of 

narrative" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 8). For my thesis, the emphasis is on oral stories, how 

as female administratoxs in adult education, we come to know our professional milieu - our physical, 

economic, cultural and relational environment, our past and curent strategies of action, and our 

experiences which occasionally becorne models for the future. Our stones, which are essentially 

conversations, are told with an appreciation that 

the more an organization depends for ifs sunival on innovation and 

adaptution to u changing environment, the more essential its interest 

in organizational leaming. On the other hand, forma1 organizations 

also have a powefil interest in the stability and predictability of 

organkational life(Schon, 1983, p. 327). 

Bureaumacies such as  boards of education tend to -te an administrator's bid to move 

from an exclusive top-down ideology towards more consultative decision-making. Through o u .  

stones, 1 disclose whether women in our organization were willing and able to develop a closer 
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correspondence with a more reflective and collaborative mode1 of management during changing 

economic times. I f  not, what other models of management did their experiences express? 

Nevertheles, 1 am mindful that the bdanental responsibility of the narrativist is to share 

the participant's own story as the primary focus in gathering field texts. 

Our initial task...ii to listen to teachers ' stories as they are told and 

lived out in practice. nese are the teuchers ' stories of themeives as 

they engage with Iearners und subject matter within both the 

immediate and larger social. political and cultural milieux (Eisner, 

1988, p. 392). 

My ta& as researcher, is similar but situated in a diffkrent organizational context in addt education. 



(c) constructhg the participant/researcher relationship: 

authority and anthorship 

The nature of this narrative inquiry into how aciministrative knowledge is shaped by the 

professional knowledge context in which we work, names the sîructured quality of experience to be 

investigated. It identifies the parameters for sharing stories and reconstmcting experience (Clandinin 

& ComeIly, 1994). Narrative method most closely reflects my world view of howledge as socidy 

consûucted and acquired inductively through dialogue with participants. 1 conceive of knowledge 

as based in lived experience and dependent upon the interaction of the subjective individual with 

their extemal environment (Dewey, 1938). 

In recognizing that valid inqujr rests on aitical subjectivity, 1 am constantly aware of 

wearing my admlliistrator's hat as a researcher. That is, by undertaking this inquiry "in my own 

backyard", I listen carefùlly to other female administrators' storied experience, aclaiowledging their 

full recognition of my context at the board of education. Together, through caring about our mutual 

situations as female administrators, we acknowledge our intersubjectivity. In this way, knowledge 

becornes personal in the sense that Polanyi (1958) suggests in tallcing about "knowing as an act of 

comprehension of the things known, an action that requires ski11 ... Such is the personal participation 

of the laiower in acts of understanding" (as ated in Connelly & Clandinin, 1988, p. 96). This type 

of sharing involves my coming to terms with their alternative perspectives and t d y  honoiiring the 

relationship of participants as collaborative researchers (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988; Cole and 

Knowles, 1993). 

During my first interview with Mary Lo, a female Chinese ESL Co-ordinator/Program 

Supervisor (Chap. 5.3)' 1 was disappointed by the inappropnate revelation of my subjectivity during 

the following conversation: 
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Su. didyou sort of conrider it a compliment when they said "You are Me a 

male supervisor "? (Sheila) 

Well, yes. Because in Hong Kong the general impression is thut 

f e d e  s u p e o r s  are more dz8cult to handle. They like to deal with 

male superwhrs. (Mary) 

m a t  does that mean? What qtmlities did male supervisors have. for 

example, that females didn 't? (Sheila) 

In my opinion. male supervisors are more detemined..lfemales 

change their min& so of tn  and a h ,  a male supervisor is much more 

objective. They deal with things. not people .... [ColIeagues] think 

female supervisors are usually prejudiced.. . . (Mary) 

[with great emphasis and wondement] And you believe thot? 

(Sheila) 

Although we became M y  engaged in a collaborative process d h g  this research project and 

shared how we came to our different points of view, 1 had no nght to show an apparent disbelief in 

her sexist declaration. The impact of her milieu on h a  own identity and her perspective was clearly 

quite different than mine, even though she now expressed her comfort as being part of the Canadian 

mosaic. But our pinpose was not to have e q d  involvement and simila. perspectives in collaboration 

'%ut ratha, for negotiated and mutually agreed upon involvement" (Cole & Knowles, 1 993, p. 486). 

In spite of the fact that my participant didn't show a visible negative reaction to my response, 1 was 

not "respecting, listening to, and giving attention to how the research act and process fit with the 

everyday lived experiences of teachers ..." (Cole & Knowles, 1993, p. 479) or in this case, female 

administrator. Her comments reflected an attitude contrary to the City Board policy (City Board of 
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Education, 1990). But she didn't discuss whether she implernented this viewpoint when hiring 

instmctors in Canada. 

Nevertheless, 1 was intruding on our relationship by trying to shape her stories to fit my 

expectations. in this relationship, she was a participant, not a Board employee who needed training. 

It was beneficial to remind myself that the working title of my thesis was "Conversations in 

Counterpoint" not "Conversations in Hamiony". Since this experience, 1 have worked diligently on 

being more aware of my subjectivity. 1 have developed a greata appreciation of al1 the participants' 

differing world views represented by their stories through their own lem. It is my continuing 

responsibility as researcher to make the familiar strange and the strange familiar (Glesne and 

Peshkin, 1992) in understanding my own professional knowledge landscape. 

In adherùig to narrative method descnbed above, the researcher enters into a collaborative 

relationship so that both voices are heard in the co-construction of text - the participant not only tells 

the story but takes part in the mutual reconstruction of the field notes as they become research texts. 

As a resuit, the identity of the individual as participant is constructed narratively and therefore is 

disclosed as multiformed and altering according to shifting conditions and temporal changes 

(Clandinin and Comelly, 1995). With this in mind, I explore how our identity as female 

administrators, shapes our philosophical thought and our episternology. Taylor (1 989) maintains that 

knowing one's place in the array of relationships in the workplace helps to mate our moral identiv, 

this in tum, gives us faith in our actions. M y  study addresses the participants' seme of self and 

morality through their past and current professional experiences as female leaders by including issues 

of responsibility and caring (Gilligan, 1982; Miller, 1984). This pdcular emphasis reflects a 

meaningful aspect of my own role as ESL administrator in a large educational organization. Crites 

(1971) reminds us that 



Our sense of persona1 identity depenk on the continuiîy of 

+ence thr@ time, a cmtimity bridgng even the cl@ between 

remem bered pas? and projected firture.. . our sense of ourselves is ut 

ewry moment to some extent integraed into a single story (p. 302). 

Looking at identity h m  both a narrative and an epistemological perspective helps me more clearly 

understand its intersection and impact on the professionai knowledge landscape of female 

administrators. 

It is apparent that an outsider position can be preferable at certain stages of inquiry. This 

might help a researcher gain access to what a participant reaily thinks as opposed to what she feels 

she is expected to say by a researchedcol11eague. Through this brief experience of tension with Mary 

Lo, 1 infmed that an insider can sometimes silence the participant in unexpected ways. As a 

researcha conducting narrative i n q a  1 consider the disclosure of both the positive and negative 

aspects of my thesis joumey, especially with regard to developing collaborative research 

relationships, an integral and sometimes painfùl part of my narrative. In the end, it assists my comuig 

to terms with my own identity as woman, colleague, adrninistrator and researcher. 

In this research study, I try to assume the d e  of learner so that 1 can be more of the Listener 

than the authority (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992). While being an experienced insider in my own 

backyard in one sense, 1 am still a novice in terms of some my participants' knowledge of the 

Board's system f?om the centrd office. TheV diverse practices and respomibilities as p~cipals ,  CO- 

ordinators, program supervisors and senior officiais widen the lem through which I interpret and 

represent the meaning of our daily roles as female administrators in the addt education system. 

Although 1 maintain the centrality of the researcher's experience in namative inquiry, 1 also 

remain cognizant of my insiderloutsider status. As an essential requirement prior to undertaking this 

research procas, 1 saw the need to look back at rny own nanative, storied in a Foundations of 
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Cumdum course,which provided a process for reconstmcting m y  experiences. As an administrator 

on site at the City Board of Educaîion, I have found negotiaeing entry to participants' lives and 

stories relatively easy and reinforcing during the pilot studies. As an insider, most negotiations were 

based on previous inter-personal relationships as colleagues or as part of an extended workplace 

network with these colleagues. As long as confidentiality and collaboration were assured, 

participation was generally viewed enthusiastically. It was viewed as a chance to support another 

colleague as weli as an opportunity to wntribute to the scholarship of women in educational 

administration. Paradoxically, this comfort and openness sometirnes produced stories which 

participants evenhially felt bound to withdraw - they felt that their c'truth" couid be potentially 

harmful when written on a page. 

In developing my thesis, the notions of equity of expertise (Hunt, 1992) and negotiation of 

intentions for both researcher and participant in narrative inquiry match my working style as fernale 

administrator most closely. Our knowledge may be different but equal. In him, the use of story as  

reflective practice through informal interviews points '20 a vision of professionals as agents of 

society's reflective conversation with its situation, agents who engage in cooperative inquiry within 

a W e w o r k  of institutionalized contention" (Schon, 1983, p. 353). This spirit of mutually shared 

intentions is both psychologically and philosophically of ultimate importance not only in the 

beginning when negotiating entry but throughout the research relationship. Although the written 

consent form is recognized as the formal achowledgement of mutual commitment, it is the ongoing 

rapport, the relationdie between the participants and myself as CO-researchers that validates our 

relationship and p d t s  the ongoing reconstruction of text. As a result of two interviews (1996) 

completed during a methodology course, the issue of representing "tnithfiilness" kept seacing. 

htemiewing 'iip" or "down" in an organization (Chap. 5.4; 5.6; 5.1 0)was identified as significant 

methodologically for its differing implications during the creation of both field and research texts 
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(Connetly & Clandinin, 1990). Questions about the preparation for the intexview, the types of 

questions considerd appropriate, the developing relationship during the reconstruction of text as 

well as the ethical considerations around cunfidentiality and boundaries are discussed in chapters 5.3 

and 6.5. 

Narrative inquiry uses a variety of techniques to create field texts. This study focuses on the 

participant's "relational knowing" (Belenky et al., 1986) inherent in the story-telling. Nevertheless, 

researchers using story must keep aware of subjectivity and rapport. ùi sharing a story in the field 

or writing research tex& the researcher and participant both need to work in an environment of 

acceptance and trust in order to represent the meaning of the experience they intend. By recogniang 

the reflexive nature of this type of research, mearchers share the social world they are studying. 

"We must work with what howledge we have, while recognizing that it may be erroneous and 

subjecting it to systematic inquiry where doubt seems justified" (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1992, 

p. 15). 

In narrative inquiry, using a direct way through story, we impose a narrative order on life 

which clarifies the ciifferences among a Life-as-üved, a lifeas-experienced and a life-as-told ( Bnma, 

1987). The field and research texts are expected to reflect on each individual's experience since 

narrative studies rdect "the way humans experience the world" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p.2). 

Hm, in narrative, the t m  "field text" instead of data is used because it inherently has the quality 

of story to it. Ultimately, when using narrative inquiry, 1 must be aware that "a life history, or self- 

story ... is still a story, a representation of a life at a given moment rather than the life itself' 

(Sandelowski, 199 1, p. 163). 
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(6) establishg standards of quaiity: emerging criteria 

In illustrating the notion that the language of narrative criteria must not be forced into a 

language created for other research methods, Comelly & Clandinin ( 1990) point out the example 

in anthropology, in which Van Maanen (1988) proposeci the use of "apparency" and "verisimilitude" 

instead of 4'reliability" and 'Widity" as criteria of value in qualitative research. He rejected those 

positivist concepts as not corresponding to the paradigm shift to interpretive research. Similady, 

Guba & Lincoln (1989) equated 'teliability" with "dependability" and "interd validity" with 

'bcredibility". They also chose "confïrmability" instead of "objectivity". Their suggestions promoted 

the idea that as the researcha reconsn~cts the narrative with participants, the rnettiod should be seen 

as straightforward and candid, as well as having the appearauce of truth and probability. Guba & 

Lincoln (1981) also pioneered the tenn 4'trustw~rthin~s" as a criterion for judging b4adequa~y"; 

while in a similar vein, one of PoIkinghome's guidelines 'Tor judging the adequacy of a narrative 

analysis [was] whether it [made] the generation of the researched occurrence plausible and 

understandable." (1995, p. 18). He directed the narrative researcher to bring together the different 

parts of the story into a meaningful explanaiion of the participant's responses and actions. However, 

like Bmer (1990), he also fostered the notion of making a story somewhat ambiguous, open to 

different intentional c~curnstances. Assessing validi@ as an interpretive act, Bruner prefmed the 

tem 'bplausibility" to denote a subjective view of knowledge and reality. 

Guba & Lincoln (1989) also replaced the idea of "generalization" with "transferability". By 

paying attention to details which make the narrative corne to iife through the reader's reconstruction, 

this term appeared to offer an opportunity for narrativists to assess the "authenticity" (Tamen, 1988, 

p. 8 1) and "the invitational quality of the manuscript" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 8). 
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Ln developing additional criteria for narrative, Blumenfeld-Jones (1995) talked about 

'Yidelity" as 

an obligation towar& presmhg the bonds between the teller and the 

receiver by honoring the selfreport of the telier and the obligation 

of the onginal teller to be as honest as possible in the telling. The 

judgement of fide[ity dependr on at least two people and is 

establkhed through the perspectives of at least these parties 

rejiierenced by "vows ", "obligations" or "duties ". I characterize this 

bond as the "betweenness" of the situation. @. 28) 

The struggle to grasp the intended rneanings of these ernerging criteria, and then to realize their 

intentions, creates a profound responsibility for the narrative writer. As a narrativist, 1 seriously 

accepted th is  challenge. 



4.4 feminist perspective 

The question of dz#èrence is one with the question of identity- It is 

becorning the crirical question for feminist theoruing in ail the 

disciplines including social science research methodr as fminists 

begin to question and challenge the implicit male perspective of the 

dominant paradigtrts. methodological sshutut-es. and the theoretical 

assumptions of the various disciplines (Bolough, 1984, p. 388). 

DuBois (as cited in Edson, 1988, p. 4) gives a strict delkition of feminist scholarship as 

research that has a ''recognizable feminist analytical perspective on the oppression and liberation of 

women" (endnote 13). But the author later offers a broader interpretation within the confines of 

feminist scho larship research w hich addresses ''the complex reality of women 's experience and 

situation" and which is mmrnitted to working "on women's behaif." British sociologist Liz Stanley 

states that ''fkrninist research is absolutely and centrally 'research by women' because [she] sees a 

direct relationship between ' feminist consciousness' and feminism." (as cited in Reinharz, 1 992, p. 

3). Belenky and colleagues (1986) discws women's ways of knowing, ratfier than being a "woman's 

way of knowing", or a 'Yéminist way of doing research". However, 1 locate this study within 

Reinharz's position which opens feminist research to a multitude of feminist research voices. She 

maintains that different classifications of feminists have used al l  existing methods and have inventai 

some new ones as well. Instead of orthodoxy, feminist research practices can be recognized as a 

piurality (Reinharz, 1992). 

Story in contemporary research on teaching and tacher education is based on the belief that 

story represents a way of knowing and thinking that is suited to clarifjh~g the issues with which we 

deal (Carter, 1993). In looking through the eyes of feminist research, Stanley & Wise (1 983) note 

that the alternative to conventional theorking should be "concerned with going back into 'the 
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subjective' in orda to explicate, in order to examine in detail exactly what this experience is" (p.84). 

They want us as researchers, to listen more carefblly to participants' Stones and to take more 

seriously what people have to tell us about their lives. The feminist perspective, therefore, should 

be concerned with developing new criteria for what counts as 'bknowledge" (Belenky et al., 1986; 

Carter, 1993). This stance would invoive a dismissal of conventional and sexist ways of construing 

social reality through the following sets of interlinked dichotomies: 

fw, it appears, have questioned our polarkation of reasodernotion. 

objectfvity/subjectivity, realip/phantosy, hard/sofi &ta and eramined 

them for links with ourpolarizution of maldfemaale. Yet within the 

dogma of science it would s e m  that reason, objectivity, reality - and 

male - occupy high status positions (Stanley & Wise, 1983, p. 4). 

Stanley and Wise (1979) mncur that faninist research is fhdamentally involved with, and derives 

nom, the nature of feminist wnsciousness - this, in tum, means seeing redity differently as 

expressed through story. 

While collecting field-texts, I considered the way Bel* and her colleagues (1 986) seemed 

to be bringing gender to inquiry. Were they in fact, ''reiwg the dualisms they were meant to 

correct''? (Monteath, 1993, pp. 1 1- 12). Monteath, who identifies herself as a postmodem feminist, 

suggests that Belenky's group seems to reflect a deeply sexist society in their expression of 

knowledge. She wonders if these cultural feminists have succumbed to a hornocenûic dualistic 

concept of knowledge in their humanism. That i s  in terms of feminist research, the question &ses 

about whether we should be examinhg if women's ways of howing are as good or better than 

men's ways of knowing. The stones themselves reveal a continuum of raponses from women. 

Anti-positivists reject the usef'ulness of a search for universal laws or a single " tnith" and 

argue that the social world rnust be understood subjectively through the views of the individuals 
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under study (Burrell& Morgan as cited in Reynolds & Young, 1995). Harding (1983) declares that 

what is needed is a feminist epistemology which acknowledges women's experience and rejects the 

claims of the universality of male experience. Such an epistemology would be "able to understand 

sedgender as an organic social variable which has become visible to us only because of changes in 

historical social relations [and which is] sensitive to the differences as well as the commonalities of 

women's labour class, culture and race divisions" (Harding as cited in Reynolds & Young, 1995, p. 

10). In addition to these categorizations of epistemology, we must question the underpinnings used 

for knowledge daims in the study of organizations and the methods used to advance such claims. 

Reynolds and Young also agree that "one challenge for feminists is how to develop views of that 

meaning - making which are not limited by the tools provided in traditional social science, a field 

in which men have traditionally dominated the act of naming" (p. 11) within existing social 

stnictures. 

The cornmitment to understanding the complexity of women's reality and the desire to 

represent some of their voices are two components which guided my research study. Whereas many 

feminist shidies document the dilemma of women through a l a i s  which maintains them as oppresseci 

Mctims of a patriarchal society, my narrative account porfrays an alternative image: womm actively 

recognizing and confionting these same realities as administrators with a conscious sense of personal 

agency (Edson, 1988, p. 5). In a sense, I demonstrate how we, as female administrators, are trying 

to make explicit choices through advocacy and interaction within the existing structure. 

1 am not proposing a specific definition of feminism at this tirne, other than generally 

accepted tenets that allow the diversity of expression fiom both participants' and researcher's voices. 

Therefore, my perspective resonates most closely with Reinharz's (1 992) first defbition of feminist 

research methods as "methods used in research projects by people who identify themselves as 

ferninist or as part of the women's movanent" (p. 6). She explains that this simple definition of self- 
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identification deliberately bypasses the danger of applying a one-sided definition to ail faninists. 

This approach rejects the notion of a transcendent authority that decides what cullstitutes 'Yfanust", 

consistent with the anti - hierarcbical nature of rnany feminist organizations and feminist spirit. It 

recognizes that there are traditional diffmces expressed among liberal, radical and socialist/Marxist 

feminists. In addition, differences in definition are revealed by people h m  different gender, classes, 

races, grnerations and sexual orientations. Academic and activist feminists differ as  well. 

If we accept that schools reflect society, then it should be possible to begin creating change 

nom within our educational system (Dewey, 1938). 1 adhere to the feminist belief that being male 

or female should not alter any individual's access to, experiences within or consequences fiom, 

education. A feminist critique of our educational system allows us to see inequities based on gender, 

even when such inequities may also include race, ethnicity, or other factors as well as gender 

(Reynolds & Young, 1995). The combination of qualitative interview techniques fkom a feminist 

perspective both in fhmework and approach (Oakley, 1981) allow a meaningful nanative to be 

constnicted. For example, when conducting the initial group interview conversation with female 

managers (see Chap. 5. IO), field texts provided an opportunity for critical interpretation of systemic 

sexist behaviour. They dramatized the organizational discrimination that women experience on their 

professional landscape. 

1 approach this research as a female anministrator who is part of an ESL and Native 

Languages Program in the Adult and Continuing Education Department of a large educational 

organization. 1 assume that the hierarchy at the City Board of Education is an enduring refktion of 

schools and society in general. As such, principals will have greater authority than teachers, and 

superintendents greater authority than administrators and principals. Furthemore, 1 assume that 

being part of the Continuing Education Department continues to locate our adult prognuns in a 

marginal position, with relation to the elementary and secondary school panels (Ontario Ministry of 
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Education, 1994, Education Act). To accunitely contextualize this lmdscape, 1 acknowledge that, 

historically, the City Board has aiways voluntanly taken responsiiility for adult education for 

immigrants as an additional mandate in servicing the surrounding multicul* cornmunities. niis 

provision was never legislated by the Ministry of Education and in tum, was not ofken energetically 

implemented by other boards of education. This practice by the City Board, begun over 100 years 

aga, reflects an organîzational and philosophical coIllfnitment to lifelong leanilng. 

Nevertheles, the reduction and reform driven by the lack of adequate fiinding fkom 

govemment affect this voluutary mandate. 1 continue to live a paradoxical reality within the current 

anti-adult education provincial framework; that is, our ESL program which delivers language and 

orientation services to adult immigrant commmities is constantly being re-evaiuated to justify its 

credibility and usefulness, especially by the Ontario Ministry of Education and Training. 

Consequentiy, in spite of the strong equity program driven by policy (City Board of Education, 

1990), adult immigrants generally do not seem to experience equal access to programs that meet their 

needs at al1 boards of education. This is because of their position relative to the organizational 

hierarchy and estab lished dichotomies - mdwomen, principalslteachers, elementary and 

secondaryladult & wntinuing education program delivery, designated credit subjecwnon-credit ESL. 

Especially in changing economic and political thes,  adult ESL pro&raniming is being looked at 

through a reduction and restnicturing lem which has recently been labelled euphemistically, a lem 

for effectiveness and efficiency (City Board of Education, March, 1996, Continuing Education 

Cornmittee minutes). This can easily translate into an establishment review of the Adult and 

Continuing Education Department which g e n d y  strengthens the tenns of a board of education's 

pnmary responsibility to children. The adult programs begin to lose their significance in 

appropnateness and effectiveness because of the changing economic circumstances for society as 

a whole. 
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A persond journal entry (1996) locates a story of mine on this vacillahg professional 

landscape; it reveals how marginal@ surfàces in everyday mattem. I relate the story about a monthly 

meeting of trustees at the City Board. The superintendent announced that, upon the retirement of the 

administmtor h m  the west ESL Centre, 1 would be taking ove- both her responsiiilities and mine 

nom the east ESL Centre as one position. No additional remuneration is mentioned. The report was 

accepted without comment. When the superintendent announced that the male vice-principal of 

Continuhg Education was being promoted to principal, congratulations were fonnally extended by 

the Chair. Additional remuneraiion was routine. 

S e m  through the lem of a female administrator, this incident could be just another subtle 

reminder of the lack of conthnation for women on the professional landscape where I work. Nothing 

intentional - simply routine. More likely, it was not a gender issue at dl; but instead a question of 

role definition - a contemporary microcosm of the Board's educational hierarchy. The contrasting 

dualities seem to rnimic the established dichotomies mentioned previously. This brief experience 

reveaied that even within Continuhg Education, class distinctions are apparent between principals 

and adminisîrators, regardless of the similarity of their qualifications and administrative fiuictions. 

This statu differentiation charaderizes the histoncal relationship in temiinology and reimbursement 

for positions related to children's and adults' educatioa "The conversation puts them in their 

places." (Pagano, 1990, p. xiv). 

Yet this account in the educational Board game was in direct contrast to the current day to 

day planning 1 was experiencing. In fact, at a later date, upon my request, senior officiais did agree 

to a ternporary allowance as remuneration for the additional responsibility of my new job. A kind 

of recognition. As the City Board was taIcing a new look at adult education, a personal journal entry 

three days later showed the paradox: 



Ruth, a senior ofleial, is regulariy inviting administrators like 

myself; tojoin principals to ccreate a holrrtic d i o n  of odult education 

in the-e. A meeting of secondary and aduit panels trying to meet 

the nee& of the sante adult studentpopulation! For thefirst time in 

I I  years, administrators are being brought in to infonn principals 

about our area of expertise - m e n t  practice in Adult ESL 

Continuing Education courses at the fedèra2 and provincial l d s .  

She k, in fact, puyiitg attention tu who h m  the knowiedge for certain 

areas of discussion, not what traditional position or gender they hold 

in the organiration. Adult ESL adminisirators are being listened to 

as professinah with another vision of adult education - it could 

probabiy be combined with the principak ' existing models. 

Sometimes it S d@mk to unmvel the complex dimensions of our 

marginality - where do the gender issues separate jPom or meet the 

systemic organizational ones? Perhaps we have to delve more deeply 

into the question of diversity (Personal journal, October 5, 1 996). 

According to Reynolds and Young (1995) we need to promote the development of a variety of 

feminist h e w o r k s .  They shouid be used to tel the story of these experiences in administration and 

leadership in educational organizations. My thesis aims to address three of theV identified categories 

for inquiry in a modified way: women administrators as focus; barriers, supports and strategies for 

women administrators; and reconstructing the discourse of educational administration (p. 13). Tbat 

is, by monitoring patterns of  participation of women in decision-making roles at a board of education 

and the diffaentiai participation in less official leadership capacities, 1 explore how gender cm be 

a factor in adminisirative and leadership consequences and practices. In this way, 1 situate personal 
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narratives of women in d e s  as princi@s7 program supavisors and senior officiais, within historical 

contexts. This approach helps in understanding the meanings people constnict out of the professional 

landscape they inhabit It identifies how barriers and support for women change over time - how 

"survivd strategies within specific historical social contexts" are being used (Reynolds & Young, 

1995). 

Feminism, as implemented in my research is a perspective, not a method. Reinhan (1992) 

states that because there are so many dennitions of feminism, it follows that there must be multiple 

perspectives on social science research methods. As a feminst researcher, 1 see myself as poised at 

the intersection of feminism which supplies the perspective and the disciplines which supply the 

method, 



Chapter 5. The Work Narratives of Women Administirtors: conversations in cornterpoint 

5.1 constructing stories together 

While composing this central chapter of administrators' work narratives, 1 shared several 

conversations with one or more participants for various periods of time. Mary Lo and 1 met to talk 

both at my office and home during a two month interval for Chapter 5.3. We reconstructed her 

nanative as a woman who eventually plays the competing administrative roles in adult ESL 

progrmm as a coordinator for a Chinese community agency and a program supervisor for the City 

Board of Education. For Chapter 5.5,I intemiewed senior officials Ruth Waker and Patricia Daly 

separately on a nimiber of occasions. However, their stories as women in positions of responsibility 

intertwined to fom a single narrative. Their story addresses the need for women to trust intuition and 

to adhere to strong values of equity and community during times of rapid change in adult education. 

Chapter 5.7 is an administrator's narrative whose story wacj told quite unexpectedly. 

Although 1 had the opportunity to observe and speak with Beth Moms as a participant on a regular 

basis through routine work at the City Board, it was after one particularly intense conversation that 

1 sought M e r  consent to reconstmct her story. It addresses one woman's reality in terms of sexual 

preference - a gender topic often hidden fiom discussion in the arena of educational administration 

research. 

Chapters 5.9 and 5.11 evolved nom Focus Group Conversations held with five to seven 

fernale administrators over two years. For the first year, the same five women in middle and senior 

management participated in this group. During the second year, two senior officials expressed 

genuine interest in king part of my thesis inquiry. Both of them were more fh i l iar  with the people 

in the Focus Group than I was, although I personalIy was not at liberty to disclose the names of the 

group members. AAer 1 approached the original members with the oppomuiity to widen the scope 

of our group, these two new participants were invited to join us for several conversations. In an effort 

38 
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to retaui greater confidentiality for this growing group of organizationally visible women, 1 

fictionalized sections of the research text (Oakley, 1992) by creating composite personae (He, 1998; 

Hoiioweil, 1977) as participants in the Focus Group. k u g h  this methodology, the administraton 

seemed to understand my caring for them and to allow greater comection and openness to unfold. 

Chapter 5.9 centres more on the group's past and immediate experknces with barriers and support 

to their being women at the City Board. In Chapter 5.1 1, their voices reveal ambivalence about the 

fbture - anxiety about educational refonn in the Adult and Continuing Education arena, They express 

both a hopefulness and a concern about whether women administrators will have the opportunity to 

choose a different way to rapond to changes. 



5.2 re-interpreting Our understanding 

... a compelling narrative, oflering a storyteller 's moral imagination 

vigormly at work? can enable any of us to Iearn by example, to take 

to heurt what is, really, a gift of grace. (Coles, 1989, p. 191) 

As methodological and related ethical issues developed fiom the individual and collective 

stories of the administrators' experience, a particular research design emerged: following the 

reconstruction of each administrator's narrative, the next section became my personal reflective 

discussion with readers. Generally, the participants, themselves, chose not to contribute to these 

"Reflections" sections. Only Beth Moms expressed a desire and willingness to participate more 

intensely in the reconstruction of h a  narrative and our reflections. Consequently, my thesis journey 

as researcher and City Board administrator became a central focus in these cornpanion sections. 

Sharing the participants' biographies and sketching my autobiographical deliberations, 

shaped the way these sections evolved and affectecl our subsequent interpretation and recoll~lntction 

of each story as part of our professional knowledge landscape. The conversations as a whole formed 

a kind of counterpoint to each other, revealing a number of themes which rnay or may not have been 

expressed in opposition but were, in fact, interacting with each other. The contrapuntal action of 

these various themes was partially resolved into a harrnonic whole by the participants' consensual 

decision to maintain currently expressed fa in i s t  values and to do the best with what could be 

changed. This format provided me with a vehicle through which to deveiop a particular picture of 

contemporary feminist ideas and narrative research methods in the social science research mena. 

Methodologically, in texms of researcher/participant collaboration, 1 aclmowledged Oakley's 

(1 98 1) description of feminisrn as a distinct vdue orientation in ternis of relationships and research 

method. Combining this idea with Connelly and Clandinin's (1 990) conceptuahation of narrative 

as phenornenon (storied lives) and narrative as method (telling stones), I characterized the 
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experiences we revealed thugh stories h m  a feminist perspective. in ad3iering to this perspective, 

I worked at maintaining the balance of the researcher/pstrticipant relationship; that is, 1 cared about 

the feelings of participants regarding interviewing, by noting our roles in these activities as well as 

attending to the quality of the participant/researcher interaction (Oakley, 198 1). Consequently, this 

research was designed so that the administrators could also expaieme a personal benefit from th& 

participation. 

By recognizing that narrative inquiry helps us identify who we are as researchers thugh  our 

multiple voices - participant and researcher alike, we adopted certain roles in using story in a board 

of education organizational setting. This reflected the purpose of the research, the nature of the 

setting, and our own orientation (ComelIy & Clandinin, 1988). "In the process of beginning to live 

the shared story of narrative inquiry, the researcher needs to be aware of constructing a relationship 

in which both voices are heard" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 4). Historically, this citation 

highlights the critical need, diaing al1 aspects of narrative inquiry, for the development of the mutual 

construction of the research relationship. The relationships that 1 had previous to this inquiry in my 

workplace influenced the voice through which I was heard and the way 1 initially heard the 

participants. Glesne and Peshkin ( 1992) rernind us that previous experiences with settlligs or people 

can set up expectations for certain types of interactions that will constrain effective data collection 

(p. 22). 1 tried to comrnunicate this inûicacy of the "muitiple 1's" they describe which reflect the 

diverse ways we have of knowing. Over tirne and reflection, each relationship evolved differently 

and expressed its meaning in distinctive ways through their work narratives. 

Pilot shidies 1 undertook during graduate courses alIuded to the variety of issues regarding 

the participant/researcher relatiomhip and research texts that would require deliberation and 

resolution during my research. In the sections titled 'Reflections", the following methodological and 

ethical areas were offered to the reader and researchers alike for consideration: the 
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participant~researcher relatiomhip, power and disclosure, text representation and emerging criteria 

for evaluating narrative inquiry. 
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53 Mary Lo 

With just two weeks notice, she unexpecteâly said good-bye to the Chinese comunity 

agency where her Canadian work experience began. Her transition fiom supervising English as a 

Second Language (ESL) classes in a Chinese social service agency to the multiculturai City Board 

of Education was now complete. The change reflected a separation fkom the familiarity of her 

cultural landscape. It also disclosed a kind of homecornhg in a professional sense. "ln Hong Kong, 

a board of education is definitely professionai". (Mary) 

This administrator's story opens with Mary Lo, a principal inspecter fkom Hong Kong, 

emigrating to Toronto with her young famüy in 1990. Her husband had yearned to retum to Canada 

where he had enjoyed his University years and she wanted to escape the pressures of her hi&- 

powered job without losing &ce. Somewhat unsure of her new enviroment in Canada, she tries to 

reduce the complex transition of culture, race, and language by seeking and gettllig work in a 

Chinese social service agency. In delivering language and Citizenship classes to its Chinese clientele, 

this comrnunity agency CO-sponsors language prograrns with qualified instnictors and lead instnictors 

hired by the City Board. As an ESL agency CO-ordinator, Mary's main task in this setting is to 

oversee al1 aspects of the adult ESL and Citizenship programs for Chinese adults in CO-operation 

with the board of education's lead instmctor. In addition, she acts as a liaison - with the Chinese 

community, with the ESL instnictors, and with the major fiinders from three levels of govemment 

(boards of education, Ontario Ministry of Citizenship, Citizenship and Immigration Canada). 

Within four years of miving in Toronto, Mary adds a part-time Sunday job with the City 

Board as a program supervisor of Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) classes - 
easily assirming dual administrative roles in the community and board organizational cultures. But 

in the 1 s t  few years, ciramatic reorganization in the social service agency causeci by economic 

restraints and unanticipated personnel changes, forces a decision that surprises both her colleagues 
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and instructors. Without discussion, Mary leaves the agency to work exclusively for the Board - her 

own familiar cultural community had become a landscape of tensions! 

The story of what draws a young New Canadian woman fiom her inclusive working 

environment in a Chinese community agency to a large multiculhnal educational organization 

depicts both expected themes and surprishg counterpoints. Why would Mary have seen herself 

working again in an educational bweaucracy as a kind of homecoming when restnichuing and 

reduction were dominant themes? To try to understand the context for h a  decision, it helps to hme 

a pichue of what was familiar in her personal and professional background as daughter, mother, 

tacher and supervisor of instnictors. Within this fhmework, we can represent her connection with 

adult education in a large educational institution that links both ideologically and operationally with 

the sunounding community. We will be able to explore how her identity as a fernale administrator 

shaped her philosophical thought and epistemology in making this significant change in her 

professional knowledge landscape. 

As a child, Mary grew up in a middle class Chinese family in Hong Kong. Her parents' most 

profound value for her, her brother and sister was for them to be highly educated. As university 

graduata, al1 the children eventually assumed managerial positions with their parents' discemible 

support. At a young age, Mary became the principal inspecter in the Department of Education, 

supervising twenty-two people. 

In her own words, she reflets on her father's advice while caring for her son and daughter 

in Canada. 

My two kids are doing very well in their study and I think I have the 

same goal as my father. I insisted that they receive good education, 

have their own career in thefiture, and 1 did give hem a lot of 

guidance. (Mary) 
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She clearly relegates the d e  of working hard to support the famiy to her rnother but al l  other 

aspects were taken care of by her father. IntereSfitlgly, Mary recognizes the role reversal in her 

cment nuclear f d y  by openly indicating that now she is playing the role of her father and her 

husband is playing the role of her mother. Using the identical words to desmie her husband as she 

previously did for her mother, she remarks, ''He just works hard to support the family and al1 the 

other things he just lets me take care of if'. Mary analyses this situation in tenns of their different 

economic and educational circumstances during childhood. Although her husband also became a 

teacher, she feels his wming fiom a poor Chinese family with eight brothers and sistas forced them 

to work very hard and to look after themselves - a no frills version of life. She surmises that their 

upbringing has affectecl how they think a great deal, apecially in their attitude of how to look d e r  

their kids. 

In describing her background as a middle child, she begias to explain her drive to do well in 

school. 

My brother is older than me and I have a younger sister. So. you 

know, in a Chinese famiiy, the son always gets the attention, and a h  

the youngest one a h q s  gets the attention. I got vety little attention 

u n h s  I was doing extremely outstanding. ... I remember every time I 

get attention îwice a year when I get rny report card. It was so 

outstanding and rny paren would be so happy. ney praise me; they 

buy me gifrs....But for the rest of the year my brother and my sister 

get the rert of the attention. So I have to try and make a decision by 

rnysev- to be outstanding in order to get attention. (Mary) 

Knowing her place and the cornpetitive rivalries involved in her birth family helped Mary to create 

her sense of moral identity. That is, she came to regard being outstanding as something intrhsically 
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good Even though she adhered to this value initidy in order to get attention, she tumed a dissonant 

beginning into a resonant experience. This perspective would affect her future relationships and 

actions in the workplace. 

At home, most of the time it was work and school. Almost the oniy time Mary got together 

with her relatives was during the Chinese New Year. She explains the different values that she grew 

up with in regard to familial and working relationships and those she sees daiiy in Canada. 

Wei, Chinese people they are not like the Wateniers. Yyou show your 

emotions by hugging. ks ing ,  things like that. We keep it al1 inside 

us: but still we are v e v  concerned about our famiiy members, our 

relatives. menever we hear news that sorneone is sick or in hospital, 

we will go and visit thern. Things like that, but we don 't apress it like 

the Westemers do.. . . 

Like. ifl compare rny years here and myyears in Hong Kong - we are 

expressing it more overtly here. Even in Hong Kong. when I'm back 

fiom wurk, my kidr wouldsuy, "Hi Mom! '*; but now my daughter will 

hug me. "Oh Mornrny. I miss you so much". things like that. You 

know, probably we are afected by people around m... l t  S good. 

Acmally it *s good. Yea. (Mary) 

But this connection within her farnily is not necessarily reflected in close working 

relationships. In touching on the intersection between her personal and professional Iife, she recalls 

that as a youngster, she had a very stubbom character and prefared to work on her own. She wanted 

to manage her own things rather than manage things for other people. 



So, ifl'rn a tacher, then l manage the c l a s ~ o m  I don *t like to work 

with otherpeople, just my students. This LÎ one major reason I don? 

want to be a social worker, for sure. (Mary) 

But after four years of teaching for the Department of Education, Mary was selected to work 

in educational television. It seemed that a transformation came with her maturity. 

... then I realized that I could do so rnany other things other thun 

teaching. Actually. fyou are working in a T. K station, you have to 

co-operate with a lot of people. And I found that I could do that. 

(Mary) 

This self-knowledge helped Mary deal with her job as a manager in h a  3Vs, supervising 

twenty-two people, both men and women in their 40's and 50's. She remembers defining what was 

difficult about her responsibilities and her fea.. 

I found that the task irselfis not as dzflcult as hundling all those 

interpersonal things among those people. ... Some people had been in 

the department for many yems. Promotion is based on performance. 

And I had one colleague who actually was my class-mate in the 

university. And she was under me! And 1 was so scared at the very 

beginning because of all these relationîhips and things like that. 

(Mary) 

These experiences led to Mary's own concephialization of an administrator. Her primary 

concern was to be sincere and ûank. She rejected the idea that powa should corne fiom withholding 

knowledge fiom subordinates, although she accepted that policies in the planning stages might not 

be discussed. She also addressed the issue of staff disagreement with policy. She identified the 
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coofusion often experienced by the ESL instnictors when the information such as standard 

procedures cornes down the funne1 through the conduit without sufficient explanation. 

Sometimes people at a iower rank are not so clear about the policy 

or the rationole and things like that. You have tu tell them. [For 

example], I will ask the teucher why she thinh thatfieid în@s [set out 

in standardprocedurd are of no value and by to listen to herfirst. 

And t h .  secondly I w d  try toJind out fiom her shrdenu whether 

they would like to go for this fwld trip or not. [Ifthey did,] I would 

try to convince the teacher to go. I would do anything to try to meet 

the needî of the leamer. This is the most important thing for the 

teacher. This is the policy of the Board. ... Afer I m-ed my &est tu 

provide a ra t io~le  and stiil the teacher is not convinced - so I don 't 

think I have the ability to handle it anymore. I seek heip fiom 

someone higher up. (Mary) 

There is much clarity in Mary's knowledge that the leaming and life ski11 needs of the adult 

leamers supersede the needs of the instiuctor. This tacit knowing (Polanyi, 1966) identifies a moral 

purpose for Mary in dealing with leamers. It had evolved gradually fiom years of teaching. In her 

mind, the role of the educator is dehed  in ternis of a student-centred philosophy which not only 

emanates fiom Board policy, but also expresses itself in her actions and in the daily adult ESL 

curriculum. She is willing to discuss policy issues but she woa't agree to ignore them in order to 

support an instnictor. She interprets her role as manager in two settings: h t  as an ESL co-ordinator 

representing the policies of a community centre, and secondly, as a prognun supexvisor representing 

the policies of a hierarchical board of education. 
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However, she also expresses her vision of an ideal working environment - it is one in which 

colleagues trust each other. in spite of her loyalty to the community agency as an ESL coordinator, 

Mary usually maintains a balanced perspective between commuuity and board of education 

Iandscapes. She rernembers overhearing Uistnictors teaching at the comm~ty location saying that 

the lead instnictors fiom the City Board want to close their classes. She explained to the instnictors 

that closure of classes was not a Board priority - keeping language classes open as a service to the 

community was everyone's priority. At the same the ,  money was not being poured into poorly 

attended classes. This seemuig contradiction reflected the stniggle everyone was experïencing under 

economic restraints. 

Mary feels that often there is no trust in the lead instructor. Since funding for co-sponsored 

ESL classes is based on -dent attendance, she reports that instructors ihink lead instructors simply 

want to kill his or her class. So in addition to developing mutual trust between a supervisor and a 

subordinate, Mary makes a visible effort to promote good communication among al1 stakeholders. 

She explains that she tries to let instnictors know as much information as possible whether she is 

acting as cornmunity ESL CO-ordinator or Board program supenrisor - as much as the policy or 

environment permits. However, for those instnictors that she can't see as ofken, she d l  senses a 

little mistrust. 

Mary thinks it's not so difficdt to create a humanistic and coI1aborative environment. She 

sees the other side's point of view, not only her own; and being collaborative is viewed as always 

being willing to discuss and negotiate with subordhates (Christiansen, Goulet, Krentz & Maeers, 

1997). Overall, she supports an integrated notion in which she tries to make everyone know that "we 

are part of the same program, not whether you are a subordinate or the supervisor. Only by working 

together, the program, the policy or the plan will work". (Mary) 
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In Mary's retelhg of this story, she maintains that as a supervisor dealing with various 

important issues, she does not consciously distinguish between male or fernale instructors. 

No mtter whether I am treating my subordiMte or my boss I never 

ta& into considmtion gender - whether it is mule or female. (May) 

But with reference to herself, she feels that in Hong Kong, people who worked with h a  

always treated her like a male rather than a female because of her management style. She was "so 

detetmined" and would neva say can't lift this heavy thing". She voiced her pleasure in being like 

a male supervisor for 

"in Hong Kong, the general impression LF that female supervisors are 

more d@cuIt to handle. They like to deal with male supervisors .... ln 

their opinion. male supervisors are more detennined. Fema les 

change their mindso ofen. And also. a mnle supervisor k much more 

objective; they deal with things rather than with people. But a fernale 

supervisor, they think they are usuuliy prejudiced. You h o w .  when 

they like you, they like you in al2 uspects, in ail situations; but ifthey 

don 't like you. you 're no good in any way. (Mary) 

Mary adrnits to adhering to a similar bias, partiy because of her experience with her k t  

femde supervisor in Hong Kong. She retells the story emphasiang that before ha supenisor 

succumbed to the office gossip about Mary, she iiked Mary very much. She even cornphenteci her 

on the confidence she displayed in the recntitment interview. However, later her supervisor's 

treatment of her was very different. Mary continues to believe that most female administrators 

behave in this contradictory and volatile fashion and she tries not to be like that. However, at this 

moment, she doesn't readily recognize the philosophical contradiction to h a  previous expression 

about lack of attention to gender differmces. In m g  to support the plausibility of her attitude, she 
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separates herself out, her new female executive director as well as a couple of fanale administrators 

from the Board in describing theû leadership styles. 

Frankly speaking, in my opinion you [the researcher as 

administratod are what people in Hong Kong would say, behaving 

like a male manager. You know. very decdive. ... We are the exceptions 

[to the way most female managers behaveJ (Mary) 

She fûrther entraiches her remarks by adding that in her experience in Canada, women experience 

few barriers to their development and advancement: 

First of ail* I don *t think men and women should be equaf in all 

aspects. It S no f in .  You how.  here people are talkng about 

employment equity, pay equify - saying that wumen are not taking 

such high positions, getting such high pay as men. But whar Isee, is 

that a lot of the [provincial and federal] ministers are ladi es... N w  

I don 't know about the past, but in these fav years. you know ... so 

things are actually changing. .... 

I have not felt unequally treated because of gender or race. When 

Bo6 Rae was the Premier of 0ntm-o. he was working on puy equity. 

I received several puy cheques extra...& I don 't really have much 

txperience about the discrepancy for men and women doing the same 

job. (Mary) 

Even when Mary acknowledges that the extra cheques were the provincial govemment's way 

of equsliPng pay for jobs of similar value for men and women, she does not accept that this situation 

necessady exists in Canadian society. Although she admits there are supposedly statistics and 

discrepancies in pay scales based on gender, she won't believe it until she personally sees the 
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statistics. Her main rationale, as she relates this scaiano, is connected to her own value system. She 

strongly regards "job satisfaction as much, much more important" (Mary) than her wages. So she 

doesn't get concerned about how much money she's making in wmparison with somebody doing 

a simiiar job. Her interest is that if she gets a lot of satisfaction from the job she is doing, then she 

will be happy to stay with that job. Even if the pay is inequitable. 

Although she is not quite sure of the definition, she is pretty certain she would not consider 

herself a feminist. 

[In trying to get a position at the board of education], I think what 

really m e r s  is your background, and also your related qerience 

as well as your performance during the interview. nough selection 

was bared on ail these, not on whether you are a man or a woman. 

I think [as an administrutor], 1 will use other factors rather than 

equiîy as the deciding factor in hiring people. If evevthing being 

equal among the candidates, then I would tuke equity into 

consideration. Othenuise. I wouldpick the one that meets my more 

importani criteria - like past work qverience, good references. 

pe$omnce during the interview, things like that. (Mary) 

There is a confusion here with the rationale that an emphasis on gender excludes other 

important and interconnected identities of self Mary doesn't address the question of equity as an 

achieved integration - to her al1 aspects of equity are a separate issue. In contrast, in Hollingsworth 

and Miller (1994)' gender is regarded "as the fkst facet to catch her attention about her own 

diffefences". @p. 127- 128). She achowledges the links between the multiple identities of gender, 

race, class, age, and sexual identities. Mary persists in her wodd view that equity is not part of a 
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larger whole which consciously impinges on her professional life. She feels more cornfortable with 

traditional, hierarchical noms than with the diversity of a contemporary holistic picture. 

In the next breath, Mary expresses h a  continuhg preference in Hong Kong for certain types 

of an plo yees : 

And I like to supetLVISe unmarried female workers or male w o r k s .  

You know. al& those fernale tmnied workers. they alwoys call home. 

like three to four times a day. arking about the baby, asking about 

whether the food has been prepred or not. Ifyou have a very 

reliable rnaid or somebody who is reliable at home. you don 't have 

to cal1 so ofien. This is one thing I don 't like. So if there are two 

candidates. right, equally good &ut one is mamed and the other is 

not, [I would choose the unmamSed one] ...II n Canada]. the 

instmctors don 't cal1 during class time .... For nty husband's famiiy 

and my ownfamily. no news Ir good news. So ifthe phone rings at an 

odd time. we will say that hopefiliy nothing bad hm happened. 

(Mary) 

Mary envisages her supenisory position both in the community and at the Board as one is 

which you must try to be fair to everybody - "at least every person can see that you're ûying to be 

fair, and that's very important". Perception, she feels, is very significant in getting the support of her 

staff. She expresses her desire to avoid a lot of uneasiness, especially cornpetition among other 

people. The managerial ski11 that she has tried to emulate fiom her professional experience is one 

of authority - but modified to suit the mrnmuaity climate. She knows that the Chinese immigrant 

ciientele who corne to her centre feel the fiiendly atmosphere of the agency. She takes her 

responsibility to provide a useful service to the leamers very seriously. Nevertheless, Mary has 
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modifîed her style with the instructors to suit the change from a bureaucratie department of education 

in Hong Kong to a cummunity social service agency and a community oriented board of education 

in Canada. 

Filst of all. l use rny usual style - befrank with the teacher. ... Maybe 

I will try to modify a little bit the way I talk. ... Sometimes I m  being 

too strict, you know. too Rank with my subordinates ... istill like to be 

systemtic. [In t m  of reIatiomh@s with stasr] i f i t  S during oBce 

hours I would say we will sit down to business. Afier ofice hours. if 

I c m  get along with that person, we will becomefiiends. 

You know, in t m  of fairness, for eeducation upporr~nities and things 

Iike that. [in my birth family]. we are al2 equal. But I think my 

parents ore not very fair. They treat me and my younger sister quite 

differently -part& because it 's cultural. part& because when we were 

60th young, I was an ugly duckling and my sister was so pretty and 

cute. This b another reason. you know. My brother being the on& son 

- so of course. cuiturally h& treatment ik dzrerent. And so, I think that 

since then I want to have. to get, fair ~ t m e n t f r o m  other people. I 

try to treat people in a fair way. It 's not because of culture, I don 't 

think. It 's because of my upbringing. (Mary) 

In responding to her difficult experiences in m g  to get attention fiom her parents, Mary 

has translated her own desire for fairness and recognition into both hm own family and the 

workplace. She tells the story of her elderly parents emigrating to Canada to live near her because 

they now Say that she is the one who treats them bat. She feels that she promised herself to try to 

be fair to everyone and 'Yïght to now, 1 think I'm keeping this promise". 
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Mary clarifies how h a  familia. community landscape allows her to meet her own 

expectations of fahess. She feels that in dealing with Chinese instructors, she has confidence in how 

best to deal with them. But if they are h m  some other ethnic group, she surmises they would have 

different cultural practices (Code, 1993). An incident she remabers clearly is when a Chinese ESL 

instructor made two adult students h m  a "Canadian" ESL instnictor's class take their coffee out 

of the classroom during break time. When the Canadian instmctor heard the students' complainîs, 

she was annoyed. She felt she should have been given the information about her students' f i c t i o n  

of school rules and she would have spoken to them. As she said to the Chinese instnictor "If my 

students have a problem - according to our culture - let me take care of it!" The Chinese instructor 

was fûrious; she had never heard things like that. 

Mary îried to act as mediator, delicately bdancing the self-esteem of both instmctors. 

First of afI I have to jînd out whether it is hue in the Canadian 

systern, you don 't talk to the student direct&; that you have to talk to 

the class teacher and then let the class teacher talk to the students. 

Second&, I have to be very t a c m  in talking to these two teachers. I f  

I protect the Ch inese teacher, then the other teacher will th ink I am 

protecting my own ethnic group. RRight? To me in my communiîy 

work all the studenis and 99% of al1 the teachers belong to my same 

ethnic group. n a t  means that we have cuZtuta1ly the same values .... 1 

can talk to t h e .  very straight forward, you know. Things are Iike thb 

and this is the way we handle them. These are my suggestions. But 

with [Canadian] teachers I have to be more tacrful because it rF nue 

there is smething about their culture that I don 't how. I have to be 

very cautious about that. (Mary) 
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in this scenarïo, it seems that Mary's strongest identification with the instnictors teaching in 

the community agency and at the Board, is her ethnîcity, not her position of authority. Her security 

lies in her knowledge of cultural mores which she shares with the Chinese instructors. She senses 

that although she has a goal in mind to work in a m u l t i - e ~ c  enviroment, at the moment she feels 

she needs to proceed prudently with Canadian instnictors in order to retain her desire to be fair to 

al1 staff. She wants to reassure herself of the cultural noms of the dominant groups outside her 

milieu. 

As a researcher who is an 440utsideZ' to her landscape, 1 lista to Mary explain her situation. 

She points out that new immigrants, unless they are extrernely confident, rnight feel a little bit 

intimidated to work in a multi-ethnic environment. That's why a lot of new immigrants have their 

first job in a community agency, in a setting of their ethnic background. It gives them a lot of 

confidence and also gives thern t h e  to leam about Canadian culture and the culture of other ethnic 

groups. She thinks this is good. It is also the way she "started up in Canada". 

Through this part-time job as program sup-sor at the City Board, Mary feels she has 

learned a lot. She thinks she now has confidence to get another job in a multi-cultural setting 

whereas thinking back five years ago, she "defkitely did not have the confidence". 

However, in spite of the expressed comfort in her own cultural environment in the social 

service agency, she also faces her growing uneasiness in the community landscape. Like everyone 

else, she is affected by agency personnel changes due to reduction and restmcturing. With a new 

fernale executive director, she experiences a number of contradictions. She doesn't sense the 

confidence, the fairness, or the familial atrnosphere that the former older male director had displayed. 

Although she always had to deal through her manager in order to relate any business to the executive 

director, she still felt he had a family style, "like our father, you know, rather than our boss". He 

chose 



a dzflerent wqy to deal wïth d@ièrentpeople. Like when he 's dealing 

wïth me becmcre he knows that I always liRe to make suggestions and 

i liRe to make decisions and things Iike that - so he Iikes to ask for my 

opinion. But for some other people. he wili just sny. "Do it this way, 

no orher altenuitive. I just want you to do it this way' L.1 think 

sometimes it 's a IittIe bit unfair..And that wrrm 't based on gendet but 

on the perceived work ability [of the stufl. (Mary) 

But now Mary feels she is asked to do tasks without adquate support or the spirit of faimas. 

When she asks for help in tenns of suggestions fkom the executive director, the director counters 

with "I asked you for your suggestion. Why do you ask me for mine?" Mary does not respond out 

loud. However, she acknowledges h a  feeling of exclusion and her desire for more direction as part 

of a tearn. On the other hand, there is no particular willingness on her piut to empathize with the 

current challenges for the new director - just a need to have some acceptable solutions for overseeing 

language classes in a poor economic environment. 

I did give the nav executive director a [budget] proposal which i 

think is not realistic ut al/. Because ifwe are going to charge ESL 

shrdents $1 0.00per month, we can almost balance the budget. [But] 

our enrolment wiIl have a very ,very, drastic drop! (Mary) 

The fact that charging fees to students for a Board CO-sponsored ESL program in a 

community setting is contrary to Board policy does not impinge on Mary's hancial proposal when 

she is wearing an agency hat. She is aware that she wouldn't consider that strategy with her 

supervisory position at the City Board program. Yet here, even though she knows that the Board 

policy must also be followed in CO-sponsored pmgrams, she moves out of the conduit and suggests 

an unacceptable approach to her superordinate. When we revisited this discrepant situation, Mary 
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taiked more about h a  deeper feelings about her fernale administrator's relationship with staff than 

about policy and procedures. 

First of all. she [the executive director] always told us the Board [of 

Directors] d e d  fier to do this. to do that. We never know f i t  's the 

Board S idea or her own idea because she 's the only onefiorn the 

agemy that attended the Board meeting. Actuallj our President has 

mentioned that another colleague should corne along to attend the 

Board meeting, to share her workload but we were never invited. ... 1 

don 't know for what remon. Ail we get k simply the idea that she 

didn 't want us to h o w  too much. She wants to be the person who 

knows the most- ... r f I  were her, 1 will be more open. As far as the 

budget is concerned, I rhink as a tearn leader. And as a responrible 

team leader who has been in the agency for three or four years, 1 can 

know a iittle bit more in ordm to help her in the planning. I will never 

Say to my colleague, "This is not good enough; do it again ': I will 

try. you b o w ,  to give some guidance or let them know a little more 

about what I am thinking or what I want. We have no direction 

whatsoever. (Mary) 

Mary's fbtration is tangible. She responds to the tension by conceding that both she and the 

executive director are "making an efEort to soften themselves a little bit". The redity she faces is that 

h a  manager is now the Executive Director and the resulting vacancy d l  not be filleci. As commonly 

expenenced in this atmosphere of economic restraint in community agencies and boards of 

education, when staff are promoted to new positions, no replacement is sought Consequently middle 

managers are forced into a position where additional responsibilities must be s h d  and littie 
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recognition by their superordinates is given in financial or psychological tenns. In addition, no 

particula. orientation or trainhg is provided after selection, mostly because of rnin;mai resources. 

On the other hand, to M e r  exacerbate this situation, staff seem to have no patience for a leader to 

evolve. Their expectations for their new boss to lead flawlessly are immediate - perhaps to quel1 an 

employee's anxiety or perhaps to test the boss' mettle. One moment you're a manager, the next an 

executive director! 

In our agency 's case, her position h m  changed. We q e c t  some 

changes in her style. but we dkagree whether she is pIaying the role 

of executive director but not assuming the responsibilities of [the 

most senior] manager. you know. ... But being the [most senior] 

manager, you supervise us. you give us directions: but at the same 

time you should assume the responsibility appropnate to [the most 

senior] manager. like making decisions. like making suggestions and 

things Iike that. Right? This b our acpectation of her. .. dchcall). Iget 

along very welI the arecutive director. you know. because we have the 

same mentality, our style is more or Zess the same ... lt  's simpî) 

because maybe I have been a manager and assumed more 

responsibiliv than she does - maybe my expectation is not yet 

satisfied at this moment. (MW) 

These issues apparently remained unresolved within the agency. hterestingly, although 

"outsiders" attended a signifiant number of community agency events in mperation with the City 

Board, not one agency staffmanber alluded to the internal difficulties - not even to a f8miliar Board 

lead instmctor in the sarne co-sponsored program. The silence of these profasional women seern 

rooted in deep-seated cultural values - an adherence to responsible work ethics in the community 
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landscape which disallows making private conflicts public. Their secret stories wouldn't be shared. 

The boundanes of private insider information were still clearly marked withui shifting professional 

knowledge landscapes. 

In spite of her increasing dissatisfaction, Mary continues to take h a  responsibilities seriously. 

She talks about how she enwurages her own children to try to be dependable and not leave 

evaytlung to other people, not biaming other people for the consequences. in the workplace she 

expects iostnictors to take similar responsibility. She can clearly separate her obligations to the 

myriad forces on her as  community ESL coordinator and Board program supervisor and models this 

behaviour for her instmctors. 

Like LLVC [ L a n p g e  I . c t i o n  for NewcornH. 1 would s w  is 

result oriented You have to promote srudents and they ffederaf 

govemmentfind& look atyour success rate. So if the teachers are 

trying to hold students to themelves, always saying t h  they are not 

ready for promotion. I would try tu expluin to them .... In the yeariy 

report, at the end of the contract year. I have to show the finder the 

success rate of their class and they have a cenain eicpectation. Ifit is 

below their expectaton. there might be a temination of the contract 

for the coming year. ... My priority will be the studentzi and the finder. 

(Masr) 

When she discusses how her attention as an administrator is directeci towards staff and 

clientele as well as diverse tasks at work, she is aware how reminiscent this behaviour is of her 

personal life. 

And at home too. I am always divided between my drmghter and my 

son. My daughter is very attention seeking; my son is kind of very 



independent; but sometimes he neeh  amtice fiom me for his 

homework He sometimes cornes to me saying, 'Y need th&. Can you 

go bock tomorrow and make me a photocopy or Jind some 

infonnation for me?" It S all dMded and then, my parents. It S tax 

retum tirne.. . .I am always the one. (Masr) 

Mary doesn't think that the handling of the variecl tasks and the responsibility for a variety 

of family mernbers is a matter of gender. She feeis it is the role you assume yourself. 

Like at home. I know that my husband is the "I couldn 't care l a s  

type" so I assume a lot of responîibiliti es-... I don 't really like it. but 

I don 't think I have any choice. (MW) 

in retuming to the topic of monitoring the enrollment of ESL programs, Mary shares her 

opinion that cordicting circumstances such as irnplementing relevant curriculum versus keeping up 

the class -dent attendance are so unlike the typid elementary or secondasr school enrollment and 

h d i n g  difficulties. In Continuing Education, adult ESL, especially when financial support cornes 

fiom the federal and provincial governments, the day to &y pressure on instructors to monitor their 

enrollment numbers so that the class can continue to exist may be in direct contradiction to the effort 

required to teach leamers successfully. The sacred story - the one which is easily mimicked by 

instructors- suggests that a student-centred framework bats  suits our leamers' needs. But with an 

acute awareness of our marginality, the hstructors' concentration on the task at hand becomes 

scattered and they feel ambivalent about promoting ESL students to the next proficiency level for 

many practical reasons. 

As coxnmunity ESL co-ordinator and Board program supervisor, Mary feels that the 

instructors' expectation is for her to help keep theù classes going. But she also feels obliged to let 

them know if they are not doing their part Ui keeping up the enrollment. She feels she is not only 
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trying to please the fixnder7 but is trying to keep the instructors' jobs. However ESL instructors in a 

variety of commmity/Board programs see the students in a different way. Although they do 

appreciate the need to adhere to funden' guidelines, th& connection is centrally located in their 

students7 needs. An instnictor at another nearby co-sponsoring agency expresses this relationship in 

a compelling marner: 

At one point I had a student corning to my clîzss whose English was 

better than al1 the other students, and in fact, shouldn 't really have 

been in my class. This is a thing that happens in adult education, 

because of essential& rnulti-lewl classes. So that was the first time it 

happened. My E S .  clars was a rnuch more communicative soir of 

class than any of the other ones going on in the school, and so she 

didn 't want to move. ... lguess ... I shouldprobably Iearn tu be a iittle 

stricter and Iguess sort of force people out the door. But you know 

you srnetintes get these situations where they wouldn 't go and they 

plead. 

I think that whai happem is that students have more than just 

educational needs. And they corne to a class; they become somehow 

or other a close fnend; they have n bond. Maybe a wornan who is 65 

years old or something who you know starts crying because she can 't 

corne to your clus  and this rF v-y  hard.. particulurly ifyou feel that 

the student is getting sornethingfiorn the eqerience. I think my gut 

feeling is that it f better to let them stay because of the fact that 

udults have such a wide range of needr, particulariy when they 're 

adapting to a new society. I think the emotional needs are quite 



strong. So that's one of the things that I think about sometirnes. 

(Clandiriin & Comelly, SSHRC project, 1993- 1996) 

This particular instructor story discloses some of the tensions that are forced both on the 

community w-ordinator and Board supervisor by being squeezed in the middle. The need to balance 

their reduced budgets pitted against the needs of the ïnsûuctors and leamers creates paradoxical 

moments in their insûuctors - moments of resentment caused by lack of recognition for innovative 

teaching initiatives. 

Mary reports how the co~lllflunity ESL w-ordinators sometimes experience a feeling of 

exclusion or separation fkom the Board. Just as instnictors feel that the agencies and the boards of 

education sometimes want more cornmitment than they feel is justified without the obligation of 

remuneration, so the commimity CO-ordinators feel the Board wants more cornmitment to 

collaboration than the obligation for sharing decisions. 

She labolniously describes how the cornmunity ESL co-ordinators are invited every year to 

a meetulg about budget cuts because the Board apparently wants to hear the agency point of view. 

She thinks the Board just listens to their opinion but really does not involve them in decision- 

making. She points out that their side of the partnership could be aven more power - for example, 

by sending them questionnaires to collect their opinions. It isn't necessary to meet al1 of them face- 

to-face. What the community agencies feel is that they are dways involved in the very beginning, 

but at the very end, they are rarely consulted. They contend that decisions that are made are usually 

not explained to them with reference to the suggestions they made. From this point of view, Mary 

thinks the Board can do a Iittle bit more. 

I Sn not sure ifmy judgement ir a fuir one or not becme I don 't have 

a lot of opportunity to really see how the Board operates in ail 

aspects. mat hai oofien hem is "th& b the senior s tu f s  decision " so it 
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nt the lead instructor level, I have a sense that they are not having a 

lot ofpower in the decision-making. Most of the tim they are wuiting 

for a decision front their administrators .... Where it is possible, 

decisions should be made in consultation with al2 the parties 

concerned und the final decision should be made known tu al1 the 

partners and the rationale behind it. It is hue that now we are 

involved as a commnity but on& at the initiai stage. As the procm 

goes on. we more or l a s  fade out. Is that m e ?  (Mary) 

The description appears to be accurate to the researcher. 1 am being asked directly to shift my 

role to Board administrator. The Board rationale is unclear. What is clear is that while the 

relationship between the community centre and the board of education benefits al1 sides - students, 

instnictors, leads, and coordinators - there is a power discrepancy which agencies would like to 

change. For the past t a  years, there have been discussions and some agreed upon tenets about how 

the commdty and the Board muld be more collaborative in th& relationship and more willing to 

share in their decision-making. But the organizational philosophy of the Board with regard to 

co~xlfnunity participation seems to manifest itself mostly in the service provided to adult leamers - 

it is not exercised in temis of granting quai authority to the cornmunity agencies. The agencies don? 

easily accept this imbalance of power as legally enshrined. To them, accountability and fiuiding 

issues seem to be the driving forces behind this retention of power. Mary concedes that this chronic 

facade of consultation is a sore spot in the community. 

But for now, Mary has made a drarnatic career decision fulfibg a goal she set four short 

years ago. She has completed a professional transition as a manager. She has moved once more to 

work exclusively for a large educational bureaucracy - the City Board of Educaîion, and has wallced 
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away from immersion in her own cuiturai community to a multicultural environment. Her identity 

is secure in its transformation. How her administrative knowledge shaped by the community 

landscape will Uitrude on her new experiences at the board of education will teil another story. 



5.4 Mary Lo: refiecüons 

(a) parücipant/researcher relationship 

Throughout this qualitative case study, I was guided by Mary Lo's experiences - k t ,  as a 

community centre ESL co-ordinator and secondly, as a board of education LINC (Language 

Instruction for Newcomers to Canada) program supenisor. Since the nature of this narrative inqujr 

was shaped by the construction of administrative laiowledge on the professional laiowledge 

landscape, her story was embedded in the multi-faceted landscape of community - a famibar ethnic 

commun@ of Chinese leamers and staff, a multiculhiral educational community of board of 

education personnel, and a multidtural community of social service agency ESL coordinators. This 

context named the structilred quality of expexience to be investigated. In addition, this professional 

knowledge landscape of diverse relationships acid organizational structures established h a  

parameters as a participant sharing stories and reconstmcting her experiences within this narrative 

research (Clandinui & Comelly, 1994). 

If we accept that narrative shares with life history the "need for quitable, muhüilly educative 

and authentically collaborative research" (Cole & Knowles, 1 993, p. 49 1 ) and the need for "attending 

to ethical and political issues in researching the personal" (Cole, 1994, p. 5) (cf. Clandinin & 

Comelly, 1993, we m u t  examine and understand our assumptions about this mode of inquiry. 

My hermeneutical responsibility was to discover the appropriate methods through which Mary's 

background and comprehension of the phenomenon being researched - the experiences of fernale 

administrators- could serve as a bridge or access for educating and interpreting the meaning of the 

phenomenon. With the assumption that nmtive method reflects knowledge as socially constructed 

and acqwed inductively through dialogue with participants, I engaged her in severai conversational 

faninist interviews (Oakley, 198 1), both at the Board where she worked on Sundays as a program 

supervisor of LlNC (Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada) classes and at my home. 
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Since my fiindamental perspective was towards the validation of personal knowledge of 

women administrators as derived fiom experience, 1 wanted to distance myself fiom traditional 

objective interviewhg practices. Mead of rgecting social interaction between Mary and myself as  

having no personal meaaing, 1 wanted to capture the qllstlity of the researchedparticipant interaction, 

our sociaVpersonal characteristics and our feelings about each other (Oakley, 198 1). Although Mary 

had no reporting relationship to me, we had kept a connection over the past few years with our 

relationship to adult ESL programming. 

Consequently, I endorsed the foliowing assumption: a faninist methodology of social science 

required "the recognition that personal involvement is more than dangerous bias - it is the condition 

under which people corne to know each other and admit others into their lives" (Sianley and Wise, 

1979, p. 58). Ova tirne, the participants and 1 shared many of our assumptions as we came to know 

ourselves and each other in a different way. I had known Mary Lo for three years, fkom our CO- 

sponsoring relationship between the Chinese social service agency and the Board. Initially, I saw her 

as a capable community qresentative who provided Chinese immigrant clientele and space for our 

ESL classes; she viewed me as  a credible, educational fiinder who looked after paying ESL 

instnictors, supervision and leaming materials. A well-matched working partnership between 

language needs and program delivery. However, in the last year, on Sundays, Mary undertook a 

federdly b d e d  ESL Program Supervisor position with the City Board. Coincidentally, it was 

physically located within my adult ESL milieu at Andrew Stephen School. As a result, when 1 went 

to the office on week-ends to work on m y  thesis, we often chatted about a number of things, 

developing a personal comection dong with an already positive professional association. 

A few guiding questions for our initial interview were prepared with a sense of excitement 

and knowledge that we would be sharing experiences as colleagues on an equal footing. Taking a 

personal perspective fiom some distance, 1 recognized that it was my responsibility as researcher to 
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make the environxnent as cornfortable as possible. However, occasionally, dining the interviews, 

Mary's language reveaied a certain distance between us. She lapsed into "you", the pow& board 

of education with the money and '%e9', the subordhate agency in the commUILity who didn't have 

a strong voice in this domain. It was clear that my administrator's hat was not tossed too far away 

(MuselIa, 1992) at least in Mary's mind partly because ofthe intewiewing context - both subject area 

and interviewhg locale. It was made obvious once more that the presence and influence of the 

interviewer had to be taken into account in the analysis and interpretation of the participant's story 

(Mishler, 1 99 1, p. 96). Consequently, to eahance the credibility (Guba & Lincoln. 1 989) of this 

narrative inquiry, 1 had to constantly be ammed to critical subjectivity. 

Although Mary was interested in the topic of fernale leadership, she was more interested in 

how 1 would combine her personal and professional stories to fit with others in a similar manager's 

position. She considered her job at the Board as evidence of hm integration into the mainstream, a 

step away fkom the shelter and ease of being imrnersed in her own cultural and racial milieu. She 

expressed her readiness to test her knowledge and abilities in a multiculturai landscape, though 

predorninantly white and "Canadian". Mary always seemed interested in the fact that as a woman, 

mother and administrator, 1 still had the time and interest to attend graduate school. It seemed to fit 

her own way of thinkùig about what women could accomplish; she also believed in the drive to 

express our potential in a variety of domains. In fact, through the interviews, we found out that we 

seemed to share many values with regard to education, f d y  and work. But she definitely didn't 

regard these perspectives as feminist. We noticed many similanties across cultures in our world 

views - in our case, Chinese and Jewish (Feuerverger, 1986). On fùrther discussion, we both felt the 

greater mord authonty for our lives came from our families and culture, and not o u .  religion. In 

reviewing d l  these values, it was difficult for me as a woman to understand the counterpoint of 
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Mary's ambition and commihnent to family and work and h a  categoncal deniai that she was a 

feminist, 

Nevertheless, more than once, she expressed that the opportunity to contribute to the field 

of education was very important. The relationship and knowledge we were sharing were more 

important to h a  than my particula. orientation. To work together was an opportunity we both lwked 

forward to as colleagues. In the end she was also expressing her confidence in our cornmitment to 

re-tell her stones in a tnistworthy manner (Guba & Lincoln, 198 1). 

In tenns of story (Comelly & Clandinin, 1990), 1 wanted to better understand the tensions 

experienced by a femde manager who had a foot in two camps - a community agency and a board 

of education. Having participated with community agencies for severai years, 1 was akeady aware 

of some of the divergent and advocacy views of Mary's agency. My use of a narrative research 

method was supported by a conception of knowledge as based in lived experience and dependent 

upon the interaction of the subjective individual with their extemal environment (Dewey, 1938). 

With Mary's experience, the complementary belief that meaning or knowledge is narratively 

constructed through the telling and the re-telling of experience underlay my assumption that the 

understanding of her stones would corne fiom the interpretation of text. This interrelationship, 

descnbed throughout the beginning of this chapter - the direct conscious description of experience 

and the underlying dynamics or structures that account for experience - provided a centrai meaning 

and unity that enabled me as researcher to grasp the substance of Mary's experknce. 

On the other hand, what deveioped methodologically during our infiormal conversations, was 

quite different &om my initial expectation. The storied political tug-of-war between community 

agency and board of education agendas in the adult ESL landscape mahtained a signifiant presence 

in Mary's narrative, as I had anticipated. Howeva, in t e m  of narrative method, that strand receded 

into the background as one of the main fhmeworks shaping Mary's story. From a narrativist point 
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of view, criticai questions amund the evolving participadresearcher relationship moved to centre 

stage. In the end, the most signifiant ideas that caphued my attention during the reconstruction of 

Mary's chapter were issues of truth and deception as expresseci through the ambiguity of our roies 

and the matter of text representation. 

I was aware that in Mary's eyes, I was probably still wearuig my administnitor's hat as 

researcher (Musella, 1992). By undertaking this namative inquiry in my own bacbard, 1 had to 

acknowledge this recognition of my context at the City Board as weIi as Mary's dual wntext in the 

cornmunity and at the Board. By discussing our mutual situations as  fanale administrators and caring 

about our working togeîher, we admitted our intersubjectivity. In this way, knowledge became more 

personal in the sense that Polanyi (1958) suggested in talking about "knowing as an act of 

comprehension of the things hown, an action that requires ski Il... Such is the personal participation 

of the h o w a  in acts of understanding'' (p. vii as cited in Connelly & Clandinin, 1988, p. 96). This 

type of sharing involved my coming to temis with her altemative perspectives and t d y  honouring 

the relationship of participant as collaborative researcher (Comelly & Clandinin, 1 988; Cole and 

Knowles, 1993). 

Nevertheless, in our initial conversation, I was disappointed by my Pavlovian response to 

Mary's sexist remarks. During an early interview (1 996) with her as an ESL Co-ordinator/Program 

Supervisor, the following interaction took place: 

So, didyou sort of consider it a compliment when they said "You are 

like a male supervisor "? (Sheila) 

Well, yve Because in Hong Kong the general impression is that 

fernale supervrSors are more dz$cuIt to handle. ney like to den2 with 

mole supervisors. (Mary Lo) 



What does thut meun? Whot quaIities did male supervisors have, for 

example, that fernules didn 't? (Sheila) 

In my opinion, male supemkors are more detennined.. . .fernales 

change their min& so ofrn and a h ,  a male supervisor rS much more 

objective. They deai with things. noot people ....[C olleagues] think 

fernule supervisors are w l l y  prejudiced . . . (Mary Lo) 

[with g m t  emphasis and dlrbelw And you believe that? (Sheila) 

Aithough we gradually became engaged in a collaborative relationship during this research 

and continued to share how we came to our different points of view, it was inappropriate in my role 

as researcher to express disbelief and implied disapproval of her sexist declaratioa I recugnized that 

1 had the nght and perhaps the obligation to search for and to understand the sources of her attitude; 

1 didn't have the right to make personal judgernents. 

It was apparent that the culturai values of her personal and professional landscapes were quite 

diffaent than mine. But Our pinpose dining these intewiews was not to have equal involvement and 

similar perspectives in collaboration "but rather, for negotiated and mutually agreed upon 

involvernent" (Cole & Knowles, 1993, p. 486). In spite of the fact that Mary didn't show a visible 

negative reaction to my irnproper response, the interaction suggested that I had not been adequately 

"respecting, listening to, and giving attention to how the research act and process fit with the 

everyday lived experiences" (Cole & Knowles, p. 479). It should not have been important that 

Mary's cornments were contrary to Board hiring policy (City Board of Education, 1990). 1 was 

intruding on our relationship by trying to shape her stories to fit my expectations as a Board 

adrninistrator. But in this relationship, she was a participant, not a Board employee who needed 

training. It would have been beneficial to remind myself of the working title of my thesis 

"Conversations in Counterpoint", not "Conversations in Harmony". 
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Consequently, in friture conversations, 1 worked diligently on being more aware of my 

subjectivity. 1 needed to better understand Mary's worid view represented by her stories and seen 

through her own leas. It was my responsibility as researcher to make the familiar strange and the 

strange familiar (Glesne and Peshkin, 1992) in my own prcfessional knowledge landscape. This 

event made me thuik that a researcher positioned as outsider was preferabie at certain stages of 

inquhy. I t  wodd have helped me to distance myself somewhat h m  Mary's remarks. 1 might have 

gained access to what she really thought as opposed to what she felt she was now expected to say. 

Through this bief initial research experience, it became obvious that as a researcher on the inside, 

my reaction sometimes silenced the participant in unexpected uneducative ways. 

This disclosure of my fiiltering attempt to sensitively and effectively carry on an informal 

feminist interview, became an integral and sometimes uncornfortable part of my own narrative. 1 

needed to hone my interviewing skills. 1 found that this gap resonated deeply with advice Coles 

( 1 989) received as a resident psychiatrist He wrote: 

... but on that fart-darkening winter afternoon, I was urged to let each 

patient be a tencher: heurhg themselves teach you, through their 

narration. the patients will learn the lessons a good instructor learns 

only when he becornes a wiIIing srudent, eager to be taught @. 22). 

1 had to consciously submit myself to this transformation. This was a relationship 1 sought; 

it was a way of " C O M ~ C ~ ~  laiowing"(Be1enky et al., 1 986); it was a way of coming to know Mary's 

story and giving her voice. I was deterrnîned to try - I just wasn't sure 1 was equal to the task of being 

Coles' 'Wling student". The complexity of the problem of multiple '4's" (Connelly & Clandinin, 

1990) reroinded me of the plunvocal nahue of writing narratively (Barniah, 1989). It was important 

to identie for myself and to explain to Mary and the reader, whose voice was speaking at different 

moments in the text. In the end, the variety of roles 1 continued to play throughout my research, 
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assisted my cuming to terms with my own identity as woman, administtator and researcher. It 

highlighted the ambiguity of the qualitative researcher's d e s  as one of the more difficult anticipated 

barriers to interpreting the meaning of participants' responses. It was a reminder that working in rny 

own professional landscape, required me to continuously clai@ rny multi-faceted d e  as researcher, 

not only to be bue to myself, but to represent the research relationship as faithfully as possible. 

This quality of fidelity (Blumenfeld-Jones, 1995) depends on at least two people as seen 

through their perspecti.~es. For example, when Mary visited me at home the first time, 1 was touched 

by her thoughtfiilness in brùiging me a flowering plant. Wasn't 1 the one who wanted to show my 

appreciation for the moments we were sharhg for my thesis? I became acutely aware of our 

ernerging personal relationship - not ody because we shared some of each other's experience as 

fernale managers, but also because we would have an opportunity to become closer colleagues. By 

the end of our research collaboration, her workplace context had changed fkom the comunity 

landscape to a totally Board milieu. We were beginning to share a cornmon organizational lens as 

female administrators on the same professionai knowledge landscape. The intersection of both 

personal and professional landscapes was co~l~tantly emerging and intertwining, thereby affecting 

the reconstmction of ber narrative. 

Representing truthfulness (Comelly & Clandinin, 1990) ernerged in another namative 

context. For exarnple, Mary's organizational status relative to my position as ESL administrator 

sirrfaced as having an effect on the interviewhg situation. Later in my research, 1 identified 

interviewing up or down in an organization (see "ladder chats", p. 101) as significant 

methodologically for its di ffering implications during the creation of both field and research texts. 

Questions about the preparation for the interview, the types of questions considered appropriate, and 

the developing relationship durlng the reconstruction of text needed fiirther exploration and 

interpretation. As well, ethical considerations around confidentiality and boundaries for gathering 
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field notes became important issues. Although Mary did not report directly to me, she seemed to 

communicate a vulnerability in tams of my formal authority over the ESL programs located in her 

CO-sponsoring agency. She never discussed this power differential in any detail. Nevertheles, her 

story which advocates for agencies wanting more forthnght consultation and decision-making 

control with the Board represented an acknowledgment of some difference. 

In addition, since other staff h m  Mary's social service centre had shared their concans with 

me over recent confiicts within their mmmunity organization, 1 felt quite cornfortable as researcher, 

asking Mary questions about these relationships. Only now on refiection, do I consciously recognize 

the pattem of cornfort or reassurance that accompanies a person in a position of authority who 

becomes a researcher. My negotiation of entry both with Mary and her colleagues was greatly 

facilitated by our previous relationships on our professional landscape. The agency members and 

Mary expressed their trust in me by revealing th& intemal difficulties. If 1 had not been an 

administrator that shared many experiences with them over the years, I probably wouldn't have had 

access to th& secret and sacred stones (Crites, 197 1). 

However, even when 1 felt totalIy imrnersed mentally and psychologically in the role of 

researcher - ' a  willing student" in Coles' (1989) terrns - Mary regularly behaved and made remarks 

that revealed that the roles of researcher/administrator contioued to overlap and intrude upon our 

relationship. With mixed emotions, she seemed to view our conversations as an opportunity to 

express the depth of her fiutration in the community landscape. Wouid I hold a different 

profkonal image of her af€er hearing the secret agency stories? Was it safe to openly express the 

'%etweenness'' (Blumedeld-Jones, 1 995) between herse1 f and the community environment? This 

betweenness of the situation 'kfers not only to the intersubjective bond between the original teller 

and the narrative inquirer but also to the perceived interaction of the original teller and the context 

of the narrative." (p. 28) The most obvious confinnation of the ambiguity of our roles and the 
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question of truthfiilness was in Mary's asking if 1 agreed with parts of her story - her meaning 

associated with the description and analysis of events in h a  professional Iife. Also, the repetitive 

language "You know? You know?' appeared to be a rhetorical device to engage my approval. 

As a participant, Mary did not seem to accept that my judganent of her story was neither 

desirable nor relevant as a narrative researcher. 1 was trying to better understand her interpretation 

of her workplace domain. There seemed to be two issues here: one was Mary's desire to gain my 

approval as an empattietic and infonned listener, the second was to give her adequate tune to assess 

if '%a story" was resonating with my ~ s p o k e n  expectaîions. It seemed that it was difficult for her, 

as a participant with a positivist perspective, to understand that the meaning she personally derived 

fiom her experiences as a fernale manager was al1 the "plausibility" (Bruner, 1990) and 

"authenticity" (Tannen, 1988) 1 wanted or could expect as a narrativist. 1 reassured hm that her 

narrative, by its sheer fidelity to her experience, would resonate with other readers. 

Sometimes the dialectical concepts of truth and deception expressed themselves through 

barriers to developing an quitable relationship. For example, were the stories gathered more tnithful 

when 1 hquùed about current volatile issues in Mary's environment? 1 had access to thern by virtue 

of my other relationships there. Was it ethically sound to bring up knowledge gained nom other 

relationships in Mary's professional landscape? As a researcherladministrator, would 1 have asked 

a Board superintendent similar sensitive questions about relationships organizationally? These 

questions required serious ethicd consideration for they impinged directly on our relationship. In the 

end, I answered them by being totally candid with Mary. 1 revealed the sources of my information 

about her milieu while stiU being respectfbl of the confidentiality of her other colleagues. It was at 

this tirne, in the CO-construction of text and screening of hot issues, that we more tangibly entered 

into the roles of CO-researchers. 
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In a previous dialogue journal, a Iead instnictor once touched on the question of a similar 

research relationship with me with respect to our mutuai professional knowledge landscape. He 

expressed the apprehension that if he told me too many insider or secret stories as a researcher, he 

might in his own eyes, feel like a "hot-Lcker'' (Clandinin & Connelly, SSHRC project, 1993- l996), 

trying to gain my favour. Mary reiterated a similar concern in her repeating that she was pdcipating 

in my research for personal, not professional reasons. Initially, this remark did seem rather 

ambiguous considering the content area of my thesis. But if we define teachers' knowledge in a 

broad seme, to include educators' knowledge in generai, as "that body of convictions and meanings, 

conscious and unconscious, that have arisen fiom experience (intimate, social, and traditional) and 

that are expressed in a person's practice" (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995, p. 7)' we can appreciate 

Mary's ambivalence in sharing her personai practiical knowledge with a researcher fkom the Board. 

For Mary, her silent dedaration of separation fiorn the researcher confkmed an earlîer expressed 

value of loyalty. She did not want to gossip about the community centre - the Chinese social service 

agency did indeed Mfil her needs at one time and its secrets were safe. 

In dealing with Mary, a participant who shared a professional relationship with several of the 

same people as 1 did, 1 found the sorting out of secret and sacred stories (Cntes, 197 1) a challenge. 

Part of the difficulty was that we formed part of each other's stories. We were representative of two 

different organizational structures with different mandates, but with a strong inter-relationship 

through the delivery of ESL classes. While the Board adhered to the sacreci story of "the universality 

and taken-for-grantedness of the supranacy of theory over practice" (Crites as cited in Clandinin & 

Comelly, 1995, p. 8) in ESL teacher training' the cornmunity agency expressed the mandate of 

fulfilling primary employment and social service needs of the leamers before educational ones. As 

an ESL coordinator, Mary was expected to recognize and balance these contrasting epistemological 

positions. In h a  story, she would often reafnmi her connection with the Chinese leamers, in direct 
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opposition to maintaining the required student attendance numbers sent d o m  the h e l  as  Board 

policy. This discrepancy driven by increasing govanment budget cuts became concomitantly larger. 

As the instructor's vignette suggests in Mary's story, keeping one's teaching goals in perspective was 

difficult in this restrictive environment, 

From my research vantage point, 1 was forever monitoring whether participants could forget 

my formal role at the Board and genuinely disclose their perception of reality. Couid 1 honestly step 

out of the d e  as administrator in my own mind? It seemed that sharing openly depended on 

perceived equity - 1 wasn't sure it was attainable in some aspects. Later, during my research activity, 

when 1 was interviewing up organizationally with senior officials at the Board (Chap. 5.5) or 

interviewing down with other managers (Chap. 5.3), 1 recognized the improbability of equity 

between the researcher and participant, especially when we worked in a cornmon milieu. 1 was 

constantly aware of our relative positions in the organization. This was true even though the senior 

officials were fiendlier and more candid in our idormal conversations than on a mal working 

basis. In a similar way, 1 psychologically felt empathetic towards the program supervisor as 

participant. Chu intersubjectivity was evident in a number of ways - language, questions, content and 

even the physical locations of the interviews. But was this just lack of organizational equity that was 

creating a banier? Could there be an equity of minds or consciousness - an equity bom out of the 

willingness to self-forget? (McClintock in Keller, 1983, p. 117). At this t h e ,  Mary and 1 had to 

agree that the idea of eliminating bias was "a misguideci illusion whose effect is to guarantee the 

irrelevance of the research" (Hunt, 1992, p. 1 16). 

On the other hand, equity could be regarded fiom the following perspective. Heshusius 

(1 994) suggested that becoming aware of and resolving unequal power relations in research must 

happen, in the first instance, through knowing as a mode of access; egocentric concerns are 

temporarily released and the idea of distance, its management and control is relinquished. As 
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researcher, it was disappointing to recognize that, at least with Mary, it did not seem possible to enter 

"a participatory mode of consciousness". 1 didn't seem able '90 temporarily let go of all 

preoccupation with self and move into a state of cornpiete attention." (FIeshusius, p. 17) The notions 

of wmected knowing (Belenky et al. l986), knowing as caring (Noddings, 1984) and tacit knowing 

(Polanyi, 1966, p. 4) wuld be viewed as moving toward participatory consciousness; but monitoring 

subjectivity seerned to be interferkg with my effort to immerse myself into Mary's story. 1 was 

beginning to feel like the researcher whom Heshusius describes as too engaged with trying to 

methodologize and cope with the self s selves. He was promoting a more holistic understaudhg of 

reality as mutually evolving (Bateson, 1972). But when knowing is seen as d e  bound, as managing 

distance between self and other, the desire for unity isn't present. I wanted to try to let go of some 

of the 'pmcedurai subjectivity" (Heshusius, 1994; Eisner, 1992; Barone, 1992); I wanted to better 

immerse myself in practising participatory consciousness. Participatory consciousness 

does not refer to activity as such. or to verbal experience. nor does it 

refr to methodofo&y or methodological strategrgreses.. . Rather, it refers 

to a mode of consciouîness. a way of being in the world. that is 

characterized by what Schachtef (1959) calls "allocentrc" 

knowing. ..a way of knowing that i s  concerned with both "the totality 

of the act of intwst" and with the '~arhrhcipution of the total person" 

(of the knower) @. 225" .... Allocenhic knowing requires a "total 

tuming to " other @. 225). which leah  not to a ïoss of self but to a 

heightened feehg  of afivenes and awarenress. (Schachtel as cited in 

Heshusius, 1 994, p. 16) 

If 1 was h a h g  difficulty attaining this desirable h e  of mind at the moment with Mary, 

1 was hoping that 1 could try again with the female administrators in our conversation group. The 
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caring and comection were apparent - the self-forgetfiilness on my part as mearcher remaineci a 

c hailenge! 

@) tert representation 

Mary became quite wncerned with rny implied representation of her as a typical ESL CO- 

ordinator since she saw herself as being different than other fanale agency co-ordinators. The main 

reason for her contrasting perspective was her past experience worlang in an educational bureaucracy 

in Hong Kong. Her administrative knowledge was shaped by her experiences working as a civil 

servant and manager of several teachers in a large govenimental organization. Consequently she 

believed that her story was not necessarily valid for other managers in the community who had never 

known another landscape. While acknowledging that the City Board had the controlling hand in 

making decisions about the delivery of CO-sponsoreci adult ESL ciasses, it appeared that she 

understood more than others, about the dynamics of working within and outside a hierarchical 

organization. The metaphors of the funne1 and the conduit (Clandinin & C o ~ e l l y ,  1995) 

representing the movement of policies in and outside the ESL classroom from senior management, 

resonated with h a  experience and were comfortably accepted. She didn't expect decision by 

consensual codtation h m  a board of education. Some of her less experienced wlleagues in the 

community agencies did. In her professionai knowledge landscape, she expected representatives of 

a board of education and the communities to collaborate and to share any feedback after decision- 

making. The other CO-ordinators made the following sacred story tacitly clear to Mary: allegiance 

to one's social service agency in a political sense was very important to their being able to acquire 

more power in relationship to the City Board. Perhaps that was why Mary sometimes felt like an 

outsider working from within! 

This contlicting sense of identity Mary expressed in temis of the Board and the community 

begs the question of whether an individual case study is or could be representative or not Merriam 
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(1988) remiLlds us that qualitative case studies are characterized by the discovery of new 

relationships, concepts, and understanding. Generalizations and hypottieses evident in traditional 

research, are not deduced fiom the data. Mead the uniqueness of a case study rests more in the 

questions asked and their relationship to the end product - the participant's narrative. Similar to 

Blumenfeld-Jones (1 995), Stake (as cited in Merriam, 1988) reminds us that it is the reader who 

"participates in extendhg generalization to reference populations" (pp. 35-36). The researcher 

presents the meaning she interprets dong with h a  participant - it is up to the reader, in an analogid 

way, to decide if the situation fits other particdar cirnnnstances. Mary's story did not have to be 

representative of a large group of fernale administrators. Instead, it is a case study of one ESL CO- 

ordinatorlprogram supervisor. As a researcher, I was exploring how she made sense of her life as a 

female admhistrator in two different educational environments; how she interpreted her experiences; 

and how she structured her social world. Meaning would be mediated by our CO-construction of text. 

The generalizing qualities (were) not so much located in Truth, as in their ability to r e h e  perception 

and deepen conversation (Rorty, 1979) during our interviews. 

By using this "interpretation in context" (Cronbach as cited in Memam, 1988, p. 1 23), the 

case study design was well-suited to our community and board of education landscapes. It was 

impossible to separate the phenornenon's variables - the elernents shaping the administrative 

knowledge of female administrators - from their context (Yin as cited in Merriam, 1988). 1 discussed 

the notion of multiple realities with Mary. It seemed important for her to understand my philosophic 

h e w o r k -  that 1 was looking at the world as a function of personal interaction and perception - a 

subjective perspective based on our beliefs. 1 emphasized that one of the most important notions in 

qualitative research is to understand the meaning of an experience within a bounded umtext - in this 

instance, the community and the large organizationd aontext. We were trying to understand how aU 

the parts could work together holistically. 



It i s  an effort to understand situations in their uniqueness as part of 

a partrrtrcuIar context and the interactions there. In i s  understanding LF 

an end in itserf; so that it is not attempting to predict what rnay 

happen in thejiîture necessmaniyI but to understand the nature of that 

sening. ..and in the ana&s& to be able to communicate that f~it@Illy 

to others who are interested in thot sening. ... The analysis stmtes for 

depth of understanding. (Paîton as cited in Merriam, 1988, p.1) 

Oa the other hand, to my surprise, Mary was quite adamant that she should not participate 

in the "research story"or the 'Reflections" section of her narrative. That text representation was 

totally fiom a researcher's perspective. In her coming to terms with the narrative research process, 

she wanted to read the transcriptions of our conversations as weU as discuss the interpretation of her 

story in the first part of "her" chapter. For example, after our fmt collaboration, she felt that the 

reconshvcted story reflected her expaiences in a profound way. As researcher, my initial hesitancy 

and anxiety about showing Mary my own understanding and expression of her stories, dissipated 

with her resonance - at least for this occasion. But in terms of the research text, f was unsure of how 

to react to this participant's perspective. She explained that she felt more comfortable with the 

research story or "Reflections" acting as my autobiography - my analysis of the research joumey and 

my interpretation of the meanings ernbedded in her experiences as a female administrator. Partly 

because of the development of closer personal ties during our collaboration and partly because 1 felt 

an ethical obligation as a qualitative researcher to share any infornation that irnpinged on my 

participant, 1 asked Mary to give me time to sort out this aspect of our relationship. 

I believe that in adhering to narrative method, the researcher enters into a colIaborative 

relationship so that bot .  voices are heard in the CO-construction of text - the participant not only tells 

the story but takes part in the mutual reconstruction of the field notes as they become research texts. 
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As a result, the identity of the individual as participant is constnicted narratively and therefore is 

disclosed as multifaceted and transfomiing accordhg to shifting conditions and tempord changes 

(Clandinin & Comefly, 1995). Her willingness to give me "carte blanche" for the research story - 
total fkedom to write h m  a researcher's point of view- created a tension with my original concept 

of the researcher and participant as CO-researchm in collaboration. In terms of maintainhg an 

@table relationship, 1 began to see this situation as evolving into another chance for "respecting, 

listening to, and giving attention to how the research act and process fit with everyday lived 

experiences" (Coles & Knowles, 1993, p. 486). In the end, Mary chose to avoid the disclosure of the 

interpretive research text I had constructeci about her narrative. 1 respected her decision. 

The intaview situation described above brings to mind notions of plausibility and fidelity. 

Connelly and Clandinin (1990) explain that "A plausible account is one that tends to ring tme" (p.8). 

Mary's initial reaction to our reconstmcted account of her narrative - "It's me! That's really me!" 

strongly suggested that it manifested that quality for her. In the fùture, readers will make their own 

judgernent. Similady, as a measure for practising and evaluating narrative, Blumenfeld-Jones ( 1 995) 

observes that fidelity ''dialectically conjoins notions of objective truth...and subjective interpretation 

...(p. 26). He conû=asts the concepts of truth, as what actually happas in a situation and fidelity, as 

what it means to the story teller. Fidelity, therefore, becornes subjective as opposed to an objective 

reality. In recognition that narrative inquiry has a moral dimension - that is, the participant tells her 

story to the researcher, fully trusting that her value and dignity will be respectai - 1 felt compelled 

to preserve this valuable relationship by periodically readjusting my lens in Mary's direction. In the 

example cited above, Mary was desmihg her work and her rationale for her beliefs about male and 

fernale managers and teachers. As researcher, 1 was committed to accept her interpretation; in my 

inexperience, 1 exercised more subjectivity thao was desirable in reconstructing the meaning of her 

experience. 
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Blumdeld-Jones (1995) &tes about the other side of fidelity that addresses the precision 

of reproducing details (cf authenticity, Comelly & Clandinin, 1990). In research notes for example, 

he connects it with rnaintaining the relationship of the t e k  - the participant - and the receiver - both 

the mearcher and the reader of the research. As noted above, after reading the fecoflsfruction of her 

narrative, Mary reacted in such a positive straight forward manner. In terms of  our emerging 

relationship, it confirmecl that "tIuth for fidelity is simultaneously fachial (that is, reasonably 

acciwte) and a fùnction of perspective (meaaingful)" (p. 27). It remains to be seen whether Mary's 

story resonates with other readers. 
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5.5 Ruth Waker and Patricia Daly 

Like most communities, the adult education community reflet% its organic character. Over 

the past ten years, many changes have taken place on the professional knowledge landscape of the 

Adult and Continuing Education Department of the City Board of Education. Ciirrently, metaphors 

of educators ''teetering on the b d c "  and observing that "the ground is shifting", help to focus 

attention on the stories of female administrators as îhey talk in a dispirited way about their cment 

experiences on the adult education landscape. The landscape is coIlStantly changing in a direction 

that forces them to look with diffixent eyes at the rnarguiality of Continuing Education in the regular 

school system and of women educators in a large board of education. 

On the one hand, it seems to be a black and white snapshot without relief. Two female 

administrators share this prediction: 

Next election we 'il be voting for a megaciîy, and for some people to 

mn a mega-board, probab ly..... isn 't rocket science to see a parallel 

vision for education! ... the fini consepence of it will be a massive 

upheaval of emotion and angst! (Pat) 

However, simultaneously, other stories are being created by senior officiais about the 

fluctuating nature of adult education in the school systern as it responds to changes in the 

surrounding local community and in the municipal and provincial govemments of the &y. The 

similarities and contradictions in their perspectives stand out against this backdrop of change to 

produce a variety of endings to emerging work namatives about women in adult education. 

Patricia Daly, a senior official, conveys with regret, that "the bigger picture is being driven 

by the duly elected representatives of the damned people .... These bozos are doing what they were 

elected to do" (Pat). On this level, Pat is persuaded by the argument that in a democracy, it's 

appropriate for our elected representatives to have a major role in policy development. She would 
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subscribe to the metaphor of the funne1 (Clanchin & Comelly, 1995) which City Board trustees 

seemingly use to pour different policies into the classrooms in schools and various departments. She 

accepts that staff-  and she includes her past professional performance in this remark - tend to nin 

around making very unpleasant noises about "top down" stuff that never gets irnplemented. But, 

from where she now sits near the very top of this educational organization, she admits there is an 

important role for the elected representatives in having something to say about what staff are paid 

to do. However, when reflecting on the baldness of these statements, she circles back around to the 

ideal policy development as 

being some way ofbalancing the policy impetus fiom the duly elected 

representatives of the people with de reaiities of those in schools, 

classrooms and administrative ofices - staff who actuall) have to 

cany the stuffout, having a voice in shaping thatpolicy dwelopmen. 

(Pst) 

As the elder of two &ers in a European f d y  where her father b m e  a principal and her 

mother stayed at home, Pat did not readily identim any gender issues during her youth. 

... the expectation was always that we wouidfinirh our education, get 

careers and get on with our world. ..A w m  just not debatable ... only 

then war it sensible to think about getting a marnage parmer. ... Most 

of my girlfien& mam-ed; I did not. (Pat) 

And so with the big boom in teaching in the mid-sixties and knowing one person in Toronto, 

Pat took the adventurous step to teach one year in a foreign country, Canada. She stayed here at the 

City Board for over thuty years. 

Now, in her capacity as senior official, Pat accepts that some executive colleagues 

acknowledge the need for the fiow of policy development in both directions. At the City Board, there 
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is a long history - at least twenty years - of developing policies centdy,  sometimes driven by the 

administrative ami, much more ofien dnven by the political ami. This has been recognized as realiy 

strenuous central policy development! Sometimes efforts have been made to get that voice from the 

bottom, up. Pat assesses the City Board in terms of where people sit in the system and what they've 

done: 

I think you can make t h e w  range of cases [with regard to policy 

developrnent] that o f i n  we 're very top dom. und we 're not bad at 

balance [sorne of the tirne]. I don 't think you could mer rnake the 

case in our system that we are bottom up. (Pat) 

Another senior official, Ruth Waker, disagees. Overlapping in farnily d e s  and work values 

with Pat Daly, Ruth was born in a rural area in Canada. Here, too, it was conventional wisdom for 

girls to grow up to be a tacher or a nurse. Her parents were proud of her intelligence, displayed 

through her ability to read and write at an early age - eventually it seemed they were boasting that 

it happened at "three &ys of age" (Ruth)! But it never occurred to them that there was any need for 

other career choices for their daughter. Although her Mom didn't actudly work outside the home, 

she had al1 sorts of weird and wonderful ideas about what she would like to do. Ruth imagines that 

between this creative energy and the strong work ethic of her detennined father as a school principal, 

she followed a non-traditional route to her present position as senior official at the City Board of 

Education. 

Ruth likes to spend sorne of her fiee time watching the dynamics of parliamentarians in 

action on television. Seeing policy development in the Legislative Assembly reminds her that 

"policies in a democracy, never start at the top. They're always a response to some grass-roots 

pressure'' (Ruth). When she examines adult education in particular, she points out that the fact that 
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the City Board provides Continuhg Education, is a response to public demand because there is no 

legislation to support it. 

So when thefinding dries up, thefimt thingyou have to do is tu meet 

the legislative requirements.. . . Everything we do in Continuin g 

Education b a respome to public demnnd...our school board can do 

absolutely zero ... it is probably the most pass-roots of al[ initiatives. 

And it S only the cornmitment of our bustees that keeps it alive, 

becme they 're the ones that vore. ..$OUF Director wasn 't committed, 

ifwe weren 't committed, it wouldn 't happen. (Ruth) 

Ruth does not buy into the metaphoricd notion of policy development taking place at the top, 

and being fùnneiled down through the conduit on the way to implernentation in the classroom. She, 

dong with our Conversation Focus Group, k d s  this concept insufficiently complex for their 

experience with the multitude of information pieces and relationships going back and forth on the 

landscape. She appreciates that it's really difficult for the instructor in the classroom to understand 

that there's no politician in the world who would achially push through a policy that didn't have 

political support. But Ruth believes that is the reality she lives on the professiond landscape. 

These issues about knowledge and powa, authority and relationship, impinge directly on the 

balance between the individual and the comrnunity. Difficult and broad ethical questions become 

important as these administrators try to understand how they are connected to what they Imow. As 

ferninists, they wonder about what kind of action is dictated by their knowledge. They consider adult 

education important for society as a whole; not only for the interaction of parents and grandparents 

with children but also because in delivering adult ESL and literacy classes, adults can contribute their 

skills back to the stability of the comunity. Ruth believes, in a deep philosophical way, that they 

need to re-investigate what the purpose of the school board is. Since the City Board has expressed 
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its commitment to adult education through its director many times, they have to reduce the tension 

caused by feelings of terrïtoriality between the regular secondary school system which leads some 

adults to high school credits, and continukg education which pennits the flexibility of a non-credit 

format for adults. Part of the tension, Ruth surmises, is due to tack of information. 

She recdls how throughout her career, she has been committed to promoting policies that 

break down barriers - part of the reason she was attracted to the City Board. She well understands 

that this position dows more people to operate as strident advocates in environments which would 

drive some people crazy. But this tolerance generally allows her to work more effectively with 

ambiguity and to listen to more than one story - because everyone has their own story. Ruth senses 

that she tends to think differently than men who have held similar positions either in a board or a 

Ministry of Education setting dong the way, especially with regard to the male-dorninated areas of 

science and technology. For example, she perceives the male view as looking at technology as a tool; 

but at Paula Michelle Secondary Sch001~ she is eager to support its more progressive and less 

restricted perspective. She conceives of technology as much more than a tool - as a potential power 

to radically chenge our society. 

in this non-traditional area for women, Ruth recognizes the Board's strong commitment. But 

she adrnits that as a fernale teacher, "it was very difficult to become a superintendent in the sense that 

it was never previously encourage-' (Ruth). She recalls that in a former work environment, she ran 

into unexpected problems as a woman. She expressed a strong work ethic which she had gained 

through osmosis kom her workaholic father. She also put in much longer hours at work than was 

socially acceptable at her workplace. As a result she had to be very carefid about this perceived 

negative behaviour amongst her male colleagues. She was compelled to almost hide the fact that she 

came in early or left late. Ruth was regarded by them as pushy and assertive, and in effect, upsetting 

the culture. 



I'rn sure things have changed a great &al now but at that n'me, t h e  

were some ves, ~aditional people there who huii a very strong sense 

of the proper bureaucrutic Stream that one t .  in one's cureer. But 

I obvious~) wam 't traditional. Now that it has changed so radically, 

those same people are still there. I c m  't imagine how they 're coping 

with it. It rnust be traumatic for them! (Ruth) 

But for Ruth, this type of gender discrimination opened her eyes to a very strong male culture 

in the field of education. At that t h e ,  she couldn't let her feminist views show in order to operate 

successfiilly in this environment. She recognized that "One has to be more cautious"(Ruth). It was 

the main event in her career where she reaIly did notice some of the barriers confkonting women. 

She credits a faninist director with the foresight of posting a Special Requirernent for a responsible 

position at the Ministry - the rquirement of a cornmitment to gender equity for a curriculum 

appointment Ruth secured. Unfortunately, this outspoken director suffered professionally for vocally 

advocating equity through her feminist perspective. She never was willing to be part of "'the old 

boys' network". 

With a change in government to NDP, Ruth observeci a radical policy shift in government 

which made a tremendous ciifference to the culture of the workplace. Policies, known variously as 

employment equity and equal opportunity were gaining prominence. It confirmed for Ruth, the 

conviction that despite the lip service given to ernployment equity - which was very loud at the City 

Board - there needed to be policies for people to change. "FVst of dl, you change behaviours; then 

you change attitude". (Ruth) 

Like Paûicia Daly, Ruth wants to approach adult education at City Board in a different way. 

She believes that centrally, the co-ordinators and senior officials don't tend to value altivatkg close 

relationships. She mentions that she doesn't think a day passes when she's walking with somebody 
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fkom the City Board, and meets another Board administrator. She oaturaly says, "By the way, do you 

know so and so" and they don't! She fin& this situation which suggests a form of exclusivity, 

incredible! Cornparexi to field offices, the central office tends to co~nmunicate only with the people 

they work with and at the end of the &y, there's no tune to cornmunicate with anybody else. She 

wants to avoid this dienation and loneliness that has been openly expressed by other female senior 

officials (Chase, 1 995) (Reinharz, 1992). 

At this point in her changing landscape, Ruth is reco113mending that all  segments of the Board 

look at the big pidure in a compreheasive manna. She says that they could assess the needs of adult 

students in their mmmunity by looking at all  the different ways in which they, as educators, serve 

them in our cment system. They can start by bringing together administrators 60m a variety of 

panels - adult, secondary and alternative. The Board has a task force as well as the Meîropolitan 

Board - but they have no idea what 's happening around them. It's impossible to know whether 

they're going to be part of the municipal govefnment structure dong with welfare or whether they're 

going to have provincial pooling which is a very likely scenario. But irrespective of al1 those things, 

as a senior official, she is convinced that if they continue to move on and develop some 

representations of adult education delivery together, there's no reason to have to go strictly into a 

total Continuing Education model. 

Consequently, Ruth has designeci one way to rapond to these dilemmas by collaboration of 

diverse interest groups. She knows very well that they have to corne to grips with the fact that 

"salaries are the real issue" (Ruth). There is a lot of resistance to share ideas but she feels that, maybe 

if they got the chance to speak face to face, a more creative resolution could be found in a 

participatory way (Christiansen et al., 1997). For the last four months Ruth has invited a group of 

twenty administrators - managers, principals and supeintendents - dealing with adult immigrants, 

to a fonm where they are for the first time facing each other in a more equitable way. Her political 
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intention is to take this discussion to the Metropditan Board. Her immediate practical intention is 

to find a way in which all players - secondary and Continuing Education, leamers, staff, trustees and 

unions - get a chance to meet together to be heard in a consultation process about the delivery of 

adult education. She knows the baftiers that may be present - a male manager who is gate-keqing 

by not attaching much significance to making connections with other adult eduaitors at the City 

Board; another manager who doesn't encourage female administrators to attend these tirne- 

consuming but critical planning meetings; the collective bargainhg process with the federation 

whose mandate is to protect its members' jobs; the principals who see their territory eroding. But 

Ruth is still hopeful: 

So what we have to do is instead of sining back und just Ietting it 

happen is to be proactive and try to develop some models. Because 

the bottom line is we 're still a wealthy province; we 're still going to 

have money. We shodd still be able to serve the nee& of our 

people .... But we rnay have to do it quite differently. (Ruth) 

Doing things differently seems to be a cornmon theme nght up to the Executive Offices. Pat 

talks about the intersection of personal and professional values. She stresses the importance of 

personal relationship when she wants a kind of thoughâul opinion about a work project nom a 

woman who's not currentiy embedded in the educational arena: 

I always run it by her....l always get the "more feeling" kind of 

perspective on it and 1 know that 's what I'rn gettingfiom her. I think 

I have shzj?ed over tirne though l in still wired to get the task done. 

But 1 think I know enough, and I want enough, to hear and feel what 

otherpeople have to say. Because it rnakes a dzfference tu how wel2 

yotr can get the task done and so on .... My way or the highway is not 



my style .... To be seen ar fair and willing to hear al2 sides - I think 

that f a really important set of values. (Pat) 

But at meetings of the Executive Cornmittee that oversees the Board's business, where the 

men outnumber the women almost three to one, doing it differendy by gender expresses itself 

sometimes through the use of ianguage. Pat describes how she and the other fernale senior official 

actually have to laugh through their htration about how some of the men, including "the very 

reasonable" male director, intempt constantly. She says this absolutely male aggressive use of 

language drives her crazy. Before a newly promoted male senior official gets settled into this pattern 

too far, she wants to "get i d  of this gender based piece that is absolutely infunating" (Pat). It's 

palpable how silenceci these capable and knowledgeable women feel. 

At a meeting several months earlier, Pat had tried a moderate approach in trying to shape the 

men's inappropriate volume and use of language. But she reports that none of them took her 

seriously enough to try to modi@ their behaviour. Her latest strategy is to prepare the Director before 

the next meeting that she wants to point out this unacceptable behaviour with a much more definite 

and planned execution. 

I think we 're going to have to call them on it. .. .First of all, we 're 

going to have to get them to agree that it 's a problem. That 'II take a 

minute. But ifwe get agreement, then 1 think that those of us who 

want to fi this, are going to have to be prepared to have the 

unpleasant task of having to keep calling them on it, until they begin 

to unleam I mean, it f an unconscious, mindks  kind of behaviour. 

It S not as i fhey  decide "Oh, now l in  going to jump in or cut across 

Pat or Ruth". Tliey just do it! (Pat) 
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Pat expresses her h o p  and belief that the Director will consider her proposal as something 

worth looking at. She muses to herself that the two male senior officials who rare1y intempt people 

at Executive meetings are not part of "the old boys' network?. She has firmly decided that this issue 

is about powa - who's controlling the conversation; whose ideas are going to get heard. She has to 

do this task because she feels very deeply that it's a matter of principle and respect for others. 

In this experience, the landscape seems to express itself as a place for epistemological and 

moral reconstructions. Pat began with ao uncornfortable and unnamed response to some male 

behaviour in the meetings of the senior hierarchy - where she belonged, presimiably, a s  an 

experienced, knowledgeable and respected member. Through reflecfion and a re-examination of her 

own professional principles, she felt cornpelleci to take action. Trying to keep within the traditional 

boundaries of expected courteous behaviour, she had mentioned the inappropriateness of interrupting 

a wlleague in a n a d ,  conversational way during a meeüng. It had absolutely no effect. Her next 

strategy was to continue to follow the unspoken organizational d e  that if you have a wntentious 

issue to table, you brief the Director beforehand. As a ferninist, she hoped that he would validate her 

concem by his support. Her experience tells her that he is a reasonable man. Now she wants to take 

action. 

Patricia Daly ackmwledges that she, too, intermpts other speakers occasionally - but on a 

totally different basis. While she represents the men's intemptions as asserting theV dominance over 

others on the professional landscape, our CO-comtniction of her language shows she interrupts, at 

least in the more relaxed environment of a thesis conversation, in order to give support to the speaker 

"right; right" (Pat) or to show complete synchrony by finishing off the speaker's sentence in what 

would appear to be total agreement One could ask whether the intmpting words of approvd might 

also be an issue of control in getting the speaker to move on more quickly. Another query is whether 

some women leam that they can only be heard if they adapt their behaviour to what has often been 
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socially and professionally acceptable for men. Pat does not want this view to becorne h a  model for 

how she deals with the professional world. 

When Paûicia Daly is deciding how to approach her coIIeagues at the City Board, examining 

what she knows to be true and what she values as knowledge, she trusts her intuition very strongiy. 

Ha confidence in her own identity makes her feei when she's right and needs to stand up to a 

situation. She feels she never did anything that could be even rernotely described as  playing the 

game. She also sees herself as idiosyncratic. Pat feels that what she has to do and what she wants to 

do always has to be implemented in a way that feeis OK and right for her. While working at the City 

Board, she d e s m i  a great deal of consonance between what she wanted to do and what the Board 

stood for - notwithstandïng the very real existence of an "old boys' network". She clarifies her 

position by stating that this system, just because of its nature -its inban, progressive kind of milieu- 

has always had the rom and the space for people who do their work well, and who don't grease the 

wheels with being part of the game. In the thirty-two years she's been with the Board, she thinks 

there always have been those people who have been able to march to their own drummer well 

enough to keep their own integrity and do what needed to be done. She t d y  believes that the 

stranglehold of "the old boys' network" is much less strong than it was ten to fifteen years ago. 

Pat is aware that in her very senior role, people have certain assumptions about Patricia Daly 

"the position" as opposed to Patricia Daly, 'Yhe person". 

I think I deal with that part& by living with it and partly by Q i n g  to 

be as informal as possible with the person in that setting, to try tu 

break d o m  tlrot sense ofposition .... l think I want to underscore what 

1 said about trying to rake the infonnality of it and uring a bit of 

humour. ... l recenti'y dealt with a meeting of staff persons very 

informall'y in my oflce and m*ed to get someone - in fact I did get 



sorneone else to t h  a Ieadership role ... and get me out of the center 

of it, so that in fact. we could be as close as possible to being on an 

even Reel around our discussion. And acmfly Zooking back on 

yesterdny 's meeting, IIf t  as ifthat wus fairly succesSf.1- that in fuct, 

we were just a group of people dealing with a ta&. (Pat) 

On the other hand, occasionally îhere are exceptional circumstances when her intuition and 

p s t  experience as a fernale administrator create a difficult situation in terms of woperation and 

collaboration. For example, her relationship with a powemil male comptrolla ofien sets a context 

where Pat doesn't believe she is actually "getting the straight goods" (Pat). She filters everything he 

says at a meeting through a kind of double check; in the past, in her professional Iife, Pat o h  feels 

that the information ofiered primarily served bis purposes. His behaviour mimics a 'Yop-down" 

priority for al1 decisions. She thinks that in the environment he shares sometimes with Pat, he 

appears to be like the current provincial conservative government; he takes the least possible process 

road to achieve results. 

This contradictory behaviour creates an extensive change in the picture at City Board. 

Generally, Pat and Ruth describe how the City board tries to get staff participating in program and 

curriculum issues like adult education delivery, in the rnidst of on-going decision-making and 

resbucturing. Overall, however, as senior officials, they recognize that the overwhelming sense that 

the Director has, is that there will have to be a transition time and process for change. Everyone will 

have to realize that they can't get fiom here to whatever "there" is, in one giant step. It can't be done 

- to restructure and refinance and reresource. Although none of them h o w s  what it look like, Ruth 

and Pat agree with the Director that it's going to take several years to actually work this out. For the 

provincial Ministry of Education and Training to do anythuig that would be sort of cataclysmic 

would be obviously damaging to public education - which it may or may not care about - but 
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politicdy stupid h m  the City Board's paspective. But until they know what they're actually going 

to put around the structure and the fïnancing, it's really hard to guess what '%me9' looks like! 

In the end, both Ruth Walker and Paûicia Daly see themselves as practical female 

administrators. They don't see any point in railing against somethiog that can't be altered. But Pat 

makes their responsibility very clear: 

I absolutely beliae, that even in a tirne of greatfinancial d ~ ~ c u l t y  - 

in fact. I guess I might be polijunna- ...if we 've got a roburt set of 

v~lues, which would inchde the issues of epity, t h t  drive what we 

do and how we behave- then that's when they r e m  becorne 

imporrant around how we manage ourselves and the institution and 

the seMces to our people during those tirnes ofpartrrtrcuIar diflculty. 

... lfind it a waste of time andpsychic energy to rail about things that 

are unalterable. And our reducingfinancial situation is unalterable. 

What is alterable is how we respond to it and how we mange it. We 

make the very, very best use of less and less and less. And I think 

that 's where the energy needs to go .... Our stated set of values during 

cutting, dowllsizing, reducing - whatever euphemism you want - h a  

been based on a stated set of values - notions of equiq, accountability 

and excellent curriculu m.... 1 think being a woman has a great deal to 

do with al1 of those things .... Now 1 will claim [as a fernale 

adminlFhator] to Itaw had some hand in[ th& direction] - not alone, 

because the Director himseifsubscribes to this set of viavs. (Pat) 

For Pagano (1990) and Miller (1984), wnnection, community and attachent are essentid 

to a ferninist perspective. But comection and attachment are not claimed as inherently or exclusively 
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ferninine. Senior colleagues at the City Board ofien express these notions in artministrat0rs7 stories 

with respect to adult education, regardles of gender. Both Ruth Walker and Patncia Daly represent 

women who do not want power to oppress or silence other colleagues. The power they "seek is to 

speak women's voices, women's experiences7' (Pagano, IWO, p. 14). 



5.6 Ruth Waiker and Patricia Ddy: reflections 

(a) participant/researcher relationship 

Ruth's and Pat's story characteristidy exhi'bits how narrative method reflects a world view 

of knowledge as socially constnicted and aquired inductively through dialogue with participants. 

In turn, it supports the conception of knowledge as based in lived experience and dependent upon 

the interaction of the subjective individual with their external environment (Dewey, 1 938). When 

as researchers, we conceptualize interviews as foms of discourse, that is, as speech events whose 

structure and meaning is jointly produced by interviewers and interviewees (MisMer, 199 1, p. 1 OS), 

it becomes important to examine the question once more of the role of the interviewer in how a 

participant's story is told. 

In preparing for and conducting these informal interviews with managers, 1 was constantly 

attending to cues about whether Ruth and Pat were responding to me as administrator or as 

researcher. Simultaneously, 1 also became aware how 1 was refomulating questions in response to 

their story "in t n s  of our reciprocal understandings as meanings emerged during the course" 

(Mishler, 1991, p. 105) of our conversations. That is, by undertaking this inquiry in my own 

backyard, 1 had to listen carefblly to a variety of managers' storied experience - senior officials, 

principals and program supervisors. I had to acknowledge, with full recognition, our differing 

cuntexts and positions in the hierarchical sûucture at the City Board. Together' through caring about 

our mutual situations as h a l e  administrators (Oakley, 1981), we tned to acknowledge our 

intersubjectivity. In this way, lcnowledge became personal in the sense that Polanyi (1 958) suggests; 

that is, in taking about "knowing as an act of comprehension of the things known, an action that 

requires ski11 .... Such is the personal participation of the knower in acts of understanding" (p. vii in 

Comelly & Clandinin, 1988, p. 96). This type of sharing involved my coming to terms with their 
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alternative perspectives and truIy honouring the relationship of Ruth and Pat as collaborative 

researchers (Connelly & Clandinin, 1 988; Cole & Knowles, 1 993). 

In developing narrative insuiry, the notions of equity of expertise (Hunt, 1992) and 

negotiatiom of intentions for both researcher and participant complemented my daily working style 

as an administrator in the adult education rirena Ruth's and Pat's knowledge was different but equal. 

in tum, 1 recognized that the use of story as reflective practice through informa1 interviews Ied '?O 

a vision of professionals as agents of society's reflective conversation with its situation, agents who 

engage in CO-operative inquisr withi. a framework of iostitutionalized contention (Schon, 1983, 

p.353). 

However, achieving and maintaining equitable statu between 'Yesearchher" and "researched", 

as collaborators in the same venture becarne a methodological challenge. Having used narrative 

inquiry with a feminist interviewhg perspective (Oakley, 198 1; Fine, 1992) in a previous 

collaborative research project (Clandinin & Connelly, SSHRC project, 1 993- 1 W6), I anticipated and 

welcomed the possibility of an intersubjective relationship between Ruth and Pat, and myself By 

participating in a common endeavour, "the negotiation of two [three] people's narrative unities" 

(Clandinin, 1988, p. 3) seemed a plausible expectation. However, sometimes my role at the Board 

seemed to sabotage my role as researcher with achowledged insider statu. My effort to '%didate 

women's subjective experiences as women and as people" (Oakley, 198 1, p. 30) was perceived 

through different perspectives depending on our organizational relationship. As a researcher and 

administrator who was conversing with managers in greater or Iesser positions of authority, the 

intricacies of sharing narratives and recollst~cting stones to accommodate each other's experiences 

presented some unexpected nuances in our developing research relationship. 
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@) ambiguity of roles 

Lnitially, during the interviewing process, 1 believed that preparing for a series of 

conversations with senior officials like Ruth Walka and Pat Daly, would be quite similar to 

preparing for interviews with Mary Lo, a program supenisor. Each of these participants was invited 

to join m y  thesis venture a f k r  discussing my ongoing academic work during casual networking at 

City Board meetings. Ruth had also pursued a doctorate in education. They al1 laiew me in a 

professional capacity and trusteci me sufficiently to take part in my narrative research. After 

negotiaîing entry with them nom this collegial position, I stamised that the process of gathering 

fieldnotes in both situations would mimic each other. 

But the similarities did not readily appear. in the feminist research fiterature and in other 

qualitative research discussion, 1 had not discovered any acknowledgement of the divergent effects 

of a researcher interviewing colleagues like Ruth and Pat on different m g s  of the organizational 

ladder. Case studies 1 examineci, which were undertaken in the researchers' own back yard did not 

emphasize this occurrence, which I named "ladder chats". I d e h e d  'ladder chats" as informal 

conversations within an institution, which a researcher interprets with respect to the relative 

organizational positions of the speakers. 

But beyond the fact that the participants such as Mary and the two senior officials al1 agreed 

to become involved with my thesis as their contriiution to educational scholarship and as a kind of 

endorsement for what 1 was trying to achieve as an educator, the whole process of interaction during 

the intemie- was distinctive in each case. Because of these differences, it becarne important to 

try to communicate the intricacy of the c'muItiple 1's" (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992), which reflect the 

diverse ways we have of knowing. Despite my intention to foster an equitable and firiendly climate, 

it became clear that this preferred atmosphere was not always present. Occasionaily through either 

language or behavio~f~ we all maintained and inadvertently expressed the subjectivity (Cole, 1994) 
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of our relative relationships on the organkationai landscape. Participating in a research project about 

gender issues in a wmmon educational institution, was too close to home to ignore the hierarchy. 

[t was going to be d i f f id t  in living the shared story of narrative inquisr, "to be aware of coIlStNcting 

a relationship in which both voices were heard" (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 4). We had to trust 

each other to monitor how d o r t a b l e  we felt asking pdcular  questions or disclosing thoughtfid 

replies. 1 sensed that there was a kind of respect between Ruth and Paf and myself as researcher that 

did not allow intrusive questions or insider aaswers that would contribute to their narrative at 

someone's identifiable expense. ûur history with each otha at times made me feel as if the gathering 

of effective fieldnotes was being constrained out of courtesy. Would the participant's silence also 

have to be closely understood? 

Much of the agenda for developing the researcher/participant relationship seemed to be set 

by the person who had more authonty in the organization, not more information about doing 

research. It was exactly as the Chair of the Educational Administration Department of graduate 

school had said: "A boss cm never rernove his manager's hat with regard to his employees!" 

(Musella, 1992). Except for the possible sexism in that remark, it proved to be true. 

For example, when 1 had completed rny interviews with Mary Lo, 1 felt both an excitement 

and an apprehension in meeting my next participants, Pat Daly and Ruth Walker. Reflecting on my 

discussions with Mary, 1 had leamed through trial and m r  that previously, 1 was t w  present as the 

researcher in our conversational exchange, sometima drowning her ideas with too much preamble 

to a question. 1 sometimes used leading questions which imposed my view on a participant whose 

relative position to mine in the organization made h a  vulnerable to my influence. I also recalled th& 

with another participant 1 hadn't set out my expectations regarding our developing relationship 

clearly enough. Consequently, she withdrew her shared stories later in the year,when 1 didn't have 

suffiàent tirne to maintain our developing research relationship. And 1 knew 1 had to let the 
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participants carry more of the interview even if they seemed to be off topic. ûn refleztion, fieldnotes 

were yielding unexpected rneanings h m  offhand rernarks or extended discuurse. 

1 had chosen to conduct the idornial interviews with Mary Lo in my office and in my home. 

Pat Daly and 1 talked in my oEce at her request. On the other hand, my conversations with Ruth 

Walker took place in her office at her request.There was no question in my mind at least, that the 

milieu would provide parameters to the area of questioning - it seemed that the personal and the 

professional landscapes would not intersect too easily in this domain. In these relationships, the 

'kesearched" was in control with regard to setting the lirnits on the quality of our interaction. 1 was 

always cognizant of their relative positions as senior officiais, despite any effort they might have 

been making to erase that distance. In the end, as researcher, 1 followed their cues. 

My experience with sharing Pat Daiy's story as participant was brief and very straightforward 

- perhaps more formal than al1 the others since 1 knew her ody by reputation. 1 had found her 

background interesting because in positions of responsibility at all levels of the organization, she had 

always been part of women's groups and strongly supported equity legislation. She had the same 

severe tirne cunstraints as Ruth Walker but was also much M e r  removed fiom me 

organizationally. We had met face to face on the occasion of a large Citizenship ceremony when she 

had agreed to corne to my ESL Centre to congratulate the New Canadians on behaif of the Director. 

She purposely anived early at my office to meet the staff and to have a chat. By the end of our 

conversation, she had expressed interest in contnbutuig to my thesis topic as a way of continuhg her 

interest in equity and women's roles at the City Board. She immediately felt codortabIe with the 

gender issues related to our worlcplace and fkee enough in her role to give tangible support to other 

women. In an unexpected move, Pat emphasized her cornmitment to fêminist scholarship by later 

accepting an additional invitation to job the Conversation Focus Group. 
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The f h t  conversation with Ruth Walker went well in temis of our getting to know one 

another a little more. Ruth was willing to openly trace her f d y  stones with regard to values and 

rola and to comect those with h a  experiences as a working woman in the field of mathematics and 

technology. Her expressed connection to feminism, partly through her participation in a feminist 

journal, encouraged my willingness to probe some of the detail she revealed. 

Between the first and second conversations, she sent out another signal regarding her interest 

in listening to women's voices, regardles of their position in our educational hierarchy. That is, with 

special attention at an initial meeting with h a  staff, she noticed that none of us - none of the fernale 

administrators - were speakmg up lmless addressed specifically. Al1 our senior male managers took 

control by reporting directly to her as our senior official at this meeting. Ruth found this silence 

deafening! Hardy taking a breath, the next month she invited the same fernale administrators to 

share lunch with her - alone. Ruth couidn't shut us up for the whole hour and a half. The floodgatw 

were now open to fernale managers who shared her deep concern about restructuring and reduction - 
fiom a program and people point of view, instead of just the numbers and dollars! We expressed our 

need to have senior officiais let us in on the information - discouraging or not - before al1 was 'Tait 

accompli". Everyone needed to be part of the discourse on change - fkom the leamer to the director. 

Even if as stakeholders, we didn't have the authonty or the f'widing to make decisions, the 

opporhmity to have our voica heard as part of the solution would validate our efforts to try to 

improve continuhg low morale. This dialogue set a different tone to the rest of our thesis 

conversations - my trust in her was f i d y  established. 1 knew 1 could depend on both her lcnowledge 

and her ability to take action for marguidized groups, whether adult education, immigrants or 

wornen. 1 knew Ruth would respond very thoughtfiilly to my inquiry. 

Strangely enough, der this positive experience between us, 1 had an unexpectedly difficult 

research event. On a holiday before our second conversation, 1 prepared for our intaview with great 
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thoroughness and excitement. 1 arrived in Ruth's office ten minutes early - the day after landhg back 

in Canada On entering the r~om,  the secretary looked up, somewhat surprised. "Oh, Sheila, Ruth 

wasn't sure this was the date to meet you. She's at an important meeting." Wires crossed! A total 

waste of my tirne! 1 wondered later on if this was a show of power or a lack of interest. Two more 

postponements followed although I learned to phone ahead for confinnation. As a researcher, 1 

suddenly began to feel unsure about Ruth's cornmitment and my ability to represent her stories 

persuasively. 1 didn't understand the contradiction in her desire to be part of my inquiry and this 

behaviour. 

But neither explanation turned out to be the m. Ruth continued to have conversations with 

me as time ailowed. She had enormous responsiilities to carry out during this time of restraint and 

change and often was cornpelle. to change plans at the last moment. She expressed h a  intention to 

continue our conversations though she sometimes would have to rnake additional arrangements. She 

was ûue to her word and went even fiirther in both her personal and professional interaction with me. 

She became a prirnary agent, dong with my own male boss, for getting financial recognition for my 

undertaking two jobs that were restructureci, but not reduced, to one. She also went out of her way 

to include me in the adult education discourse which was pervading the province and shaping our 

landscape on a daily basis. And most unexpecteâly, she showed an extraordinary sensitivity and 

personal acknowledgement of the loss ofmy Dad. 

It struck me that we are al1 quite differait in wantuig to or being able to mix the personal and 

professional in our lives. Therefore, we have to listen to our participants and to reread ou. field texts 

together for reconstmcting 'plausible" stories. As researchers, we need to be open to "seeing" 

through a modified lens in order to see the connections. Even though 1 recognized that Ruth and 1 

were not on the same organizatonal nm& we could easily be CO-coilabonitors in reconstnrcting her 

feminist stories of experience (Fine, 1992). In the end, she also accepted an additional invitation to 
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join the Focus Group Conversation. Somehow this Conversation Group was gathering its own 

momentum by giving women a place to listai and to have their voices heard. As a researcher, 1 was 

energized by thek vo1untary commitrnent and enthusiasm. 
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5.7 BethMorris 

Olrr conversation started very naturally in the schoo: parking lot on our way to lunch. Beth 

had been off sick for a while and returned as administrator, to a busy agenda about next year's 

staffing. In Adult and Contiming Education, 1 was occupied with managing new collective 

agreements for ESL instnictors and lead instr~ctors~ Our paths hadn't crossed for weeks. As part of 

our collaboration for m y  thesis, 1 had beai thinking about whether she had had time to read the field 

notes and story of our last thesis meeting. Now 1 had time to ask. We were going to treat ourselves 

to each other's company for an hour. As we approached my car, Beth began tallcing. 

I like your mauve shirt. (Beth) 

Thanks. I like it too. I ach~rlly bought it for Bob but he th inh if's too 

ferninine. (Sheila) 

Thot k a colour for gays, you know. It expresses their ferninine side. 

(BeW 

No, I didn 7. But then how war I supposed to know? (Sheila) 

We both laughed and got into my car. (BeWSheila) 

Al1 of a sudden, my mind was racing. 1 had been trying to deal with the gaps in my research 

for weeks. Sexual orientation as part of gender text was an identified area of silence. Was 1 about 

to pursue this shared reference to gays as a possible entry into a discussion about sexual preference? 

Was 1 going to reveal the ethical dilemma 1 had been tossing around in my mind since our last 

meeting? 1 didn't want to intrude on my treasured relationship at the Board with Beth by asking 

personal questions that were none of my business; but I also wanted m y  thesis based in gender text 

to be as honest as possible. 1 could sense that Beth and 1 were going to have a very personal talk. 

Questions mn.tinued to race through my head. Was a personal disclosure an opportunity for 

acadanic veraciw Where are the boundaries when the researcher is an insider of the orgaaization 
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and the relationships being investigated? How oompletely should a researcher and participant share 

their professional knowledge landscape? Would Beth ever give me permission to publicize a 

meaningfid exchange between niends and coiieagues in the name of feminist scholarship? Was this 

a kind of test of the boundaries of my modified participant observation methodology? These 

questions were all substantial concems that had to be dealt with in the C'Reflections" section of my 

thesis. 

1 wasn't sure how to create an acceptable balance. 1 knew 1 wouldn't jeopardize our 

fiïendship at any wst For several months, 1 had been feeling this gap about the implications of 

gender on the professional howledge landscape of f d e  managers. During our Focus Group 

conversations 1 had bnefly brought up the area of sexual orientation dong with other equity concexns 

of race, women and disability. Not one mernber chose to discuss it. 1 let the topic disappear. 

Some time later, 1 approached Barb, both in her professional capacity in the Equal 

Oppominity Department and as a Focus Group member. Was sexual orientation too intnisive a topic 

to deal with in our Focus Group in order to satisfy an academic need for comprehensiveness? 1 

admitted to her that no one in the group had ever disnissed this area with me directly; but everyone 

in the group seemed to have given me signals, mostly through fnendly bantering, that they were 

aware of each other's sexual preference. Barb immediately recognized the dilemma between the 

personal and the professional contexts. On a personal level, she knew that 1 would corne to terms 

with this intimate information as part of my shared knowledge with any group member. On a 

research level, she questioned the need for intrusion: 

Feminisls don *t usually talk about sexual preference with regard to 

their workplace environment. Who you 're sleeping with LF not an a r a  

up for dismsiion in that contert. Tle langwige they use for this area 

is tossed in with all other eguiîy issues..(Barb) 
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I felt relieved. 1 didn't want to di& my relationship with Beth, even though at this point 1 believed 

she had disclosed her sexual preference several times in our good-humoured encounters about my 

husband and h a  special fnend. Bart> then suggested that in our next Focus Group, I could r e m  to 

a definition 1 had brought up previously about the distinction between gender and sex; or possibly 

retum to a discussion of all the equity issues that impinge on female managers' landscapes. If the 

group got engaged in a discussion about sexual preferences at that time, then 1 could pinsue i t  If not, 

I should probably drop the topic. 1 respecteci Barb's advice since she had known the Focus Group 

participants longer. 

The next day, 1 went to the graduate students' office to meet a narrative research colleague 

who was familiar with m y  work and whose opinion 1 respecteci. We talked at length about the ethicai 

dilemma 1 was aying to resolve. Was it persona1 or was it professional? Friendship, work and 

research landscapes were weaving braids of knowledge that intersectecl at many points. When 1 

mentioned that I was somewhat dishtrbed about my own discornfort in revisiting the topic of sexual 

orientation with the Focus Gruup, she immediately connected with that experience. "I've been 

w o r h g  with a black teacher as a participant for months in her classroom. So far, I've never touched 

the issue of race!" (personal communication) We accepted intellectually that both these issues were 

part of their personal and professional identities as teachers and managers. The silence we were 

experiencing , both on the part of the participants and as researchers, was an area that needed m e r  

exploration in feminist research for its significance. Who was actively being silent and whfl Whose 

rights to privileged knowledge may we, as researchers, be intmding on? Do the qualities of 

"tmtnithfulnas" (Comelly & Clandinin, 1990) and "authenticity"(Tannen, 1988) lose their relevance 

and meaninsfulness in a thesis that dows the silence to continue? Both my colleague and 1 decided 

that the silence experienced or imposed by researchers could be a foruxn for narrativists to discuss 
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once again. The barriers to disclosure in ternis of equity issues was a rich area for inquiry. Examining 

the limits of the researcher's role required a fluid description. 

As Beth and 1 rode to the restaurant, I immediately acknowledged that our tallcing about gays 

seemed to compel me to ask about h a  wiUingness to discuss sexual preference with regard to the 

conversation topics we had dealt with in our Focus Group. 1 was prepared for a rejection of 

disclosure. 1 felt it was nobody else's business. But Beth began approaching disclosure on two levels 

- personal disclosure between fnends and professional disclosure for academic and public 

knowledge. 

Unexpectedly, I was given carte blanche in tenns of our personal relationship - permission 

to know such private details of her sexuality. I felt overwhelmed and honoured by the sense of trust 

and safety Beth implied. In terms of our research relationship, 1 would have to wait to collaborate 

on this story and its co-construction for a description of our emerging professional knowledge 

landscape. 

In examining her work as an administrator, Beth conveyed that her s e 4  preference did not 

in fact impinge on her daily routine. It just never came up. In fact, she admitted that she never once 

thought about sexual orientation in our Focus Group discussions, even though it was mentioned 

twice and we had tried to define the distinction between gender and sex at the iast meeting. However, 

on second thought, she remernbered two occasions in previous workplaces, when she experienced 

some form of d e t y  and possibly fear in dealing with her own sexuality in the school environment. 

One experience dealt with an overly zealous homophobic parent with a child in her school; she 

definitely did not want the City Board to pass legislation which would accommodate more than one 

lifestyle. With good advice h m  a colleague, Beth was advised against disclosure. It simply wam't 

necessary. The other difficulty occurred when a fanale student selfaisclosed a cmh on ha. It was 

not an issue of power and authority over a student but more a question of responsibility in t m s  of 
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the best guidance to deal with a vuherable conféssion. In her own maturity, Beth suggested that the 

student discuss her feeiings with an appropriate counsellor. She had accorded the student the same 

respect she wodd have wanted for herseif in the same situation. 

Although Beth surmisecl that the silence on sexual preference in the Conversation Focus 

Group couid be a reflection of suppressed feelings in the workplace conte* she agreed with Barb 

that sexual orientation is not a daily issue reflected in her relationships or activities at the Board. It's 

exactly the same with heterosexual relationships. At &es, it can command our attention; mostly our 

attention is distracted by more relevant matters in the working environment 

Om conversation moved easily to other topics, mixed with our concern that we had shared 

a very garlicky bruschetta pizza with lots of goat cheese. What am 1 going to do to cover this smelly 

garlic breath?' 1 quipped "Have a beer. That'll take care of it!" she replied. 
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5.8 Beth Mo;~is: reflections 

(a) participuit/researcher rehtionship 

"Sexual orientations are not a private matter thaî impacts only personal sexual practices, but 

are dimensions of subjectivity that infuse al1 human experience, including higher cognitive 

hctions" (Honeychurch, 1996, p. 345). The silence experienced in the Conversation Focus Group 

when sexud pref~ence in the workplace was brought up in the context of other equity issues 

compelled me to renect on the rationale for this behaviour. 1 was aware that the City Board like ail 

workplace settings, strongly Uifluences levels of "outness" on the job (Gamets & Kimmel, 199 1; 

Morgan& Brown, 1991); that is, the environment and geographic location act as significant 

detemiinants of selfdisclosure, regardes of personal comfort with lesbian identity (McCam & 

Fassinger, 1996). The fact that the City Board has legislatecl strong equity policies and is situated in 

a large urban area, created the possibility of more tolerant attitudes as well as actual opportunities 

for supportive environments. 

However, like many lesbians regardless of environment, Beth implies that she chooses to 

remain closeted at work (Gonsiorek, 1993) - unless there's a specific reason not to. Her identity 

management in her job as adrninistrator does not seern to constantly occupy h a  mind in terms of 

self-disclosure of sexual orientation (cf. Gonsiorek, 1993). Her behaviour suggests that she 

understands that it is a consideration; she knows that sexual orientation draws upon both interna1 

career development bamiers (self-esteem) and those barriers that exist in the workplace 

(discrimination and harasment) (Fassinger, 1995). For Beth, most of the rime, those barriers are not 

acute. 

But Beth also wonders why no one in the Conversation Focus Group responded to my 

rnentioning the subject of sexual preference arnong the other equity issues. We begin to talk about 

the term "silence" within a gender context. We discuss that with this emphasis, it cm refer to a 
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situation in which people who perceive themselves as less powerful (i.e. women and minorities) 

than the dominant culture, tend not to participate in the public discourse (Gold, 1994). Beth fiches. 

She doesn't feel particulariy poweriess in the workplace, not able to enter this discourse; nor is she 

experiencing a silence of resistance - that is, deciding not to participate. A little later, she begins to 

consider the silence of denial - not realizing the existence of another discourse (Gold) In the end, 

Beth acknowledges that some fiiends have labeiled her "repressed"; but she doesn't sense that as the 

rationale for her silaice on sexual preference within the Conversation Focus Group. She maintains 

that it just doesn't seem relevant to h a  ongoing work as administrator. She doesn't think others see 

it as connected to h a  day to day work either. 

Beth's candid remarks as a participant forced me to reexamine my assumptions as a feminist 

researcher. I accepted that al1 theories and methods of research presuppose a p d c u l a r  world view. 

But where was an opening for my participants' preferences? AI1 theories and researdi methods 

detamine the ways in which individuals expaience and subsequentiy privilege partïcuiar knowledge 

and approaches over others. It then follows that the participants, the research rnethods7 and the results 

of research inquiry are considered, interpreted and legitimized through selectively authorized 

epistemologies, methodologies and texts. With pdcu l a r  reference to sexuality, my initial 

assumptions did not offer a balanced view of the social world, thereby reinforcing the universality 

of my own heterosexual experience as researcher. Such dominant prejudices could thereby be 

mistaken for sexual knowledge as it relates to the workplace. Perhaps by relating Beth's account, this 

research may help to maintain the reality that research participants are embodied individuals with 

specific d i f f e ~ g  orientations. 

It is in this context that we cm see the parallel between the endeavours of queered research 

and feminist daims; not only for embodied objectivity, but for a community of inquirers who are 

"answerable for what we leam how to see" (Harraway, 1 988, p. 53). As such, queer inquiry and 
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narrative inqrijr from a feminist perspective are not value - fke. Objectivity is about embodied 

beliefk and values that situate knowledge in cultural contexts such as the workplace, with recognized 

structures, and power relations (Honeychurch, 1996). In sharing Beth's experience, the relaîionship 

of her knowledge to truth is recognized. Narrative inquiry afTords an opportunity to contribute to 

such inclusionary knowledge. In addition, it cm encourage the affirmation of diverse identities and 

the relevant generation of knowledge. Telling and recomtmcting stories offered the possibility of 

empowerment for my participants. 

A related ethical dilemma that disturbed me as researcher was the lack of control over the 

response of the reader. Outside of the researcher, the hdings of any research are meaningiess 

without the reader's dialogical position. Reader subjectivities uitimately determine the construction 

of meaning and ateibute value to any research. I was womed about whether 1 had sufficientiy 

disnissed the broad implications of consent and the role of the reader with Beth - especially now that 

she had revealed a very private story. I had intended to pursue this area of codict in the public 

domain regarding my thesis research with several participants. But when Beth broke the silence with 

her disclosure, specific ethical dilemmas surfaceci and needed to be addressed irnmediately. 
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(b) te- representation 

Evm though we had shared and co-coI1Sttilcted her story, it became obvious that "when the 

dynarnic text appear(ed1 in print, it cease[ed] to become dynarnic and bec[a]me fioz -..in many 

cases, in fiozen texts, the dominant voice is that of the interpreter."(Thomas, 1992, p. 10). After 

analyzing my conversation with Be& the h z e n  text that 1 produced centrd around our relationship 

- the intense honesty and tmt  shared by colleagues at the intersection of the personal and 

profkonal. It exposed a diffêrence in ou -  assumptions about the relevance of sexual orientation to 

the work narrative of an administrator. 1 wonied about authorship - particularly the authority to wtite 

about a colleague who belonged to a group to which 1 was not a member. Although 1 chose to only 

use her active voice at the beginning of her account, Beth expressed comfort in m y  overcoming 

possible dilemmas of representation. in our re-construction, several items in her story were deleted 

or expanded in order to avoid misrepresentation. Yet I still felt the burden of rewgnizing the act of 

writing as intentional, a demmding moral responsibility. 1 recalled the words 'We can choose to 

write so that the voice of those we write about is respectai, strong and true."(Richardson, 1990, p. 

38) but 1 could not relinquish the responsibility of authorship (Geertz? 1988). Who would this 

authorship impact on? 

Comelly and Clandinin (1 990) discuss a newly created collaborative story as "a mutually 

constmcted story created out of the lives of both researcher and participant ...." (p. 12). 1 becarne 

aware of my own unspoken complicity in the threads of homophobia that continued to shape Beth's 

life. Was having h a  tell this story a smaU way of transforrning us with respect to oppression at the 

City Board? 1 could palpably feel how accountable a researcher needs to be. 

As researchers, we need to move beyond paternalistic notions of "giving" voice, towards a 

kind of mity with those who share their stories in the hope of creating individual and societal 

change. When 1 thought about the impact on the reader, Beth's story would be open to multiple 
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inteqmtations h m  various positions. For example, another Iesbian amninistrator rnight see it as part 

of a collective story (Richardson, 1990). It might in fact contribute to her feeling less alone in her 

experience. But most of the readers would not be positioned that way. They would be afforded the 

opportunity to "raise questions about their practices, their ways of knowing .... Readers need to be 

prepared to see the possible meanings there are in the story and, through this process, see other 

possiilities for telling their own stories" (Clandinui & Connelly, 199 1, pp. 227-288). In this way, 

we could strengthen the possiiilities for individual and collective restorying. 

Richardson (1990) expresses a practicalethid issue in deciding how we can use our skius: 

"As qualitative researchers, we can more easily write as situated, positioned authors, giving up, if 

we choose, our authority over the people we study, but not the respo~l~l'bility of mrthorship over our 

texts" @p. 27-28). This comment created more comfort with our relative positions as author and 

participant. At times, Beth had mentioned the therapeutic effect of sharing her ideas with me as a 

receptive audience. Scheurich (as cited in Domnoyer, 1995) speaks to the confirmation participants 

feel when disclosing their stories, an accomplishment which is potentially ernpowering in itself. 

LensSj (1 99 1) suggests that people who hold advantaged positions can often more readily challenge 

the homophobia that silences and immobilizes many Iesbian and gay people. Perhaps we were 

engaging in a rnuhially fair exchange as part of our professional knowledge landscape. 



5.9 Focus Group Conversation 1 

A week or so eurlier my wife hud urged me to "exchange stmfa" 

with the children I was interviauraurng at the hospital; Dr. Lumvig had 

agreed: "F%y don 't you chuck the word *'interview", cal1 yourseifa 

fiend, call your exchanges "conversations 'Y (Coles, 1 989, p. 32) 

We had known each other professionally for several years- as principal, senior official, 

equity advisor or admuiistrator. Haif of us also enjoyed a personal relationship outside the 

workplace. This core Conversation Focw Group - Sybil, Bah, Judy and Lynne - were prepared to 

share stones of everyday practice as  female managers at the City Board. With full consensus after 

our first get-together, 1 asked two other fernale senior officiais, Pat and Ruth, to joh our dialogue. 

Previously I had been working with research participants on an individuai basis; now I was intrigued 

with the possibility of creating a conversation group, with the same explicit focus on gender text. 

From a ferninist perspective, 1 wanted to understand how they saw the intersection of their personal 

and professional lives on the organizational landscape. As a context for our discussion, they were 

to keep in mind the response of the Board culture to their particular sexual identity; they were also 

to consider how that sexual identity was experienced, aclaowledged, and owned by them as 

individuals (Pinar, et al., 1995). 

Seerningly content with this modest effort to alleviate professional isolation (Reinharz, 

1992), our Conversation Focus Group gathered around the warm brown antique table in Lynne's 

office at the end of the workday. Colourful pictures representing a variety of Lynne's experiences 

as principal and with her f d y ,  dotted the walls and table tops .While enjoying a light meal in the 

comfort of wlleagues, Barb zeroed in on their most pressing concern: 

Weil, I don 't believe a budget hm to be some kind of ,you bow,  

mysterious process. In fact, 1 trhnk it shouldprobably be a very clear 



process. The fact that it an 't, always makes me wonder because it 

rabes ksues of power and control. ... l ofien think that muybe [gyou 

hW occes to those mysten'es you mightfind out ifym were INied up 

in the men 's washroom. you know, side by side, wwith the comptroller. 

There may be ways thatyuu can find that stuflmt; but it may be veïy 

d13cult for women tu access. (Ba%) 

From the very beginning of our conversation, Barb h e d  the group's narrative with 

metaphors that drew on sexual imagery and images of powa. They portrayed hierarchies cwentiy 

conîrolled by men in charge of the money excluding women who were desperately m g  to access 

this knowledge in an acceptable manner. G m e t  (1988) has argued that the a~ymmetry of child 

rearing practices is intimately related to these different epistemologies. She as well as Kantner and 

Millman (1 975) point out that the curriculum or practice which large organizations often implement 

reflects a masculine epistemology by emphasizing control, denying relationships and stressing 

differentiation. To these female managers, the objectivist metaphor of "bowledge is power" rings 

true. 

Lynne j m p s  in with her twist on a similar story revealuig that how the principals keep their 

books hasn't changed particularly. She has been a principal for ten years with almost fifieen years 

a s  an administrator. She is clear that the thing she knows least about is money. She hows  the forms; 

she knows where to look; she knows how to look. But she admits she doesn't pay a lot of attention 

to it. She knows who the 'koney principals" are - people who are absolutely fascinateci by if and 

can tell you anything and everything about the Board and school money. She throws out a rhetorical 

question to the group: 

Su why should I know? Because I trust them, I will call them. And 1 

can tell you. when 1 started out, 1 went to the two [male] principals 



that in my view [were s e 4  ar coming up thmugh the ranh and had 

always been known us the money people in t e m  of school ...They 

each explained a different systern they used and assured me that it 

was the best. (Lynne) 

Access to knowledge about budget maintenance to meet expressed school needs creates a 

formidable barrier to new f d e  managers trying to take proper governance over their own budgets. 

But they express anger that in neither of the Principals' Courses at the Ministry [of Education and 

Training] or in Staff Development seminars was there ever anything said to them about money. 

Nobody seems to tell thern about operations in the field. 

The group members began to allude to how some of theu familial experiences might have 

set the stage for their continuing stniggie as women within the systern. Barb recalls how she sees this 

secondary position of women repeated fiom the the she was a child. She feels she wasn't raised to 

be a manager. Her father was boss and her brother aiways had more privileges and f i e  time than his 

three sistas. He was the favourite one, always called the "heir". In cuntrast, the girls waited on their 

father hand and foot. Feudal metaphors liberally pepper Barb's conversation. in a naîural way, they 

were becoming part of the shared understanding of her family dynamics. She jokingly reminds 

herself that she used to manage the strawberry picking gang on their f am when she was twelve years 

old - an initial management experience, she supposes. But it was clear that she was raised to be a 

good daughter and to follow her parents' instructions. She wasn't raised to be an independent 

thinker. 

But a split occurred in her training to be very conventional and to follow authority. She was 

taught that white people, the Canadians of British origin, were the nom and other people were kind 

of eccentric. The worst thing her farnily cautioned her about was manyhg a Catholic. Barb tells this 

life history with tongue in cheek when she discloses another sequence. Apparently, it wasn't until 
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der she turned thirty that she found out that her Grandfather had not only been Arxmican,'' which 

was really bad", but also a Catholic. Bah doesn't think that those values have anything to do with 

the person she tumed out to be. 

The denial of connection between their familes of origin and their current identities was a 

thread binding many of the group's narratives. Barb continued to describe a similar oppressive 

atmosphere fiom a later, more privileged context. She felt that her family was very schizophrenic. 

On the one hand, they were into kind of humiliating you and making you feel infenor. She 

remernbers in Grade 8, when she was Head GUI and had to give a little speech in the auditorium. The 

only thing her father, a doctor, said afierwards was that it was too bad she had to Wear glasses in 

order to give a speech. 

That 's the oniy thing he suid I mean, he was a real prick. you know. 

And my mother wcls a lot like thut too .... You were supposed to 

petfionn and do weli and you were never praïsed. ... But they were 

supportive of a lot ait they were saht  too ... You were made to feel it 

would have been a happier household ifwe 'd been boys rather than 

girls. 1 rernember one comment my Fother made was that he was 

surrounded by split-tails ... he w u  the begetter of wench es... . (Barb) 

The sexuai and animal imagery were both vivid and insulting to his daughters. As an adult, 

Barb retums the disrespect in kind by name - calling. The euphemistic synecdoche used to coarsely 

cal1 her father a body part somehow seems appropriate to us as listeners - a kind of joint fernale 

retaliation against an insensitive fhther. Paradoxically, Barb feels that because she grew up initiaily 

in a mal1 community and then in a large city, her family did see itself as being quite liberal and 

progressive, abead of its tirne. Yet there was this constant tension with the very typical gender role- 
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playing. Her mother waited on h a  father night and &y. He never had to boil water for a cup of tea, 

never took the garbage out and never mowed the lam. He had this harem around him. 

Unconsciously at first, by trying to alter this demeaning landscape, Barb began supporthg 

feminist ideas h m  Grade 7 or 8 thugh University. It explained her mother's difficult Life with an 

unfêithful husband; it explained a lot of contradictions (Beattie, 1997). In fact, as an acknowledged 

"brainef' by other kids, Barb began to receive reinforcement fiom teachers who told h a  that she 

codd do a lot of things. With her family not encouraging her independence or her ability to make 

decisions, she expresses surprise that she turned out as well as she has. 

Lynne ,on the other han& talks about being an only child In her f d y ,  particularly through 

her adolescent years, she became aware of the strong women - especially her Grandrnother on her 

mother's side, who played a strong role in the commmiiy and a grandfather who was been elected 

treasurer of the school board. But it was her grandmother in fact, who kept the books for him and 

did all the negotiations. "She ran the damn thing'' (Lynne). Lynne also recalls strong women on her 

father's side and the kind of storytelling [about adventures] that had an impact on her and where she 

is today. She feels she inherited the gregariousness of men and women on both sides of the family. 

in a different way than Barb, Lynne sees her family as people who worked to empower the 

community and who shared all b d s  of stories. She looks back now, in her own work and sees how 

her background helps in terms of setting boundaries, making decisions and empowering people. 

However, Judy counterpoints this reassuring famiy story with her personal recd. She 

remembers her family's lack of support of her as a daughter and the values she has corne to 

acknowledge. She feels that her patents wanted their children to achieve higher than they did - in fact 

she redy never knew what her father thought. But she is clear that to the present day, her mother 

is never satisfied with anythmg - nothing is good enough. 



I spent ten tha~îand doIIam renovating my living room. new floors, 

new drapes and new ewrything. Ami it was beautifil, still beautifil. 

She came in and Iooked ut it and she didn 't say a wurd. ... She ZooRed 

out the dining-room window and said, '"There 's a hole iii that eaves 

trough. " So I didn't iearn a lot about serf-esteem at home. That S 

another reason I said 1 don 't h o w  how much my values have to do 

[with rny famiiy of onginl. (Juiy) 

This repeated denial of connection with family values does not seem to leave room for the 

fact that these negative experiences mi@ have sensitized them to faninist issues. They al1 were now 

directing energy towards equity in practice and gaining self-confidence beyond the conventional sex- 

role stereotyping. By participating in this conversation, they wae  acknowledging their multiple 

realities and landscapes which they b e w  as women; they were trying to undem-d how they could 

constmct and reconstruct their worlds as part of the prevailing gender system. 

The Conversation Focus Group moved on to tallc about two diffaent policies of the Board - 
restructuring and the sexual harassrnent policies. 1 asked them to respond to the use of a "funnel" 

metaphor (Clandinin & Conneliy, 1995) which envisions the movement of organhtional policy, 

fkom the trustees, dom to the deparbnents, into the schools, and into the classrwm. 1 was interested 

in where they placed themselves as managers in the conduit. They responded twofold: one, in 

response to the partial inadequacy of the metaphor for them as practitioners; and secondly, with a 

historical description of irnplementing the sexual harassrnent policy (City Board of Education, 1989). 

The staffdoesn 't know anything about the upper administration of the 

Board - it 's like they were in the Afncan Congo or something. (Judy) 



Let S start with restmcîuaing. In essence we were told to restructure, 

but it took a number ofus.. two years..to men get my head around 

what the hell was mean: by it. (Lynne) 

So your question about the conduit. ..[as a principalJ you 're sort of 

in the middle. Out there are al1 these forces, and that's a very clem 

model, the ficnnel. It 's more Iike a snowstonn. I think. a few flakes 

over here fiom the M i n w  [of Educution and Trainind. and then 

there 's the public and the newspapers, and there S the trustees. and 

there 's the one superintendent and another superintendent. and they 

might have diferent views about things ... al[ these influences are 

thrown ut you and then you decide what it meuns. (Judy) 

I agree with Judy. 1 think the firnnel is far too simple. Ifyou want 

another one. take fiw hundred ficnnels and have them all coming 

through the keyhole here. (Lynne) 

In focussing on the sexuai harassrnent policy, in particular, an excitement and feeling of ownership 

ernerged. Judy had a very strong connedon with its development which began through a series of 

complaints h m  the non-teaching area and matrom - "declared fanale would-be caretakers9'(Judy) - 

about the way they were being treated by their male bosses. The policy was written by a sub- 

cornmittee, passed through the necessary legal hoops and presented to the Board. A male tnistee 

screamed and yelled about his scepticism as a lawyer about this kind of legislation while a female 

trustee kept confiising the difference between a sexual harasment policy and an attitude which 

supported complaints about fernale employees serving coffee. They needed some kind of process and 

Bah, to her credit, was to take over this difficult situation. 

Barb wryly remarks: "That is no understatement." 
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Lynne explains that it took ten years of largely the likes of the people around this 

conversation table and a few other f d e  staff, to tallr about a clear implementation process and to 

get the policy enacted. 

We had a policy [now], but a policy lîn 't worth a damn unless you 

have a practice. And so tu get the policy translated into a practice 

that could be outlined on paper and then to get people to say "This 

is for real. Gang" - in fact, there wasn't anything inclusive or 

coIIaborative or complicated A group of [senmj peoplefinalIy came 

to their senses and then said to the whole crowd, "Thou shalt!" 

(Lynne) 

This conception of policy being mandated to modify behaviour b t  and attitudes second, 

rnirrored the way the landscape was shaped and expressed previously by the senior official, Ruth 

Wallcer. These women believe that in the 1990fs, sexual harassrnent and discrimination are clearly 

defined in the Board. Those behaviours are generally known to be unacceptable at any h d  of level. 

"You don? joke about it, you don't talk about it where anyone else c m  hear you, you think about 

it in your own bathroom." (Lynne) There is a sense that the Board recognized the importance and 

cornmitment of these fernale employees to having and implementing these policies. EventuaIly it 

responded to their advocacy and finally put teeth into policy that would affect the people who 

initiated relevant corn plaints. 

However, currently, a major concem of the Conversation Focus Group lies in the leadership 

vacuum they see in the fuhue. There is a recognition that the Board hasn't been hiring outside for 

a number of years. Although each of them can point to several people who wodd be exemplary in 

positions of responsibility, the young teachers seem to be resisting promotion. 



1 don? reai!y know, but my hunch is thnt the yuunger ones have 

actually figured Our the quality of lfe ppicture. ï%ey seem to be 

working out the balance of life. What kind of [ife do I want? Am I 

prepared to start new teams and do such and such? They 're saying 

I have other choices to d e .  I cannot make that choice [of 

leadershipl because I donPt have the time. (Lynne) 

Judy resists this explanation. She remarks that she's had several people tell her that she's 

made tremaidous sacrifices to get where she is [as a principal]. Without hesitation, she refiites that 

statement; she's actually quite happy. But she is concemed about leaving the field. She sees the 

fùîure as "tough and Iean and mean and dl that crap." She recognizes that employment equity and 

equal opportunity and ''collaborative this" and "consultative that", are going out because the bottom 

line is now budget The econorny now blankets both political and administrative action. Part of the 

struggie is that as principals, they're doing it against all odds. Nobody at the top of the organization 

seems to value the inclusive relatiomhip approach to doing anyihuig anyrnore. They think you're a 

flashback from a hg-crazed mind." (Lynne) She sees that women are looking der aging parents 

and kids as well as doing their job at the same time. She womes that young women may begin to 

think that it's no longer necessary to fight for their rights because they interpret the landscape as 

equitable, safe and androgynous. They have benefitted fiom this group's advocacy. 

But to desm the political stnrggle is not a good idea, men rhough it S 

extrerneiy tempting to do it. People already feel so burdened. We 'll 

rue the &y/ighting [Premietj Mike Harris if we 're all busy.... There 

b some notion of concem for d e  future, for when our bach are gone. 

What is the effect on leadership? What will be the new role? Ifwe 



have any iden of how the new concept of leadership will ernerge, then 

how can we shape it to the advantage of women yet to corne? (Lynne) 

The motion behind the warlike imagery spills over into the desire to fight the isolation of 

leadership positions and the need to maintain community (Pagano, 1990; Miller, 1984): 

But IstilZ think one of the things we have to do i& that we need to tell 

euch other [about incidents and other expenences], seek arliice. and 

seek support. You see, sooner or later. someone in the street h a  to 

say "The empmor has no dothes! ".. .. (lnforh~rately the system closer 

ranks at certain Zevds. Utimatelj i f s  not us that can change that. 

But at least we 'ZZ go to deep knowing that we [released] the relevant 

information [to fiture women in positions of responsibility]. . . . We feeZ 

a sense of immobility Iike we can 't change this. But because we t e  

been in the war zone for a long time, maybe we con show support for 

our communiiy; maybe we can gain something upfifing about being 

together. (Judy) 

Slowly a small glimmer of hope begins to appear on their horizon. Lynne begins to talk about 

some things that bring women together - formal organiirations like OWL and the Status of Women 

Cornmittee - small nwnbers of women together that give them a safe secure environment. She recalls 

how they talk a lot about problems that they don't feel they can really talk about in their workplaces 

because they don't want to look weak or ignorant as principals and superintendents (Chase, 1 995). 

Now she senses a need to have a series of smder gatherings - whether it's networking or Focus 

Groups. Out of that they may get not only help as individuals and as managers but she thinks they 

might fulfil a collective purpose. I f  nothing else, they'd have a sense of synergy and they would 

create at least another forum for informal knowing. 
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Judy starts to express her concern about the identity of principals and other kinds of leaders 

in the friture of education. She feels there's another whole shift about the power question. She asks 

the rhetorical questions: What is leadership? How is one a leader? Judy thinks they are all in the 

rnidst of another huge change in terms of leadership and how they actually think of that happening. 

Wirh the sroke of a pen, Snobelen [the Minister of Education and 

Training] has. and is about to change the hierarchy of education in 

this province. No more deparment heaak. no more assistant 

depomnent hem5 and n'ght there. that wf'pes out a whole forma1 

network of expressing leadership ifwe want to make a drerence. 

And wumen consistently want to make a diffmence. .. But women are 

not applyig for positions of responsibility and in fact, they #re smart, 

because in another f ie  years, thqyPre not going to be there anyway. 

So how. as women, will we express our competence and our 

Ieadership to oursehes. to each other and to the system to rnake a 

dzflerence? (Judy) 

Lyme joins in the conversation by revealing her feelings about participating in the 

Conversation Focus Group. She found that the 1st t h e  we met at the table - and she was finding 

the same this evening - that it was very energizing. It reminded her that she wasn't crazy; or if she 

was, she wasn't alone in her cfaziness. She felt that al1 she had recently been thinkiag about, was 

being validated by her colleagues. During this process of narrative inquiry, Lyme tnily senses her 

voice within her relationship with other fernale managers. For her, "the central event is the act of 

afnrming or entering into someone's thinkuig or perceiving (Elbow, 1986, p. 289). She deeply 

expresses Machtyre's remark (198 1) that relationships are joined by "the narrative unities of our 

lives" (p. 28 1). 
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The Focus Conversation Group had tumed its attention to the v a y  wre of the problem it was 

wrestling with - theh identity being challengecl by enormous changes in the landscape. How wouid 

fernale managers fit into an educational system as competent leaders if the des of the game were 

constantly changing without thern as signifiaint stakeholders in mind? How c d d  they preserve the 

cherished values of wnnection and community against an organizational culture immersed in 

budgets, bottom lines and bureaucracy? 

Pat points out that teachers are graduating who have earned respect for a particula. lemer- 

centred and inclusive orientation to teachùlg; but what they have earned the respect for is gradually 

no longer being vdued Consequently the teachas are now haWig a crisis of confidence. They have 

no incentive to aspire to positions of respo~lsl'bility. They wül ultimately choose to foiIow a clifferait 

road. Pat asks whether that goes back to questions about whose knowledge is valued and what 

knowledge was valued before? 

It is within this atmosphere of bewilderment, faith, anger and sadness that we leave these 

fernale managers as they continue to voice their "ambiguous ernpowemxnt" (Chase, 1999, their 

conflicting experiences of control and cornpliance on the organizational landscape. 



5.10 Focus Group Conversation 1: refieefions 

(a) participanthesearcher relationship 

With the participants' permission, I eventuauy chose to carry out the participant observation 

aspect of this iaqujr as part of my autobiographical thesis joumey; that is, through the naturally 

evolving interaction 1 experienced with the manager-participants in my role as administrator in Aduit 

and Continuing Education. However, as researcher, 1 reacted immediatel y to an unanticipated 

observation: in the context of our Conversation Focus Group, the managers were telhg stories about 

work experiences which mimicked various fimctions of narrative dismurse in the workplace. Their 

dialogue in both circumstances, was heady laden with images of power, control, obedience, 

knowiedge, sex and codic t  From a feminist perspective, I saw a direct relationship between their 

work narratives and Witten's observation (1 993) that narrative discourse can Mnl several different 

purposes in the development of obedience in the workplace. She explains that in the first instance, 

narrative discourse can make "truth claims" about suitable behaviour and values that cannot be 

proven. 'Truth claims7' are tacit arguments contained within speech acts that the propositions that 

are spoken are true and morally correct (Habermas, 1979). Secondly, narrative discourse can also 

irnpart values affecthg problern definition. Colleagues sometimes become so familiar with 

workplace jargon, that the intended meaning or expressed value needing understanding gets 

camouflaged. Thirdly, it can also illustrate the rule of "anticipated reactions" (Witten, 1993, p. 1 12) 

which circumvents tests of the status quo. That is, employees corne to expect a certain response. 

Therefore, they no longer try to change perceiveci negative aspects of their institutional environment. 

In meeting with this Conversation Group, ''truth claims" that were shared about the 

workplace sometimes prevented me and even other participants fiom challenging their assertions. 

For example, Judy's storytelhg, expressed below, seemed to have such a strong cognitive and 
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psychologid effécî on us, that we were easiiy drawn into her vignette by its plausi'bility (Co~e l ly  

& Clandinin, 1990): 

When Lpne was talking about how her famib and hm personal 

[situation] impinges on herprof&onal [[ifel, l was thinking about 

when I wu.  a single parent raiking my dmcghter. and how that had an 

effect on my career in several ways. For instance, it delayed my 

geîting into activities that would lead to promotio m... The other thing 

that really afected me was the way I was treated I remember going 

into the principal 's offce and saying. '*My daughtm S got the chicken 

pox': or Iphoned him and said "My daughter S got the chicken pox 

so I'IZ be may *: And he said, " WelZ, we 'II see you tomorrow ". And 

that showed a complete lack of knowledge or interest or sympathy or 

anything. I had to drive my daughter 75 miles to my mother S house 

so that she could mind herfor a week while she had h m  chicken pox 

and then drive home. And there she was without her mother when she 

had the chicken pox So as an administrator. when people corne to me 

and say t h  their mother S sick - like it 's not so much children now. 

rny teachers all have sick parents or dying paren& - so I*m very 

sympathetic to them. I don *t say, " WelZ, so your mother 's djing; well, 

I'ZI see you tomorrow '1 You how,  I give them lots of sympathy and 

that has reallj afected me. So that's my own family history and 

raising a daughter by myself; that has affected how 1 treat people. 

( J U ~ Y  
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We are willing to believe her 'uth claim" that during critical situations, the culture of a 

large educational institution can lack hmanity. Certain linguistic features of her story compel our 

attention. She uses active voice and present tense for a dialogue in the past which help to create 

intensity and irnmediacy. By retelling the concrete details of her experience with the male principal 

parallel to her current behaviour as priacipal, the veracity of another episode of her evolving plot is 

disclosed (McLaughlin, 1984). Ln this story, by executing a "truth claim" with respect to his job, a 

male principal, shows little understanding about the relationship between work and personal 

obligations as a single parent. He just follows the des. We nod our heads in agreement when Judy 

explains how she tumed this principal% l i t d  expression of authority into a positive personal value 

as manager. Her confidence and empathy in the fiiture as principal wae enhanced; she had been able 

to reject the principal's sacred story (Crites, 197 1) that attendance in the workplace must adhere to 

Standard Procedures with no exceptions. Judy's convincing secret story for the Conversation Focus 

Group can be interpreted as portraying a fernale manager's way of laiowing (Belenky et al., 1986); 

it reveais an epistemology which is committed to c a ~ g  (Gilligan, 1982) through the sympathetic 

administration of bureaucratie directives In a masculine paradigm, this account may be interpreted 

as a cover story of overt disobedience in the workplace. Over time and reflection, these multiple 

interpretations of the text were accepted by the participants. The substantive link between Judy's 

experience and our construction of rneaning was carefully negotiated. 

The language ofthese work narratives suggests that "the special kinds of vocabulary in which 

narratives tend to be told - the names ideas are given- impart values in subtle ways" (Witten, 1993). 

This may also include metaphors and jargon (Edelman, 1971) and the special written format of 

documents which support the narrative being told. These combine to become abbreviated ways for 

people in positions of responsibility to communicaîe ideas for consideration and implementation. 

Once everyone accepts the fruniliar language, it is hard to uocover the assumptions fiom which the 
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language evolved. Therefore, the values shared through stories develop into a "group licensed way 

of seeing" (Kuhn, 1970), without understanding its mots. We Listened as Lynne and Barb presented 

their side of the budget garne at the City Board, couched in metaphors, mystexy and unwritten 

expectations: 

Historicnliy. I don 't think o w  Board was really run by directors ... l 

mean, to be a Director of Education, you didn't have to be an 

intellectual gum. You had to be supreme at understanding the 

budget.--. You see, my problem b thut Idon 7 think that th& Board hm 

ever been run very well f iPm a book-keeping standpoint. I think its 

book-Reeping is absolutely horrendars. ..And now we have snake oil 

in amongst real ious>procedural things- so it 'sjust making it slippier 

and slippier. Because in the first place it has never been very clear. 

But the difference is that you are never being told that [the book- 

keepng dilemma] is over con& and that it 's ail organized. ... You get 

these pretty reports that just look like the state of the art financial 

statements and so on. And when you get down to them with a fine 

tooth comb, they are so riddled with flaws. It 's unbelievable! And the 

real d~pculty here is that knowledge and control have gone over to 

the snake oil saIespmson. (Lynne) 

Barb agrexs that there hasn't been an open Board budget process. It has been mystified with 

a great deal of power centralized away fiom the schools themselves. She tall<s about the shifi of 

authority fiom the Director's to the Comptroller's office. 

... the bad book-keeping and the myst$cation is now rampant. But 

we 're @en the illusion [that everything is well-organized] ... it hm 



becorne like smoke and mirrom...the problem ernerges that cannot be 

concealed so we look for another culpnr. Y m  better believe it. I 

knaw. I've been hauIed to the capet to &ai@ and giw my amiysk. 

And I make dam sure I do an analysis and present something [in 

their tenns] ...y ou how, there 's nwer  an apology .... lt's incredible 

that a man like that h a  so much powm at this Board that people al1 

over the place are cringing. (Bah) 

In ternis of the budget, these stories create a tiame (Hackett, 1984). The Listener hears thaî 

certain details of the budget are shared with specifically identified people in authority; other details 

are omitted fiom these managers that couid offer them a possible way of changing or challenging 

the normative Board procedures. In this way, the h e  or lens îhrough which they are compelled 

to view the budget, acts as obstructions to the way Barb and her colleagues interpret their situation. 

These managers think that researchers need to consider whether some of the divergence in 

the way men and women handle and distniute Somation is based on biological differences or not. 

Sybil believes that women are socialized differently than men; and therefore, to some extent the 

Conversation Focus Group cm generalize a bit about it, the styles that men and women will use, 

th& reflexes, unconscious reactions - a tendency more of some kind ratha thau another. Judy pipes 

in with her "truth claim" - her rendition of why f d e  managers tend to behave difFêrently than male 

colleagues. She doesn't think it's biological. She believes women are raised to think about other 

people and men are raised to think about themselves. She and Lynne support a kind of ferninist 

perspective which assumes that if you live in a society where you are undervalueci, you tend to 

develop certain responses that are SUIYival; and one of those is desire to please. 

And that 's one of the biggest drawbackî, having that socialkation - 

fyou are a woman adminrîtrator, ifyou're a woman manager or 



woman adminisirator - that derire to please. And no matter how 

many stand up and tell you, *'Don 't take the job to be loved; don 't 

take the job tu s a w "  and d l  of the rest of it, t h  nevrnheless stiZl 

continues to be probably one of the strong motivators. WeIl, 1 know 

thar $ o problem. I try to make decisions on their rnerits, not on 

whether I'II please people or not. But I'm always disappointed if 

somebody is unhappy and I know there 's nothing much 1 can do 

about it. 

Ifyou watch people, ifyoti k e n  to the men thai I h m  worked with. 

When I walk into their ofice. they say to me, "Wtat is it that you 

want? ", m e n  someone walks into my ofice when I'm in the same 

place, I say to them. "And what can I do for you? " (Judy) 

It appears that such narratives become bbembodiments of anticipatecl reactions" (Witîen, 1993, 

p. 1 12), helping to preserve a culture of cornpliance at the Board. In feeling powerless as a group to 

change the status quo, these women appreciate that they are in conflict with the m e n t  system of 

values but feel unable to successfully co&ont the Board on a continuhg basis. Although their 

reasoning may or may not be accurate, they experience an inability to envision a successful protest. 

In reality, they may be institutionalizing limitations on their behaviour that they themselves have 

imposed. In their second narrative, we get a chance to see a more complete and complex vision of 

how they see themselves: as managers in the middle of  the forum for rapidly changing adult 

education; and in their advocacy role in the next few years at the Board. 
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(b) text representation 

As these managers examinecl their changing landscape in this first series of Focus Group 

Conversations, they easily talked metaphorically. Their picturesque narratives revealed how they saw 

the shaping of their relationships and their milieu fiom a particular perspective. In fa* they were 

beginning to see how the landscape was also shaping them. Lakoff & Johnson (1 980) emphasize that 

we cannot understand metaphors or have them suitably represented, apart nom a person's 

experience. Metaphon are described as coherent and systematic, reflecting the most fundamental 

concepts and values in OUT culture. in a comparable way, Judy's and Lynne's stories express th& 

concem metaphorically that their female colieagues, currently in leadership positions, may not Mly 

and adequately comunicate the tme meaning of their earlier experiences. A carefûl reading of text 

reveals their methodical use of symbolic and literal language.'We've been in the war zone for a long 

time" (Judy); "They think you're a flash-back fkom a hg-aazed  mind" (Lynne). Unconsciously, 

through metaphor, the group tries to mmmunicate previously unshared experiences with upcoming 

female managers. 

In ûying to respond to this type of communication of their concems as administrators, 1 

adapted the direction of my inquiry. 1 tned to get the participants to elaborate their own conceptual 

understanding of the professional knowledge Iandscape and its accompanying metaphors. 1 inquired 

whether they as practitioners, saw a good fit beîween the language we use, as researchers, for theory, 

and their practice within their own milieu In particular, the use of the '"funnel" and "conduit" in 

leaming organizationd literature (Clandinin & Connelly, 1995) was discussed. As part of their 

narrative, they replied that these particular metaphors seemed to require enhancement - perhaps 

needing the suggestion of a wider opening at the top of the funnel. They thought that this might 

more adequately represent the barrage of information which ne& to be funnelled d o m  through an 

educational organization, as it a f f '  the relationships on the landscape. 
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in addition, they noted that the literal definition of a M e 1  did not seem to d o w  the 

metaphor to include the political repercussions and public reactions which sometimes tum back and 

alter policy. One manager remembered an occasion, hearing deputations to the trustees at the City 

Board. They were persondy defivered by adult ESL leamers, one aller the other; for five hours. The 

message clearly protestai the closing of certain language classes for immigrants. Their wmpelling 

stories of need and conunitment to leaming English for sunrival ui Canadian society postponed the 

implementation of policy. The leamers' sense of lack of cuntrol or opportunity to be part of the 

decision-making was diminished by these actions. 

Consequently, the managers felt that this important interaction would be difficult to apply 

to the irnagery of the -el. However, in rethinking this analysis, they recugnized that this extendexi 

practicai meaning for them probably went mer than the original intention of researchers who use 

this metaphor. Through discussion, it became apparent that more than one metaphor could reflect 

the r d t y  of policy implementation at different stages. Finally, the conversation group agreed that 

shifbg metaphors were needed to appropriately portray the different aspects of their conceptual 

system of communication and relationships at the City Board. 
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5.11 Focus Group Conversation 2 

As we enter this second dialogue with the Conversation Focus Group, we are looking at our 

professional "life as an improvisatory art... the ways we combine the familiar and damiliar 

components in fesponse to new situations" (Bateson, 1989, p. 3; Diamoncl, Mulla & Beattie, 1995). 

We are searching our historical knowledge and background experience in adult education in order 

to uncover the intricate nature of the professional knowledge landscape we cmently inhabit. Our 

stories tend to form a kuid of puzzle that is connected to issues of genda, leadership and landscape. 

It appears that formulatecl answers are not necessarily forthcoming in the prevailing environment. 

Instead, this emerging organizational conversation continues to express the fiiture of evolving 

relationships and institutional structures at the City Board; it also hints at clifficuit confîicts and 

questions arising fiom the drarnatic political action and economic change which impel educational 

reform. 

Together, we have developed into a conversational group of seven women - two adult day 

school principals, three senior officials, a co-ordinator and a Continuing Education administrator. 

Meeting comfortably this evening around a chestnut brown, antique table, everyone invited is here 

and on time. No one really seems interested in drinking or eating the snacks available. There is a 

subtle suggestion that we're having a clandestine meeting which we cadt share with outsiders. If we 

don? consume any food, we can continue our traditional roles at home e a h g  or preparing for supper 

without skipping a ba t .  No questions asked. 

But our preseme here, in the mi& of such crowded d d y  schedules, expresses our desire to 

listai to other women in adult educaton and to have our own voices heard. Such willingness on the 

part of participants to give their time for i n t d v e  interviewkg is o h  thought of as therapeutic or 

as a contribution to scholarship (Hughes, 1984, p.511). But they also bring some background 

expectancies. For example, by agreeing to particpate in my thesis, the Conversation Focus Group 
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was tacitly acknowledging that the content for the conversation already made sense of their 

experience. That so many high-status women with overloaded schedules were wiîling to offer their 

t h e  "suggests the significance of shared background expectancies" (Chase, 1995, p. 15). Sharing 

the questions of how we are implicated in what we know and what we are compeiied to do with our 

knowledge, was giving us, as female administrators, a focus for responsive and responsible action 

(Pagano, 1990) with respect to Continuhg Education in the future. 

In the first Group Conversation, the gender aspect of the lives of female managers Mly 

engaged the participants in terms of policy and practice within their educational organization But 

now, questions related to educational decision-making and leadership for &y school and adult 

education were looming so large on the horizon. Political protests and strikes by teachers and 

principais were being proposed as a possibility by the federations. Consequently, the Focus Group's 

previous gender perpective twk a step back to disclose other currently compehg obsavations. The 

marginality of women felt less acute, though somewhat parallel at the moment, to the marginality 

of adult education. 

This shift in the landscape was openly articulated in the altered focus of our conversation. 

Un the one hand, as a group, we expressed anxiety about the probable reduction in bding and the 

questionable fuhue course of adult education. But we were also beginning to feel a sense of 

mutuality as women administrators - a sense of self and a feeling of ernpowerment (Miller, 1984) 

by working in a similar direction. 

WelZ, I feel a little parunoia on this topic ... . . Um. when I think about 

adult educaiion, 1 tthnk about rny own context which is the adult day 

school. And I think that Lynne S right, that people used to think of 

udult education us taking Chinese cooking at night school forfirn, or 

going and getting your M. A. afer you get your B. A. But adult 



edkation. the way I see it. started partiallj as a Iiteracy memre.  

know that the roots of my own school are like t h .  And then also it S 

a way of coping with declining enrolment so you couldfill up those 

empiy spaces and get government grants by f i l hg  them with adults. 

And it became a way of saving schook. But it got beyond that 

because it became a value in itself! (Judy) 

This historical note is supported by the general consensus around the table that adult leamers 

currentiy invoived in Continuhg Education fimily believe in its importance dong with the concept 

of lifelong learning. A City Board report, 18 to 80: Continuinn Education in the Citv, states that 

the education of adults is a namal and a necessaty continuation of 

the leaming and the deveioping process which begins formally in 

kindergarten and continues throughout -fe.....Adult Education muy be 

many things to murtypeople. It h m  within its cornpcrss the ultirnate in 

hurnan endeavour and wants nothing more than to teach people to 

live more intelligen tiy..... Some have argued that the indelible mark of 

our socieîy is that it is educative. (Kidd, 1 96 1, pp. 8- 1 0). 

Sirnply stated, Judy expresses the belief that adults deserve a chance. Histoncally, adult education 

became not just literacy but education for diploma The idea came dong that you didn't have to go 

to university when you were 19; you could go when you were 24 or 34. That has becorne a much 

more accepted idea. But Judy maintains that we're in a real dichotomy nght now, because educators 

and many people in society have the view that, on the one hand, iifelong learning is important - that 

you get educated one step at a tirne. Then your career may change. From this perspective, adult 

education is seen as a great opportunity. Convmely, Judy surmises that the present provincial 

Conservative government and the Ministry of Education and Training in particular, are pushing the 
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old view that it's not a right - phrases like "you should have got it fïrst time aromd"; "you were bad, 

so you're not going to get another chance"; "the public shouldn't pay for if'; "ït's just a Hl anyway 

like drama and art". She recognizes that this is a very outdated view; but it's corne around to being 

the new view. It look like the one that will predominate - although she's doing her best as principal, 

not to let that happa. She h l y  acknowledges that es a senior officer, Ruth's been very helpfùl on 

that fkont too. 

In contrast to this situation, Ruth recalls her recent professional excursion overseas whae 

she suddenly felt so at home. She thought that their educationd policy was "brilliant - a fkamework 

for leaming h m  birth to death." (Ruth) It was apparent how the traditionally disadvantaged women 

could now fit into the system. Ruth was overwhelmed by the kind of attention that was paid to 

honouring people who did not have the oppominities for traditional schooling. niere were built in 

mechanisms acknowledging their training experiences. 

This is the kind of thing, it seems to me. that we 've had the 

opporiunity as a province to do as part of a full review process. And 

we 've iotally missed it! ....lf you go to [City Board] schools like 

Laurence Harris S~ee t ,  fur exampie, and see the contributions that 

these adult students are muking to the children in these schools ...if 

you watch how working together and iearning language. they are 

ulso learning tolerance for d@erent cultures. It just makes sense to 

acknowledge that kind of commitment. I tm& believe that we need to 

continue tu fight for it! There are so many parts of our adult ed. 

program thut we need to e m r e  we wili retain. (Ruth) 

This vigorous confirmation of the value of both Unmigrants and adult education seduced me 

into a more participatory role as researcher. Instead of only drawing out th& story at this point, 1 felt 
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cornpelleci to introduce a stark snapshot of my daily reality as an ESL administrator in Continuing 

Educaîion. It was positioned against these mperative ideais of equity for all l e m m  and lifelong 

leaming fkom birth to de&. In my core, 1 recognized the ciifference between our stories as managers. 

1 was the only administnitor here, exclusively fiom Continuing Education; they all were part of the 

day school system. It felt important to discuss how we did not completely share the same 

professional knowledge landsape. 

1 related how Sophie Kaftal, a secondary school principal, had recently sent a note to one of 

my Continuing Education lead instructors regardhg the f d  scheduling. Mer many years of havhg 

five adult non-credit ESL classes at her school in the late afternoon, she decided that these 

Continuing Education insûuctors would now have to leave - an alternative day school program was 

movhg in. The lead instructor was distressed because no one was acknowledging a need to discuss 

such radical program changes. According to the caretaker, who was the only one fiom the school 

communicating with her on an ongoing basis, there were over two hundred and eighty rooms in that 

building. Could the principal possibly use al1 of them? We were solely interested in "after day 

school" space. It appeared that these adult ESL classes met al1 the criteria for their viability: they 

were the only program of its type in the corn munit^, they had a successfiil word-of-mouth reputation; 

the adult students kept full and regular attendance; and the instructors considered these jobs as th& 

primary source of incorne. 

As administrator, 1 felt a need to demonsûate support for my staff and leamers. 1 also needed 

to better understand this sudden change of mind. 1 phoned the secondary school principal and 

immediately felt reassured when 1 recognized Sophie's voice. She was the principal fiom Robert 

Henry Secondary School that 1 had recently met and admired at our adult education restruchiring 

meetings. I believed she would understand our situation in light of the fact that we wouldn't be 

intemipting any of her new programrning. Initially 1 asked her why she felt the Continuing Education 
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classes had to move. Perhaps she didn't realize that our scheduling was outside ofday school hours; 

that there was no other appropriate space to meet the needs of this pIirticular immigrant community. 

Although she expressed some empathy, she was clear about three things: the alternative school was 

moving in during the &y and did not want to share thev space with anyone else in the evaiùig; the 

OSSTF (Ontario Secondary School Teachas' Federation) teachers did not feel any obligation to let 

Confinuhg Education instnictors use their classrooms; and in her role as principal, her first loyalty 

was to her day school and the OSSTF memben. Her classic remark was "You donTt redy expect 

me, Sheila, to direct an OSSTF tacher to share her room with Continuing Education". But 1 did. If 

Sophie was going to kick us out anyway, 1 felt 1 rnight as well make my point. 

Ruth imrnediately reacted to this scenario. She recognized that there was a tremendous 

amount of sensitivity around the whole concept of differentiated staffing - especially when people 

were really concemed about their jobs. She described them as "two solitudes where Continuhg 

Education is one of the best kept secrets". Similady, one after the other, each administrator had a tale 

to unfold about how as OSSTF teachers, they used to think like the teachers at Sophie's school; but 

now, as principals who still were part of OSSTF at the present t h e y  and had responsibilities for adult 

day students, they better understood the situation. It was a political and structural dichotomy created 

by different affiliates and federations, individual salary schedules and deliberately separate position 

titles. Somehow this understanding did not measlnably change the inequitable reality of experience 

on this adult education landscape. These issues would be an integral part of the conflict in the 

threatened political protest. 

Nevertheles, there were some variations in attitude espoused by principals like Lynne. 

I mean even three years ago when SheiIa and I met again in ~his 

building. It was upstuirs/do~lt~tuirs. Sheila [and Con tinuing 

Education. AduIt ESLJ felt pite sqarated and kinda huf i  about my 



stafnot speahg  to hers - they wouldn *t even look at the resources 

[ Continuing Education] oflerd to them. They wouZdn 't even wdk  in 

the door. ... 1 have n red feeling for it because any of us who have 

worked in the Basic Lote1 schools automan'cally hm what it was 

1ik y m  know. to feel like the sixth or seventh finger, avuy out in Zefi 

field, jw t  not counted 

I mean politically and financially it 3 an issue right now - to be a 

Con. Ed. insîmctor or a day school teacher. But it goes back much 

further than that, Ruth, to [the stereotype ofl those that can teach. 

teach; and those that can 7, imtruct. It was a very prevalent attitude 

and SM is. in large groups. 

You know, in thk school we had al1 kinds of trouble between the night 

school people and the day school people until 10 und behold we said 

as the administrators. "Why don? we have them face to face. Y m  c m  

argue and bitch about people who you don *t know, are faceless. 

nameless cri#ers. *'%y!" My Mothm always said "they! " When we 

brought them together, we fiterall'y didn 't have another cornplaint 

[laughter]. Well, Ishouldn 't say that - but at k t  they talked to one 

another [in a couHeous wayj. Zt 3 a [stereotpicaI] value that S very 

long standing in thk Board. 

And the onS, [o thd  thing that began to mak a dzrwence was when 

all the adults began to thinkabout "1 have to continue leaming ': And 

we continue tu taik to kiak about life2ong Zeaming. We *rejust on the 

cusp of really making that impact on ourseives as adults. But in fact* 



the wheel's corhg  back again to the other side or the darR side. I 

think it f a real dzjj?ctlIiy hme. (Lynne) 

As a senior official, Pat also agrees that it's a difficulty. She considers my illustration for 

OSSTF a hard example - a kind of blatant example of fundamental class differences between and 

among the various kinds of teaching and leaming that goes on in the system as well as the diverse 

kinds of leamers. She deems that the best thing to do is to do the kind of specific thing that Lynne 

had taiked about; that is, for each of us to acknowledge that those ciifferences do exist, in whatever 

setting we are. Pat advises us to try to ameliorate those differences to the best extent that we can in 

that particular setting. 

Do what you did Sheila. Be assertive with your colleague and say: 

'* What about this kind of work? " I think - my own viav is - that the 

v e y  best use of our energy i s  to support one anothm by taiking about 

that and acknowled@ng what it is. But then doing the very &est we 

can with whatever the particular set of cireumstances we find 

ourseives in at thepresent time. ln my case, thb middle schol[where 

I was previously principau* between one that was more advantaged 

and one that was less - andyours in managing a Con Ed sening - and 

with al2 the "we " and "they " stuff that goes on - and there are ways 

to ameliorate them. You know, bringing the staffs together, as you 

said Lynne. and so on; but. no magic wand that I know of or have 

ever seen is going to cause that in any major way to go away. And 

whar this /jwovincial Conservarive] government is mumbling about 

is going to exacerbate those class d@erences. And I think the best 

thing to do is sort of to get a good gr@ on the circumtances that we 



find ourseIves with andjwt work them thrmgh the best way that we 

can- But we '22 never corne - 1 don? know the way to completeiy 

overcome that. As OSSïF members - to be specz3c about that one- 

become more entrenched in protecting their own bailiwick, then it 

tendr to firther underscore those broudi) characterized class 

d@erencces. But that S what they are. Aren 't they? (Pat) 

Having heard such a m&gful, historical account of the disparity between adult education 

and &y school, 1 was prepafed to retreat back into a mcre traditional role as researcher. 1 made one 

fbrther supportive statement to the &y school principals in fiont of me. 

Having made those direct remurks about rny pressing conjict with a 

principal, I do very much appreciate both hbtorically and presently, 

the tension that b there. If isn "t because I don 't recognize if and don 't 

respect it. But I think, evety once in a whiïe, 1 need to help 

Continuing Education hold the floor in the cultural conversation 

about education. As a taxpayer. I continue to sense that adult 

immigrants shmldn 't have to fight for the rïght to share school space 

in the communiîy. (Sheila) 

At this point Judy moved in with support of Sophie Kaftal. She felt badly because she's one 

of her best Eends and she undersîands her situation completeiy, having worked there. She desmies 

Sophie's responsibitities for the &y school as her family. When Sophie goes to staff meetings, she 

sees the people in the &y school; when she gets union grievances, they're fiom the OSSTF members 

in the &y school. So if there's a dispute with the Continuing Education people who want to use the 

room at 4 pm and the day school tacher says, "That's my room; 1 want to stay in my room at 4!", 

Sophie will be hearing all day from this day school person, complaining. And she'l1 hem it ai the 
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staff meeting and so on. There is a class issue, a Continuiag Education and an OSSTF issue, and a 

political issue. 

The administrators around the table clearly recognize this structural issue as a complicated 

one. Lynne tries to cl&@ the cunflict in terrns of values. She mimics Judy's and Pat's points that 

if you have a value which separates [organizationd hctions], then you have no process that 

supports both, that is equitable. And then you have a structure that separates the two into very clear 

and different hierarchies with entirely different titles and no bridging. Lynne thinks that's what we 

have today although we're supposed to serve al1 the people in the comrnunity. 

At this point, the conversation circles back to Ruth's fundamental question, "What is the 

purpose of the schooi board?' Barb remembers taking with the Continuhg Education department 

h m  the vantage point of the Equd Opportunity Office in the 80's. It did get more recognition then, 

especiaily in ternis of lifelong learning projects and anti-racism education. We were certauily a richer 

board at the time and could readily meet the needs of a broader population. She sensed that one of 

the wonderfid things in Continuing Education was that it had a lot of fiexibility because no one 

seemed to care or be aware of what they did anyway (Marksbury, 1987). Barb hypothesizes that 

because of this Consemative govemment's hancial situation, these issues are being undenninecl and 

are breaking out again. In trying to assess the meaning of this interchange, Judy expresses her 

conceptual interpretation in a gender metaphor: 

n e  day school staff can be compared to the wny men are 

traditionaliy treated in society; Con. Ed are the women ... but what 

we 're afi~id of is thar ewryone's going to be brought down tu the 

low Ievel financiallyl. And so you get cornplaints fiom the 

privileged, in this case the OSSTF day school members that don 't 

want to lose their privileges and be swallowed up by the 



disadvantaged - the lowest commun denominator [Continuhg 

Education]. salary - wbe. (Judy) 

Barb agrees that women work cheaper than men; immigrants work cheaper than Canadian 

bom workers, and Continuhg Education Stanwork cheaper than day school (Clark, 1958). Everyoae 

understands that the provincial goveniment's expressed agenda is to restnct the amount of money, 

especially for adult education. in hittinn Students First: Ontario's Plan For Education Reform (1 997) 

the amalgamation of boards of education (or the creation of a megaboard in Metro) is briefiy 

descn'bed as folIows: 

On New Years ' Day 1998, Ontario plans to move to a streamlined 

education system. Thnt 's when the 72 new district schook wouid take 

overfiom the exkting 129 boards and when the number of school 

board poliricians would be cut fiom 1900 to almost a third. @. 7) 

. . . Money for education should be spent in the classroorn. ... The new 

approach tofunding is based on:..shifting more rerources to Ieaming 

and teaching in the classroorn with a fucus on yoting students and 

earh success. @. 6)  

In the five highlighted categories for funding, adult education and ESL for adults are not mentioned. 

The City Board has already seea the reduction in h d i n g  from the provincial govemment 

to community agencies which CO-sponsor our adult ESL programs (Chap. 5.3). In this changing 

political environment, it's difficult to find another board which still shares responsibilities with the 

different ethnic communities that it formally had extensive connection with. Does that mean that in 

the megaboard concept, commuaity agencies will no longer play a role in adult ESL ciasses? They 

used to be the ones who attracted and provided most of our clientele. This September, adult ESL 

instnictors are reporting the impact of these structural and economic changes in the educational 
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system and the more d c t e d  immigration policy. Where do these adult unmigrant leamers really 

belong? Who should take responsiiility for pviding the access and service they need to contribute 

fidly to their new home? 

On these moral and epistemological fronts, Ruth looks at the amaigarnation of boards of 

education and thei. respomiilities in two parts: what knowledge matters and whose knowledge the 

decision-makers listen to. She reminds the group of our tendency to value people and their 

knowledge in terms of their consistency with our own values and understandings She pasonally felt 

very much at home coming to work with the City Board because of the set of  values and 

understanding that was a part o f  a culturee But Judy interrupts by saying that currently it's a practical 

matter to survive. And to be successful, you may have to develop other values. 

Pat presents the other side of the coin: 

I think maybe. what we need to do is tu hang on io our own values 

because pre~umnbly they serve us well. But in order to be able io do 

that. we need to know what the knowledge is. We need to be 

knowledgeable about the decision makers and thepolicy rnakers and 

so on. I mean to put it cmdely. we need to how how the enerny is 

thinking - if; in fact. the enemy has a different set of values and a 

dzferent pempective. Becawe oniy in knowing what that perspective 

is. areyoü then able to kind of seategiie andfigure out how to hang 

on tu and to work with the [new] set of values - really your set of 

values but within a dzrerent contexî. (Pat) 

At this jimctrire, the group begins to thllik more specifically once more, in ternis of gender. 

How can f d e  administrators participate more productively in the transformation of this learning 

organization within their own set of values? Sybil has been sitting quietly listening to this point. 
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Like the rest of us, she doesn't want to pigeon-hole and stereotype administrative rola by gender. 

However, h a  experience at City Board, reveals 

a more predominant trait among women. [seenrs] to be a willingness 

to reconsider a situation. [Like all administrators] they considm a 

siiuaîionfiom a set of facts and then come to a conclusion. But ifthey 

are confionted with additional facts or a dzrèrent way of Iooking ar 

it. they 're more likely to 6e quite open to reconsidering or [looking 

at] another conclusion they cmld come to. A lot of my dealings with 

men, you know, once they 've made a decision, that 's thut. Inere 's no 

going 6uck on it. ... But I'd like to ihink about that. ..6ecause I 've read 

about Murgaret Thatcher and I'm now reading about Nelson 

Mandela 's Walk to Freedorn .. (Sybil) 

The question of which style and values belong to men and which to women cornes up again. 

They recognize that as a group, they're trying to separate out the nature and n w e  c o d i c t  They 

seem to be more concemed with who has a greater cornmitment to reconciliation as individuds 

rather than by gender. Judy describes her experience with the problem-solving of some male 

administrators. She perceives that 'Yheir decision becornes like a chip on theK shoulder. It 's their 

authority. And if you challenge it, then their whole persona is upset about it". She admits that if 

people argue with her [as principal] or challenge what she says or does, she may not like it but it 

doesn't threaten her. She experiences a pardlel situation with her adult students: 

...with adult srudents t h t  are havingfights ... I really feel that there 's 

a d~rwence. n e  wumun doesn 't feel that $d i e  changes her mind or 

ifshe considers anotherpoint of view or that she compromisesJ she 

doesn 'tfeel that she 's lost a temible defeat. You 're looking for the 



best situation, a solution - you want to make the most people happy. 

You have the most work-able outcome. But men have a sort o f fon t  

that they 've got to keep up. They can 't lose face. fiey 've got to be 

right. They have to have you follow their directions with no question. 

Now, lots of men are not like that. They t e  not like that ail the tirne. 

But there is a d i ~ i e n t  qectation Between women and men]. (Judy) 

Sybil agrees that h m  her experiences as a senior official at the City Board, you have a gut 

feeling that there is a diffmence but it takes a fair bit of discussion and exploration to see if there are 

objective [criteria] between the two. She believes that 

the thing you find out i s  that there is a predorninant female style and 

there 's a predomimnt male style. But it 's not the same as saying al1 

women administrators follow that style und al1 male administrators 

follow the other style ... there's a lot of crossover. ... For example, 

Murgaret Thatcher swallowed mes> male value that there Ir. (Sybil) 

The contradictions that display themselves in the details of this discussion belie the tone that 

surrounds the Focus Group's particular interest. They have becorne less interested in labelling styles, 

masculine or ferninine. From their positions of responsibility, they prefer to focus on expressing the 

qualities of certain styles that they support in policy implementation or try to emulate in decision - 

making in their own settings. 

I mean the whole business of the rationalkation at a mega levez [in 

Ontario] of al1 s k  Boardî ' policies, is going to be well. ..a mind 

boggling tark...But ifweput that aride for the moment, it 's going to 

be an enonnousl'y important political task as to whose policies win 

the day.... mether ours are the ones that win the day or whether 



we 're seen to be too radical - so fur off the [efi end of the scale as to 

be too far gone. And we get something very. very dlyerent. It's a 

dernocracy, Iguess, as Ruth was nght to point out. We 'I l  get who we 

elect. Those twenty-two folh @oliticaI representittives] will either 

pick up with enthusiusm our most progressive policies or they 'fi say 

"How can we quickly get uway Jiom thh son  of thing?" The 

Conservative govemment already doesn 't use the word "equity "; it 

uses "anti-discrimination ". (Pat) 

Lynne also recognizes that the current Conservative provincial govemment doesn't like any 

of the "E" words - equity, economic plicy and environment. She feels this is a style of politics 

which ignores process, collaboration and needs assessrnent for the diverse population in Ontario. 

"There's only one need here and that's a [financial] bottom line -thatYs his [premier Hams's] 

balance. And that's the only thing driving us." (Lynne) 

These words are so reminiscent of the fkst Fonis Group Conversation we held two years ago. 

Perhaps we've corne full circle with each narrative deeply embedded in the next. At that tirne, these 

fernale administrators were expressing their frustration at the topdown autocratic style of the male 

comptroller. The gender issue in theu smder daily organizational context was now being 

interwoven with their feeling of subservience as teachers and principals to the Conservative 

governent They were experiencing some of this disillusionment on a larger scale because of the 

new provincial irnplmentation of prescriptive policy without process. Nested (Lyons, 1990) in these 

stories is the ongoing discrepancy between the status of day school teachers and Continuing 

Education instructors. Over time, we had f o d  an understanding of ourselves and our 

cornmudies. But at the present time, we're not sure if we'ii ever catch the drift of this changing 

cultural conversation about adult education (Pagano, IWO). 



5.12 Focus Group Conversation 2: reflections 

(a) participantlresearcher reiationship 

From a feminist researcher's paspective, I recognized that our d e s  within the Conversation 

Focus Group were coalescing and differentiating at one and the same time (Code, 1998). On the one 

hand, the participants continuai to be keen about being together, uncovering th& experiences in 

ternis of the historical and existing marginaiity of adult education. They achially requested an 

additional Focus Group meeting when 1 was in the midst of suggesting closure to their thesis 

participation. They wanted to reflezt more seriously on the impact female administrators might have 

on Contuiuing Education's future. But they were also feeling burdened by the changing climate 

created by the prevailing provincial Consewative govemment. They express& that currently the 

concept of amalgamated boards of education was a puzzle, replete with euphemisrns - restructurhg, 

reducing, and reorganizing. This jargon was being interpreted as meaning that the policies would 

have a devastating effect on adult education. The changes in hding would have an enormous 

impact on the whole system. 

Just ten years ago, the Ontario Ministry of Colleges and Universities Project Report: & 

Adults O n l ~  (1986), recognUed that "the confluence of a wide variety of societal trends during the 

past few decades w] greatly increased participation in adult education"(as cited in City Board of 

Education, 1991, p. 1). The City Board also summarized their point of view about aduit and 

continuing education: 

These trends include structural changes in the economy and in the world of 

work. dmographic shi& c a d  by low fertiiity rates, an aging baby-boom 

generation. increased levels of migration and immigration and the rapid 

emergence of an information-b& compter-assisted society- By virîue of 

the enonniîy of the economic. technologka1 and social forces at work. these 
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trends have and will continue to impact signzjîcarttly on the provkion of adut 

continuing education progrcmming for at least the nert generation. (City 

Board of Education, 1987, p. 2) 

Wîthin this contert. the increasingiy diverse nature of the City's popfation 

had created a demand for Adult ESL program that continues to grow 

signifzcantly. (City Board of Education, 199 1, p. 1) 

In recognizing the validity of these comments in the current cornpetitive environment for 

govenunent h d i n g  between adult ESL credit and non-credit programs, 1 fomd myself, especially 

at one identifiable moment, contn'buting o p d y  to the Focus Group Conversation. Initially it felt like 

1 was behaving more like a participant than a raearcher. The fact that over hdf the participants had 

been principals in the day school at some time in their career created a certain bias fkom their own 

context. My own candid account of currently deaiing with an adult day school principal fkom the 

position of a Continuing Education administrator released such a flood of personal and professional 

reactions fiom each participant that it became a ceneal story in the reconstruction of the Focus 

Group's second narrative. Immediately I felt guilty. Had 1 transcended my role as researcher? Did 

the retelling of that story signiQ a critical event in its representation? 1 wanted to believe in fi-eeing 

subjectivity as a narrativist (Heshusius, 1994), though 1 couldn't seem to let go completely. 

The question of whether I was beuig too present and using my power as researcher in an 

unacceptable way became a concern to me. in 'The impact of a feminist perspective on research 

methodologies", Dnscoll and McFarland (1  989) remind us that research methodology is exafnined 

according to conceptual fiamework and techniques of data collection and analysis. They discuss 

powerlauthority issues between researcher and part icipa.  and the contextualizhg of the research 

process, the researcher and the participants. It was reassuruig to ernulate some of their 

recommendations. For example, they suggest that as researcher, 1 should be in direct contact with 
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the f d e  administrators that 1 was studying, that there should be provision for feedback between 

them and myself'i, and that my own participation and experience should be a consciously used part 

of the research process. "A continual self-consciousness focussed on the research procas itself 

should be part of the worKY @riscol1 & McFarIand, p. 189). 

1 revisited and reconstructed the interpretation of my participation many b e s  - 1 wanted to 

understand its basis and justification through "a continual self-consciousness" (Driscoll & 

McFarland, 1989). Part of the feminist way of looking at narrative Uicludes considering my research 

as part of my "real lifey' - not just an addition to my professional and academic contexts. 

Consequently, in the same way that there is often a recognized distance between theory and practice, 

the brief scenario 1 reiated to the participants exposed a gap between articulated institutional belief 

and a principal's practice. 

On reflection, 1 could comfortably accept the blurring of rola during our group conversation. 

I was offaing a tme - to - life example which epitomized the disjunction between Board policy and 

practice with regard to equity and Continuing Education. Shaping part of the narrative with my 

participants helped to broaden the notion of shared discourse analysis in my research. In a 

corresponding example, Oakley (198 1) cites her interaction with pregnant participants and her own 

similar experience. She realized quite early in her research that their discussions were less fonnal 

interviewhg and more conversation-sha~g. 1 was mimickuig her description of how she numired 

the congnience between their experiences - she offered her opinion on a number of issues for 

discussion. All discordant parties were gaining in fluency during this conversation. 

When comparing the reconstniction of the fint and second group narratives, 1 noticed a 

difference linguistically in the represented distance between the participants and myself. In the nIst 

narrative, aside fiom acknowledging our physical proximity around the table, 1 quickly switched 

from using the first person plural to the third person singular or pIurd within the initial page to 
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denote my separateness fiom the group members. In part, this reflected my role at that moment in 

beginning to establish our relationship. As a researcher, I knew each member in the group l e s  than 

they knew each other. Their cornfort was in their connection to each othw, my cornfort was in their 

shared interest as f d e  administrators, in my thesis area. I surmised that they did not see me, a 

Continuing Education adminisirator, as one of them in tams of thek traditional &y school status; 

they accepted me mostly in terms of being a colleague, a feminist and an adult educator, 

knowledgeable about ESL matters. But by the time we reconstnicted the second narrative, the gap 

between our various understandings of the system seemed narrower. Consequently, 1 felt safe mou& 

to cloud the distinction between researcher and participant by voltmtarily offering my immediate 

Continuing Education experience for p e d .  

I noted that at times, I felt very much the outsider in this milieu. The power or authority of 

the researcher did not ring bue (Merriam, 1988; Mishler, 199 1); it was 1 who felt less dominant. 1 

was always trying to make the participants feel cornfortable and not feel too chdlenged by my 

conflicting views as part of the Continuing Education panel. 1 thought they could offer their 

experiences with less self-monitoring in this atmosphere. On the one hanci, Bah mentioned how she 

felt that the researcher was this historical god-like figure in research. Conversely, Lynne expressed 

how these conversation circles broke down the hierarchies between the participants and the 

researcher - that being together and taking helped us see our connections more clearly. Oakley 

( 1 98 1 ) talks about this sel f-consciousness of researchers, which substantiates the feelings of 

intellechial and psychological exhaustion as we continually monitor ourselves. But it also made me 

seriously question the unrestricted acceptance of the power differential between researcher and 

participants. My research experience disclosed that narrative encourages an interactive methodology 

between the two roles. This can ofken strip some of these ciifferences away and enhance the 
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similarities betweea them. In this way, every relationship can be measlaed on its own terms for there 

seems to be an ebb and flow of potentid understanding and misunderstsulding. 

While one participant didn't notice any particdar change when 1 told my own story, others 

saw it as  out of the usual pattern but part of the convemation. Lyme descrïbed my participation as 

"unexpected but welwxne - moving fiom the collective to the particda., creating a new balloon or 

pathway - a here and now case study which demonstrated what the group had been tallcing about". 

She described the situation as the researcher initially telling her own story through her questions '%ut 

one of the nrst times whae in fact the example was really your own" (Lynne). It established a certain 

kind of verisimilitude (Van Maanen, 1988) to the stones already presented fiom a different 

perspective. 
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(b) text representation 

Judy's metaphorid cornparison of adult day school teachers being treated like men in ou.  

society and Continuing Education instnictors regarded as disadvantaged women underscore- Pat's 

dialogue about values and the marpinality of Continuhg Education. As indicated in our narrative, 

Pat wnsidered my illustration about the OSSTF teachers and principal in a secondary school "a hard 

example - a kind of blatant example of hdamental class differences between and among the various 

kinds of teaching and leaming that goes on in the system as well as the diverse Iciads of learners" 

(Pat). Another srnail example in which 

the issue of dominance of daytme progrums asserts itseif to 

strengthen the impression that many Adult ESL instmctors and 

learners have (that they and their programs are marginal to the 

interats and concems of the system) is rehted to the cancellation of 

pennits flor non-credit adult ESL] for [credit program] classroom 

use. (City Board of Education, 199 1, p. 50) 

To avoid the continuation of such experiences of territoriality and in order to move ahead, 

Pat felt that we had to cling to our personal good values and fit them into the system the best way 

we knew how. The vigilance we needed was to "know how the enerny was thinking". (Pat) 

As a result of these conversations, 1 scanned some City Board documents and educational 

administration literature to h d  andogous descriptions of Adult and Continuing Education h m  the 

past and to discover the emerging nature of adult education. 1 questioned how the diverse and 

changing perspectives could be presented textually in a truthfbl and plausible narrative. There 

appeared to be an absence of change within a changing landscape. For example, researchm at the 

City Board cite the fact that "[iln 1993, the City Board of Education will celebrate 100 years of 

providing English as a Second Language to the residents of [the City]." (City Board of Education, 
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June, 199 1). This celebration reaches back into the Citv Board minutes (April6, 1893) when the 

Board approved 

[tjhat the request of Messrs. Stark, ReynoIak, and Sutherland be 

p n t e d ,  for the use of a school room two days per week in Ekabeth 

St. SchooI, for the pupose of teaching Italians and other Foreigners 

the EngIish Language. (p. 45) 

This was a second try for adult education. Mer an attempt had beea made by the City Board 

(October, 1855) to initiate a Night School for young men who could only study der  working hours, 

the attendance had seriously declined. The Standing Committee on School Management was asked 

to report on the expediency of re-opening the school for the winter of 1860-6 1. It was clear that as 

an educational experiment, the results of the Evening School were not satisfactory. The night school 

was closed (Febniary, 186 1). But the second experiment with adult night school was a success in 

1880, leading to English in the Workplace programs when the Board approved 'the request of the 

Massey manufachiring company to establish a Night School in connection with their employees" 

(Vance & McGrath, 1987). 

These archival records support the notion that, originally, the City Board took the initiative 

to establish an evenhg class in a Continuhg Education fomat for adult immigrants over 100 years 

ago. This fiuictiond and seemingly innocuous event eventually emerged as the beginning of a 

tenuous relationship that reveals itself within the interwoven nature of education - within the 

community, leamers, parents, teachers, schools, municipal boards of education, and the provincial 

Ministry of Education and Training. Since the trustees recognized that the fiinding, structures, core 

values and goals of boards of education were developed to meet the needs of children, they had to 

use other strategies to expand their services to the broader adult community. Consequently, certain 

jurisdictions, like the City Board, took on more responsibilities. 
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Provincial legislation and hding came much later. On June 22, 196 1, the Board agreed to 

begin trainhg of unemployed persons under the Technical and Vocational Training Agreement 

which provided for joint federal and provincial fùnding." On December 2,1965, the Board 

recognized the current and fuhne expansion in adult education by approving the creation of a new 

Assistant Superintendent position to plan for and supervise the addt education programme of the 

Board ..." (Vance & McGrath, 1987), exclusive of the programs conducted under the previous 

Training Agreement. 

However, in spite of the increasing needs in adult education, adequate fiinding nom the 

Ontario Ministry of Education and Training is not currently available. Acknowledging that the 

Ministry has never covered the full cost of delivering Adult and Cootinuing Education programs, 

some boards, up until 1998, had been maicing up the additional resources through a rich t a .  base. 

This option is no longer possible. The Ministry is working with envelopes of fiuiding with specific 

allocations decided centrally. Therefore, the way the fiuiding is strucîured will detemiine the 

decisions at a local level. While previously boards of education could also acquire additional fùnding 

locally for Aduit and Continuing Education programs by using some money fiom other richer 

programs, now the prescriptive designation of the Ministry will ship away any power with respect 

to the allocation of regional fiinding. The dilemma again r a t s  with the question. "What is the 

purpose of the school board?,, The fùnding and the aduit education legislation wili continue to drive 

the organizationd stmctures and the perceptions of Continuing Education. 

in a SimiIar way, in Adult Education in Transition: A S W  of Institutional Insecwity, Clark 

(1 956; 19%) characterizes the nature of adult education in North America in a way which is parallel 

and comparable to the existing mode1 describecl by the participants at the City Board. Th* years 

Iater, Marksbury (1 987), in Marginal Dwellers: A Positive Role for Continuing Education also 

echoes the very words currently shared in the 90's by the work narratives of the women 
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administrators. 1 trieci to balance the rhetoric that was popular then and the dialogue of the 

participants in their Focus Group Conversations. 

In temis of organizzttional structure, Clark (1 9%), Marksbury ( I987), and the administrators' 

stories (1995-97) dl point out in their own way, this conspicuous observation with regard to 

legislation - "'the aims and prognmis [of Adult and Continuing education] are not integrally related 

to the core tasks of the parent organization" (Clark, 1958, p. 1). Marksbury concurs by stating that 

"by definition, being a marginal dweller brings about prescribed social and o r g d t i o n a l  

dislocation" (p. 2). h the Focus Group narrative, Barb, as a secondas, school principal, was also vay  

direct when she said that " [vlalues in the Board with regard to secondmy and adult education mirror 

OS STF first and then, Continuing Education" (Chap. 5.1 1). Clark saw that "tvithin adult education, 

both programs and educators are, in a word, marginal" (1958, p. 1) and noted that "'organizational 

marginality provides a basic source of însecurity" (1956, p. 60). Ruth, a senior officiai, regretted the 

persistent presence of "differentiated m g ' '  while Lynne, a principal, commented on "'the faceless, 

nameless aitters of Continuhg Education". It is clear that the moral dilemma about who should take 

responsibility for the education of adults in our community cannot be easily solved on this 

professional landscape - especially with reference to the survival needs of adult immigrants. 

About a month after our last Focus Group Conversation, 1 wanted to share these cornparisons 

about Adult and Continuing Education for their significance and plausibility. But our customary 

professional landscape halted abruptly! The day school teachers were calling a political protest 

(teachers' tem) and an illegal strike (Ontario provincial govemment's t m )  against proposed 

legislation h m  Premier Harris' Conservative Govemment (October 27,1997). They were protesting 

Education Bill 160 (Ontario Ministry of Education and Training, 1997) which included the shifbg 

of decision - making power from the local school boards to the Cabinet of the provincial 

govemment. The ensuing letter fiom the Director of the City Board of Education spoke directly to 
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the effect of the strike on Continuing Education instnictors and leamers: "Continuing Education 

programs will be suspended" (October 23, 1 997). 

Even though these instructors were not on strike, the Director sent this note regarding work 

stoppage for all Continuing Education classes. The teachers and the instnictors were treated 

separately but were affected by each other. Why was there no consultation between Continuhg 

Education and teachers before the strike? Or was there? I was trying to figure out what was really 

going on. The systems seemed so interwoven that it was difficult to separate any cause and effect 

relationships. It appeared that initially, on the advice of the senior officiais involved with adult 

education, the Director made the decision to suspend the Continuing Education programs because 

some of their progp=anmni.ng takes place in schools (senior official, personal communication, 

December, 1997). Considering that the schools were closed because of the teachers' work stoppage, 

these locations would not be available. It was dso felt that if some unions supported the teachers, 

the information to the public regarding the availability of Continuing Education instruction would 

be sporadic and unreliable. in addition, the same reason was given for keeping the adult classes 

outside of school locations closed. 

However, fiom the very begiMing, the intention of the Board was to reimbme all staff who 

did not go on strike, who made up their Iost working hours. But the following question still arises: 

Why were the Continuing Education instnictors so silent when in the end they would be more 

affecteci than the tachas  if anticipateci govemment decisions about adult ESL went through? Didn't 

they know what was happening? It is here once again that the hypersensitivity of marginal dwellers 

is noticed dong with the actual inter-comectedness of the system itself. 

The continuing education unit seekr the prestige and status of the 

academic sector yet it must address itserf to the demancis of the 

market. Being market driven ma l& worh counter to the more 



consentarive and status quo orientation of the academic sector. 

(Marksbury, 1987, p. 3) 

in the end, the unions that represented Continuing Education instructors and lead instructors 

did not compel their members to rnarch on the picket lines in a common public voice of support for 

the teachers. Sornehow their unions felt individuai conscience was the appropriate guide to the 

question of support. But their members could collect th& wages in the meantirne. It was apparent 

that Continuing Education Uistnictors did not fully comprehend the nestedness of the educational 

systern -neither legally in intention or through practice. They didn't appreciate how much extra the 

City Board spent on Continuing Education in order to keep it viable. If Bill 160 was passed by the 

provincial govemment, then the Board would no longer have the power to move fùnding around in 

the system to support adult education in the same way it had in the last 100 years. 

On the other hana the thesis participants revealed their own particdm consciousness of the 

interwoven nature of the provincial government legislation and the municipal board of education 

policy throughout their dialogue. Because fuhve City Board policies would continue to be closely 

tied in with the prevailing government's agenda, certain policies would demand different levels of 

urgency: equal opportunity, emanating 6om Barb's department was no longer expected to be 

perceived as a burning issue - equity would be considered only with regard to curriculum; adult 

education and ESL fiuiding would be ciramatically reduced to Lynne's, Judy's and my areas; it would 

no longer be financially feasible for ethnic settlement agencies like Mary Lo's Chinese comrnunity 

agency to participate in the same way as CO-sponsors with the City Board in the delivery of adult ESL 

programs. 

In addition, the linkage betweai the Muiistry of Education and Training and the teachers in 

boards of education is even more conspicuous as part of the political protest. It was partly initiated 

by the Cornervative government declaration that "non-certificated" instmctors - people who don't 
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have a teaching certificate but have teaching duties - would replace "teachers' in the classroorn. In 

its reports last August (1997), the provincial Education Improvernent Commission suggested a more 

systernatic use of non-teachers with specific skills to work alongside certified teachers in fields like 

the arts, physical education and guidance (The Toronto Star, October 30, 1997, p. A22). Regardless 

of conditions, the differentiated status between Continuing Education and &y school was clearly 

being refiected and exacerbateci on a daily basis. 

Afier enduring two weeks of protest and a r e m  to the classrooms without a resolution, I 

began to aclmowledge aspects of Continuhg Education that were not previously clear in beginning 

my thesis journey. Originally, Continuing Education was initiate. and documented over one hundred 

years ago (City Board, 199 1) to supplanent the fiindamental pirrpose of boards of education which 

is to educate children. Continuing Education was considerd an economical way to provide 

additional services to constituents, primarily adults, &er the school &y and to make more effective 

use of the school buildings. There was never any intention to use certifiecl teachers nor to pay wages 

equal to teachers. Qualified instructors, as opposed to certified teachers, was an alternative type of 

staffkg at less cost. The conceptual cornparison of Continuing Education as female and &y schoot 

as male breaks d o m  here somewhat because the original goals for the Continuing Education agenda 

was never that it should be equal to the &y school's - just different. Not disadvantaged? just 

different. Nevertheless, by funding this department with less hancial and human resources, it 

became rnetaphorically and fùnctionally disadvantaged like women in society. 

The question still remains, however, that if the purpose of Continuing Education which has 

instnictors teaching adults is quite different than that of the day school which has teachers dealing 

with children or adults wanting a high school diplorna, why is the differentiated status arbitranly 

creating a select group of teachers in the &y school? Their tasks, outcumes and clientele were not 

meant to match Continuing Education. On the d a c e  it appears that the two camps could be valued 
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for différent reasons. Even Pat Daly, as senior official, thinks that pahaps the idea of partnership and 

collaboration around subject areas such as ESL codd move the concept of partnership between adult 

and children's credit &y school programs and Continuing Education into an attitude of action, 

particularly in the area of curriculum. It has the potentiai of creating a community which shares 

resources, both human and pedagogical. 

But, somehow, in a hesitant mamer, 1 have corne to this disturbing observation. For me as 

researcher, it is the uncovering of a secret story (Crites, 197 1). 1 believed that most of the adult 

immigrants in adult &y schools were actually ûyhg to receive a hi@ school diploma in order to 

continue pumuhg their education and career in Canada. But, in daily conversations, ESL teachers, 

only tell that sacred story to some outsiders. To me, as 1 sit on the periphery, they admit the adult &y 

school's secret story that most addt ESL students in the day school already have secondary school 

and post-secondary school qualifications fiom their own couniries. They a c W y  require ody 

English proficiency. But the adult &y school principals feel that they do a gwd job of enhancing 

their leamem' possibilities for joining the worMorce and contributing positively to society. 

Accordingly, in recalling the Ontario Ministry of Education Policy/Program Memorandum No. 36 

(1990) to al1 Duectors of Education, 1 noted that the funding policy on adult basic education was 

clarifie& 

Audits of enrolments have revealed that it is necessary to clart$ 

present policy on the finding of components of ABE [Adult Basic 

EducationJ This clanfication is required because the distinction is 

becoming increaringiy blutred between non-credit courses in English 

as a second Iangirage (ESL) and adult basic literacy and numeracy. 

(ABLN). which are offered as components of ABE. and credit 



courses that are offered in regular day school in ESL and in bosic 

Ievd Engiah and ninrhematics. (August 2, 1990) 

One of the two most critical criteria this document specifies for deeming the eligiiility of an 

adult student for a credit course is that 

the shrdent Ls taking credit courses in ESL or in basic level English 

andor mathematics ar parts of a larger credit program that leai& to 

the acqubition of an OSSD [Ontario Secondov School Diplorna] or 

a Certiicate of Educarion. (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1990) 

Consequently, according to the original and cwent intention of dui t  ESL hding ,  ad* 

not pursuing a secondary school diploma should be in Continuhg Education for their cultural 

orientation and educational language needs. The demands of most of the ESL students in the adult 

day schools are not refiective of the original purpose in the Education Act. This secret story reveals 

that the goals of adult day schools and Contiauing Education are overlapping primady for fiuiding 

purposes and creating the felt tension between groups of educators. If teaching adult immigrants in 

our adult day schools - who already have a high school diplorna in their o m  country or who are not 

really capable of aquiring one in Canada- were deemed an important value for boards of education, 

then we should advocate in that direction instead of creating a facade. It is one thing to dernand a 

change in how we look at the fiuidamental purpose of the school board; it is different to obscure the 

needs of the adult ESL population to feed a funding issue. On the other hand, we need to recognize 

the gap between the needs of hi& school - age studeats leaving the Board and the programs provided 

for adults in the c o m m ~ t y  college system. Because of their fûnding being based on the 

employability of their graduates, community coiieges are forced for reasons of accountability, to take 

students that are at a higher level that some of the high school graduates. Up untü now, the boards 
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of education were m g  to respond to that gap by offering their own adult upgrading education 

programs including ESL through Continuhg Education. It may no longer be possible. 

To ameliorate the reality of this situation in the fa11 of 1997, Ruth Walker, on behalf of day 

school and Continuhg Education principals and administratom, presented a mode1 for adult ESL to 

the Ontario Ministry of Education and Training which suggested a distriiution of adult students 

between the two educational panels depending on the immigrants' goals and English proficiency. 

The process and results of creating this document extended back into the fernale administrators' 

storia about sharing ideas, reconsidering options and caring about each other's domain. In its intent, 

the mode1 seemed to offer some possibility for the implementation of recommendations 3 (7a) and 

3 (7b), fiom the Euuitv for Adults Report (City Board of Education, 1991). That report 

recornrnended examining the fmii l i ty  of establishing a bndging program to prepare adult leamers 

to move fiom the non-credit ESL to credit granting prognuns that lead to an OSSD or Certificate of 

Education. It also promoted the availability of both types of Adult ESL courses as part of the daytime 

and evening progmmmhg of secondary schools, which would facilitate interaction and accessibility 

between regular school day and Continuhg Education panels. Recommendation 6 (7) addressed a 

territoriality issue. The non-credit ESL instnictoa felt unreasonable expectations were placed on 

them by day school teachers who sometimes complained of disturbances to theV room - a direct 

reflection of my experience with the principal, Sophie Kaftal. This recommendation spelled out ways 

that principals and ESL administrators could provide bbopportunities for communication and 

problem-solving between day school and evening school stafYregarding the shared use of clasmom 

space ..." by having "a rnemo h m  senior administrators, including principals,to day staff regarding 

the rights of evening class instnictors and leam ers..." (City Board of Education, 199 1, p. 66). So far, 

there has been no official provincial Minist~~ of Education and Training response. 
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Unfortunately? the larger story of educational and philosophical change which this political 

protest signals cannot be completed here. Possibly, we are experiencing the beginning of the -test 

transition in education since the Hall-Dennis Report in the 1960's (Ontario Ministry of Education, 

1968). Currently, Continuing Education hstructors and support staff have retumed to t'leir shared 

premises with the day school Expressed misunderstandings about the paceived lack of support 

diaing the teachers' strike surface daily. Taies prolife~"ate about some members of the Conversation 

Focus Group being so tied to their point of view on the picket line that the question of human and 

equal nghts cornes up for discussion. Some Fonis Group participants overtly express their teachers' 

fears that Continuing Education instructors are going to take away their jobs. 

This polarization and personaiization of political action crases some of the intended 

comfnitment to equity that was more easily disnissed around Lynne's table. It appears that when we 

feel powerful as  a group of protesters on a picket line, we don't always treat each other equitably - 

when jobs are at stake in different educational domains and when support staff don? stand beside 

us. Our more militant feelings cause some of us to strike out agailist the disadvantaged. Our personal 

and professional values sometimes get mixed up in their public expression. In this frame of mind, 

as women leaders, we should be mindfül of our expectation that men treat us fairly when they 

perceive thernselves as more powerful in situations which affect our jobs and our working 

conditions. The lines of feminist and masculuiist perspectives begin to blur without intention. 

Political conviction is moving beyond gender. 

Perhaps we have to r e m  to Pat Daiy's suggestion that we not take on the structural 

inequities at the provincial Ministry of Education and Training level; but instead, we shodd work 

on the day to &y relationships with each other. She muses that there is substanaal gender 

differentiation in Harris' Conservative government - men may manoeuvre as part of the political 

game and some women will work harder to fight this sense of isolation during transition. 
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Away h m  the issues of the strike, the Conversation Focus Group agrees that energy must 

go into srwival. We see how the changing social narratives are altering the relationship imiong th& 

stories. Originally when we began our Conversation Focus Group, we w a e  dealing with issues of 

equity - female administrators' expeience within a patriarchal board of education. But these stories 

as told, have evolved into several larger general questions about gender and the workplace. Just as 

we think we are beginning to understand their stories within their personal and professional contexts, 

the social narrative shifts. We become immersed in the conceptually analogous conflict between 

seemingly disadvantaged Continuing Education W c t o r s  and day school teachers. in turn, the 

teachers, who are feeling disadvantaged with respect to the provincial government are protesthg 

potential education legislation by the Consmative government. These interlocking circumstances 

remind us that narratives are al1 embodied in the reality of ongoing Iife that operates on many levels. 

When we think we have our battieground clear, it shifts because the social nanative changes. 

Consequently, when times are hard, equity seems to be a Iwniry issue. Job security demands 

evayone7s attention. Administrators remark that we should be nervous because life will not be seen 

in a gender way. In fact, "some women, have already adopted a masculinist way of doing things7' 

(Sybil). Like those administrators that st i l l  consider the importance of caring and relationships, Barb 

promotes a belief in finding in each other a group of strong women leaders, standing for 

collaboration (Christiansen, Goulet, Krentz, & Maezq 1997) and equity . They feel that the informal 

structures will continue to be important among mal1 groups of women. As senior official of the 

City Board of Education, Pat believes that wornen in positions of responsibility will be seen as a 

vehicle to get things done. They want their narratives to textudy represent this hope. We know 

change will be more tolerable if we can resume a cultural conversation where we get the drift. 



Chapter 6. Educationai Significance: the professional knowledge lanàscape through 

narrative fnquiry 

6.1 telling Unestedm stories 

The whole point of storier is not "solutiom " or "resolutions " &ut a 

broadening and even a heightening of our struggies - with new 

prot~gonists und antagonistr introduced. with nau sources of 

concern or apprehension or hope, as one S mental Ife accommodztes 

it~eIfto a senenes of arriv~ls: guests who have a way ofsaying, but not 

necessarilty staying put. " (Coles, 1989, p. 128) 

While there are many studies about organizational theory and the analyses of bureaucracy 

(Mayo, 1933; Taylor, 1947; Weber, 1957; Schon, 1983; Senge, 1990; Czarniawska, 1997), both the 

presence of women researchers and the concept of gender with reference to the development of 

organizational policy and procedures, have been substantidy invisible (Schmuck, 1975; Byrne, 

1978; Adkinson, 198 1 ; Reynolds, 1995). Subsequently, feminists are starting to express the values 

of the fernale world a .  to reshape the disciplines to hclude the voices of women (Belenky, M. F., 

Blythe, McV. C., Goldberger, N. R, & Tarde, J. M., 1986, p.6). 

1 approach the end of this thesis joumey by reconstructing in this chapter what I've corne to know 

as a result of this inquiry. The signifiaince of this thesis lies in its narrative capacity to uncover the 

intncate nature of the professional knowledge landscape (Clandinin & Comelly, 1995) of seven 

female administrators in adult education. In Stones fiom the City Board of Education, this 

metaphorical concept reflects the relationships imfolding among people, places and things. It is a step 

in the direction of developing an understanding of the notion of intersection between the personal 

and professional lives of these administrators - principals, CO-ordinators and senior officials. By 

bringing gender into inquiry in the wntext of a large leaming organization, it acts as a tool to 

168 
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vaiidate womai's personal knowledge, derived fkom experience, including how we are implicated 

in what we know. In addition, this work sketches an insider's view of Adult and Continuing 

Education in transition, at the beginaing of substantial refom. 

One of the the strengths of narrative is 'in the dialectic between the unique experiences of 

individuals and the constraints of broad social, political, and economic structures (Hatch & 

Wisniewski, 1995, p. 128). Through the metaphorical concept of the profasional knowledge 

landscape, these work narratives illustrate the "nestedness" (Lyons, 1990) or inter- connection of 

persona1 and professional stories of experience to the understanding of larger human and social 

phenornena When Mary h ' s  story opened, it was embedded in the multi-faceted landscape of 

cornmunity. She expressed the keen codict in the "%etween-ness" (Blumenfeld-Jones, 1995) 

between herself and the landscape of the Chinese social semice agency where she worked. By the 

end of her chapter, she had walked away nom a cornfortable immersion in her own culhual 

community - her identity as a woman manager secure in its transformation. She had made the bold 

move to the City Board of Education, a multicultural hierarchical organization ernbedded in massive 

refom imposed by the provincial goveniment. 

On the other hand, Ruth Walker's and Pat Daly's stories represented a different socially 

constructed world view of knowledge, acquired inductively through conversation (Mishler, 199 1) 

between these senior officiais and rnyself. Their positions were privileged at the City Board with 

regard to knowledge about the interwoven nature of classrooms within schools, schools within 

boards of education, and municipal boards of education within provincial education ministria. This 

opportunity to share ideas led to a modified kind of feminist interview - a kind of infonned discourse 

whose stnichue and meaning were jointly produced by an interviewer and interviewees. The paradox 

of constructing a relationship in which both voices were heard in a narrative in conjmction with the 

unnamed silence imposed by a participant in a position of organizational authority demands M e r  
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inquiry. This relational situation brought the issue of dominance into the participant/researcher 

relationship from a different perspective. My notion of "ladder chats" supports feminist literature 

(Finch, 1984) which acknowledges the possible lack of afkity between female researcher and 

female participant because of status. 

Beth's story reminded us that participants, raearch meîhods, and results of research inquiry 

are interpreted and privileged through consciously sanctioned epistanologies and texts on the 

professional knowledge landscape. With pdcular reference to s e d  orientation, my initial 

assumptions did not offer a balanced view of the social landscape. Instead, it reinforceci the 

universality of my own heterosexual experience as researcher. Ln sharing Beth's experience, the 

relationship of h a  knowledge to truth was recognized. Her account may help to maintain the reality 

that research participants are ernbodied individuals with specific differing sexual preferences within 

the larger educational community. In tum, other administrators or researchers who hoid advantaged 

positions can in the future, more readily challenge the homophobia that immobilizes and silences 

many gay and lesbian people. 

The metaphors which dominated the discussions in the Conversation Focus Group revealed 

a coherent and systematic language, reflecting th& inter-relatedness and the most fundamental 

concepts and values in our culture (LakofT & Johnson, 1980). Beginnuig with dramatic sexual, 

animal and warlike imagery to describe their relationships to some powerful men in their personal 

and professional lives, the administrators moved on to a consideration of how the organizational 

metaphors of the "funnel" and "conduit" fit the institutional rhythm on their professional landscape. 

They undersfood the embeddedness of the educational system, the interwoven relationship between 

different levels of govemrnent and the chdenging relationships between colleagues at different 

levels of responsibility and power. 
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Perhaps by bringing gender into the inquiry at the City Board, this thesis acts as a tool for the 

Focus Group as it came to acknowledge the nestedness of their own role as female administrators 

in the shifting social narratives. From the faDniliarity of naming the organizational barriers to women, 

they began to look at correspondhg barriers to adult education in the school board milieu. By the 

end of our conversations, as the teachers were planning a political protest, the Conversation Focus 

Group didn't see any resolution to the expressed conflict between the seerningly privileged status 

of the teachers in the day school and the differentiated status of Continuing Education instnictors. 

From a realistic but discouraging perspective, they all recognized that hnding was now the 

prevailing force driving adult education. Only Pat Daly and Ruth Walker saw the potential of 

creating a community which shared resomes, both hiiman and pedagogical. They suggested that the 

idea of partnership and collaboration around subject areas like ESL could rnove the concept of 

partnership between adult and chiIdren9s credit day school programs and Continuing Education into 

an attitude of action, particularly in the area of cwiculum. A ray of hope in difficult tirnes. 



6.2 creating a literature 

An organkation researcher LF in many respects more Iike a Iiterary 

critic than a novelist. m e  organizations that the resemchers describe 

are only in a certain sense products of their min& (in the sense that 

they are responsïble for their own tex&); the organizations are 

original& -en by organisationaI actors ... And as it LY not the 

difference between fact and fiction that distinguishes us from the 

novelists and critics. it must be the kind of tats  we analyze and the 

kind of texts we write. (Czaniiawska, 1997) 

In The Cal1 of Stories, (1989), Robert Coles as a medical resident, acknowledges the astute 

guidance of Dr. Ludwig, his mentor. Dr. Ludwig reminds hùn that their psychiatrie patients hope that 

they tell their stones well enough so their docton "can understand the truth of their liv es...[ will] 

know how to interpret their stories correctly ... will remember that what [the doctors] hear is their 

story" (p. 7). 

In tramferring Coles' use of literature in a scientific and therapeutic medicd mode1 to an 

institutional and academic arena, I was endeavoirring to adapt his intention to narrative - an existing 

different kind of literature that people might study (F. M. Comelly, personal communication, 

December, 1997). Czamiawska (1997) taks about the idea of science not as an accumulating body 

of knowledge but as a conversation where scientific texts are voices in it (Oakshott as cited in 

Czamiawska, 1997, p. 7). In order to grasp the conversation, we must know who is talking to whom, 

who is answering those questions. In this thesis, 1 chose to share conversations with administrators 

about their emerging professional knowledge landscape - work narratives in an educational 

institution. Senior officials Ruth W&er and Pat Daly, discussed their organkîion and their 

professional and personal relationships, revealing how they evaluated foundational concepts such 
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as epistemology and ontology in their &y to day practice. Even within the hnework of refom and 

uncertainty, they knew it was important to keep the conversation active. They encouraged women 

colleagues to adhere to their values of h g ,  building relationsbips and being open to change. Thei. 

stories remind us how we are implicated in what we lmow and what we as femlliists, are compeUed 

to do with that knowledge. Both Ruth and Pat tned to persuade women administrators not to ranain 

so isolated - away h m  the conversation - when everyone is aware that the others are experiencing 

the same discrimination. Somehow women in positions of responsibility still continue to seek 

individual solutions in the workplace - possibly because they "rewgnize the collective nature of their 

subjection" (Chase, 1995, p. 21 1) and perceive little power to effect change for fernale 

administrators. 

While narrative, like most literaîure, attends to the f o m  in which knowledge is shaped and 

the effects that these have on an audience, the appeal of institutionalism lies in its primary theme - 

the origins and development of institutions as a leas for the understanding of contemporary life. 

Various competing individualist and rationalist perspectives fail to grasp the collective character of 

organizational life, which is the main concern of institutionalists. In their ernphasis on the specific 

temporal and spatial locations of organizations, institutional analyses, combined with narrative as 

literature can provide knowledge about their own origins (Czamiawska, 1997). 

For example, through Mary Lo's story, we acknowledged her alternative landscape - a 

counterpoint to the other institutional stories- and different cultural values as CO-ordinator of ESL 

in a Chinese community agency. The contrasting epistemological position she narratively expressed 

was more than the patriarchal stance of my giving voice to a participant; through collaboration, we 

depicted her substantial background to help the reader understand her socially constructed view of 

knowledge fiom a positivist perspective. 
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Looking again at m t i v e  as a literature, it can be viewed as a distinctive geme. It can create 

a different way in which people new to the field muld begin to understand it and position themselves 

vicariously to explore issues in their lives. An interdisciplinary weaving of rhetorical figures and 

textual strategies cm thai be of value to organizational studies. Czarniawska (1 997) maintains that 

already there is "genre blurring in sevaal disciplines: economics, business and public administration, 

sociology, anthropology. AI1 have built connections with fitefary thmry." (p. 7). She notes in 

anthropology, that Clifford Geertz (as cited in Czamiawska, p. 7) discusses moving to a Iiterary 

rather than a linguistic approach to the social sciences, as a mode1 for self-understanding. By 

pursuing the idea that narrative howledge cornes close to the metaphor of the world-as-text, 

Czarniawska points out the ways in which the stories that d e  our lives and our societies are 

constnicted. In accepting that the main source of knowledge in the practice of organizations is 

narrative, she suggests that we now need adequate devices for interpreting narrative. For example, 

through Beth Moms' story, a medium is provided through which other administrators can begin to 

break the silence around disclosure about sexual orientation in large learning organizations. In this 

manner, narrative becornes a kind of literature that has a value in itself somewhat apart fiom the 

knowledge outcornes of this thesis. In its own way, each story reflects the embeddedness of both 

personal and professional day to day life in the educational system. 



63 rondacting organizational reseuch fkom a feminist perspcetive 

Through their talk and other symbolic behm~mrs, people in 

organizations produce a shared. intersubjective undssanding of the 

nature of their reality; provide themeIves with a scheme for making 

sense of that reality; and importantlj, objectii these understandings 

so that the nature of their consbucted environment appears as "real" 

to them. (Munby, 1993, p. LOO) 

Traditiondy, in organizational research, communication is primarily viewed as a charnel 

for imparting information to administrators for making decisions. Conduethg this narrative research 

in educationd administration h m  a feminist perspective highlights the distinctive role of language 

in constructing the very sense of organizational reality inhabited by participants (Smircich, 1983). 

Through a reconstruction of continuhg symbolic interaction, the reader cm picture the intricate 

nature of the professional knowledge landscape at the City Board of Education through the eyes of 

seven fernale administrators and the researcher. In pattidar, the reader witnesses the following work 

narratives: the unfolding of Mary Lo's story as she moved fiom the familial comfort of a Chinese 

community centre to the multicultwal Continuhg Education Department at the bureaucratie City 

Board; the experiences of senior officials, Ruth Walker and Pat Daly as they tried to maintain their 

optimism in the midst of gender barriers and substantial refonn in adult education; the afnrmation 

of diverse identities and the relevant generation of knowledge within organizations which w a e  

derived fiom Beth Moms' story of disclosure; and the shifhg social narratives of the Conversation 

Focus Group about the advantaged and didvantaged in society. These administrators switched the 

narrative plot fiom expressed concem about organizational barriers to women to a parallel moral 

dilemma about how they wodd deal with the ambivalent professional landscape in adult education 
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as they approached the threat of a teachers' political protest (Pacanowsky & OYDomell-Trujillo, 

1983). 

To respond to views which suggest that narrative ignores the power dimensions of symbolic 

processes within organizations (Pacanowsky & O'Donne~-Tru.i~o, 1 983; Cole, as cited in Hatch 

& Wisniewski, 1995), 1 examineci the social construction of organizational reality fiom each 

participant's point of view. This feminist approach stressed the differential ability of women 

administrators within the City Board to make their meanings matter. Working with Grumet's 

definition of gender, this thesis has attempted to understand curriculum as gender text by 

investigaihg the relationships between the curriculum of organizations and gender. Grumet states: 

Ifsexisrn refers to the response of society to a particuIar sexuul 

identity. gender refers to that sextial identity as it is qer-ienced, 

acknowledged, and owned by the individual. (Grumet as cited in 

Pinar et al., 1995, p. 358) 

In the context of a large educational institution, this inquiry focussed on the experience or 

cmiculum of women administrators as it is lived, embodied and politically structured. This approach 

situated the study apart fkom the bureaucratic function of developing curriculum; instead the 

narrative shifted to understanding curriculum, an intellechial, practical and political undertaking. 

This required a feminist perspective which was concemed with the disparate ways people are judged 

due to thei. gender and sexuality and the ways we constnict or are constructed by the conventional 

system of gender (Pinar et al., 1995, p. 358ff.) 

The fkst Conversation Focus Group explored the response of a board of education culture 

to their sexual identity as actministrators. In revealing the intersection between the personal and 

professional aspects of their lives through symbolic and literal language, they described the 

professional landscape they experiend. Through our conversations7 they came to understand more 
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clearly that the h i m h i e s  controiled by men, both in their families and at the wodcplace were part 

of masculine epistemologies that not only ernphasized control, but denied relationship and stressed 

differentiation (Kantner & M i h a n ,  1975). Stones with regard to growing up, accessing lmowledge 

about administration and needing to maintain commmity uncovered the institutionalïzation of the 

masculine ethic of rationality (Kantnei & M i h a n ,  1975). Although there was agreement that the 

City Board of Education was the first in recognizing the status of women more seriously with the 

energetic implementation of its sexual harasment policy (City Board of Education, 1989) and its 

equity policy (City of Board of Education, 1 990), institutional sexism is still apparent in the 90's. The 

structures of power, symbolized by the tough-rninded, anaiytic and unemotional comptroller, the 

forms of knowledge and the ways of Iaiowing, epitomized by the barriers set up around budget 

keeping and "the gendered structure of consciousness privileged in schools, curriculum discourse 

and in society" (Pinar et al., 1995, p. 366) continue to be produced by the current gender system. Its 

expression is r&ed in some of their stories around the concept that narrative discourse can fùifil 

several different purposes in the development of obedience in the workplace (Witten, 1993). 

The second Focus Group Conversation wrestled with the hdamental question raised by 

Ruth Walker: "What is the purpose of a board of education?" Having been imrnersed in a discussion 

regarding the bamiers and stereotyping that women administrators experienced at the City Board, 

they found themselves engaged in an andogous discussion about the differentiated status of Adult 

and Continuing Education with respect to the regular day school agenda The political climate forced 

an examination of the histoncal and contemporary marpinality of adult education. In tum, the 

nestedness of both young leamers and tbeir parents withiu classrooms, of the male and female staff 

in boards of education and of the legislators bond  by the province's prescriptive philosophy, was 

recognized as integral to the understanding of these interwoven communities of people and 

structures. The adminisirators were well aware that the value of a h e w o r k  of learning fkom birth 
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to de& was being replaced by organizational structures and perceptions of Continuing Education 

driven by reduced provincial government fùnding and restructuring legislation. 

No mandatory conclusions were reached in tams of how to overcome the disadvantaged 

status of either being a woman admhistrator or being part of Continuhg Education. Generally, the 

despondency of these participants in terms of the kture seemed to culminate in the anticipation of 

the teachers' political protest. As principals, some of thern belonged to the same federation - at least 

for the tune being. Nevertheless, in recomcting the two Focus Group Conversations, 1 uncovered 

a powerfùl wihgness to continue a cornmitment to the notions of equity, caring, community and 

attachment. For them, "caring is not simply a moral attitude: it is an event" (Pinar et al., 1995, p. 

380) where they understand that caring becornes situated in concrete human relationship by 

substituthg relationships for d e s  (Grumet, 1 988; Noddings, 1 984). With the recognition that boards 

of education and eventuaUy, provincial legislation, had created values that separate &y school and 

adult education - two hierarchies without bridging - they argued for the m u r e  of both this 

dominance and the protection of specific domains which underscoreci broadly characterized class 

differences. They were looking for ways to hang on to their own values for survival by "knowing 

how the enerny was thinking" (Pat). Their values didn't need to be different - just how they managed 

them on the changing landscape. The women voiced a desire to mode1 the habit of reconsidering 

decisions, when appropriate - for the expressed benefit of al1 leamers and staff, and for an attitude 

of reconciliation and collaboration. Their hope, but not their presumption, was to make this 

commitment to gender, an inclusive strategy. 



6.4 constmcting the participant/rese~rcher reiationship 

The way an interviewer acts, questiotts, and respondr in an intervfervfau 

shapes the reiationship a d ,  thmefore, the ways participants respond 

a n d e  accounts of their qen'ence- (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994, 

p. 420) 

Throughout this exploration, the most provoking questions for me as researcher, pertained 

to narrative inquiry with respect to relationship and voice. Fundamentally, three âspects were 

considered: moral, epistemological and political. Whose story is it? Whose knowledge are we 

representing as truth? Whose story is represented in the text? Some of Coles'(1989) ethical 

understandings about his patients became part of my process in dealing with the participants' 

narratives. It was an aideavou. to make our research relationship more equitable. For example when 

Coles' patient asked if her stories were making sense, it was reminiscent of the repeated inquiry by 

the cornmunity centre co-ordinator, Mary Lo, about whether 1 agreed with her int2lpretation of events 

in her life. Like Coles, '9 put the question back to her, asked her what she meant" (Coles, 1989, 

p. 12). 

In establishing the trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) of my fieldnota, 1 addressed 

gender sensitivity as an important social variable in ail nonsexist research methods (Eichler, 1988). 

For example, when I expressed an unsolicited reaction to a sexist comment Mary made, I tried to 

remember that what 1 was hearing as a researcher was 'Yo some considerable extent a function of 

[me], hearing" (Coles, 1989, p. 15). Consequently, 1 became more aware of my subjectivity and its 

impact on my participants. Even Coles' deeply disturbed male patient was able to acknowledge that 

he didn't know if he could tell his complete story to a male doctor. He understood that he would 

certainly tell him a different story than to a woman. In the same way, the women in the Conversation 

Focus Group would have told a different story, another "tmth", to a male narrativist. 
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Researchers supporthg a feminist methodology often write about the desirability of a 

nonhierarchical relationship between the researcher and the researched (Clandinin & Connelly, 1994; 

Cole & Knowles, 1 993; 1 995; Edwards, 1993) in order to be received into the participants' lives. 

However, they seem to ignore the possibility of a reversai of roles. As a narrativist, 1 had to remind 

myself "that as active listeners, we give shape to what we hear, make over their stories into 

something of our own" (Coles, 1989, p. 19). In tenns of each participant/researcher relationship, 1 

tried to negotiate "two people's narrative unities" (Clandinin, 1988, p. 3) as each story was 

reconstructed. However, as their stories emerged in text, 1 realized that the organkational stahis of 

the participant kept affecting the quality and content of our conversations and interpretations. 1 

named this phenornenon 'ladder chats". Their knowledge was different fiom mine7 ofien with more 

political power. 

Although Oakley (1981) and Finch (1984) maintain there is a cultural afE.nity between 

women interviewers and their female pmkipants because they "share a subordinate structural 

position by virtue of their gendd' (Finch, 1 984, p. 76), this may not always be expressed. If "there 

are struchirally based divisions between women on the basis of race and/or class that may lead them 

to have some different interests and pnorities, then what has been said about woman-to-woman 

intewiewing may not apply in all situations" (Edwards, 1993, p. 1 84). Generally, I felt fieer about 

asking more probing personal questions to participants who were not above me on the organizational 

ladder. I didn't expect them to talk as  intensely about Board policy as it affected women. Their 

interaction was more candid in sharing theK. working and personal lives as fernale managers. 

However, with senior officiais, the in depth questions were often relegated to the professional issues 

such as  ah-racist education policy and the development of sexual harassrnent policy. The personal 

inquiries as part of our 'ladder chats" went only as fàr as they dowed. They were more experienced 

and much clearer in expressing how far they wanted to introspect personaily in texms of their 
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workplace behaviour. It was significant in t ~ m s  of the research relationship that the participant who 

had more authority in the workplace, often continued to maintain control over the conversation in 

these circumstances, in a nontraditional narrative manner. Because we were not on the same 

organizational nmg, 1 had to work harder to be CO-researchers in reconstructing their feminist stories 

of experience (Fine, 1992). 

Through the analysis of research texts with the administrators, narrative inquiry helped to 

maintain the reaiity that dl research participants were embodied individuals with specific differing 

orientations. Beth Morris' story provided a counterpoint to the rmiversality of the heterosexuai 

expaiences expressed by most participants and researchers. It is important to avoid mistaking such 

dominant political prejudices as sexual knowledge as it relates to the workplace. Beth's account 

facilitates this understanding and afTords an oppomuity to contribute to such inclusionary 

knowledge. In this way, it can encourage the affirmation of diverse identities. "As qualitative 

researchers, we cm more easily write as situated, positioned authors, giving up, if we choose, our 

authority over the people we study, but not the responsibility of authorship over our texts." 

(Richardson, 1990, pp. 27-28). This became an oppomuiity to challenge the homophobia that 

s o m e h e s  silences gays and lesbians. 



6.5 maintabhg confidentiality 

ConfidentiaIity k consistent with the aim of empowering respondents 

in the sense that they retain conlrol over the circumstances under 

which their personal vkws enter into the discourse with others in 

their social worZ&. (Mishler as cited in Sarbin, 1986, p. 125) 

The issue of confidentiality amse on a variety of levels throughout my thesis journey. It 

revealed itself repeatedly in terms of the most illusive persona in this thesis conversation - the rde r .  

Initially, one of the most painful aspects 1 experienced was the withdrawal of a participant after 

several thoughtful conversations about her personal and professional experiences within our 

patnarchal organization. She had already chosen a particular poern to preface her narrative because 

she feh it so closely mirrored her experiences growing up and as a woman at the City Board. But 

eventually her desire to share these events was replaced by a sense of Ioyalty to her male manager. 

The possiiility of his reading her narrative or any other reader identifjmg the actors made her feel 

that her story-telling was a taletellhg out - of- school. The question of authorship became a serious 

epistemological consideration. Her recent do rced  silence seerned to transcend her need to have her 

stories told. She didn't feel sufficient control over the &ers who would interpret h a  story as it lay 

fkozen on the page (Thomas, 1992). Fundamentally, she didn't want to hurt anyone. As researcher, 

1 was very disappointed by her withdrawal, but came to understand the situation. It would have been 

much more difficult to corne to ternis with her decision at the end of my writing. 

The ethical questions that might lead to appropriate guidelines about ownership of material 

evolving fiom a jouit cornmitment to a study have very serious implications for researchers and 

participants alilce. In this situation, 1 o f f d  no resistance. 1 was too inexperienced to know if it was 

proper to try and change her mind. 1 was too close as an insider to inquire if some of our fieldnotes 

could be used to support other participants' ideas. As a r d t ,  1 came to l e m  that to avoid the 
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possibility of withdrawal at the last moment, it is important to consider releasing participants fhm 

their cornmitment to the research project as soon as there are signs of expressed discornfort or a 

desire to discontinue the researcher/partiicpant relationship. In honouring the reciprocity of the 

relationship, it is significant at the outset for the researcher to both understand, explain and maintain 

the moral obligation and respom'bility to the participant as weil as to the research. Some of the most 

significant rehuns 1 felt that 1 could offer was "gwd listening with its attendant reinforcement, 

catharsis, and self-enlightment" (Glesne & Peshkin, 1992, p. 123). This commitcnent also included 

the fieedom to withdraw. 

The former situation highlights the signincance of going beyond the words on the official 

"consent form" to an understanding of the meaning of consent in a research context. Assuring the 

tentative participant of anonymity and confidentiality may not be as straightforward as initially 

intended or foreseen. ''Stones of a life told by one person to anothei are joint productions; they are 

in a real sense 'CO-authored' (E. M. Bruner, 1986; J. Bruner, 1 990)" (Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995, 

p. 127). 1s it ethically possible therefore, for a researcher to guarantee anonymity for programs, 

institutions or participants? Ail participants understood that my name on the cover of the thesis and 

the description of my study would identiQ certain explicit parameters for the reader. The position 

that 1 took politically with regard to the discrepancia between &y school and Continuhg Education 

staffhg was understood by ali participants as it was expected to be by readers of m y  dissertation in 

the fbture. So the question again arises: how cm we assure wnfidentiality of stories when the 

landscape is so precisely circumscribed by the narrator writing the thesis? AAer our conversations, 

the mentioned administrator suddenly began to appreciate that her field of work was so politically 

publicized by the City Board that her experiences and her relationship with other coileagues and 

supewisors would be readily recognizable by most readers. Changing the field of expertise by 
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naming another area in Continuing Education was not a choice; the verisimilitude Oran Maanen, 

1988) of the accounts would be Iost. 

In trying to avoid additional problerns of confidentiality with the administrators who had a 

visibly high profile in the Conversation Focus Group, 1 utilized a variation of composite 

characterization (Hollowell, 1977; He, 1998). HoUoweii (1977) desmies composite characterization 

as "the telescoping of character traits and anecdotes drawn f?om a number of sources into a single 

representative sketch" @p. 25-26). The reader will decide if the uniqueness of each participant's 

voice is conveyed in consistent composite characters and whether 1 have avoided the possibility of 

stereotyping administrators as a group. My hope is thai I have been allowed '?O present the life while 

protecting the pnvacy of perfectiy decent people" (Hoilowell, 1977, p. 3 1). In the end, by yielding 

to the characteristic narrative process of muhial shaping and collaboration - providing ample 

opportunity for the reconstruction of stories with the participants - 1 tried to maintain the moral 

integrity of this research and safe-guarded the participants' well-being. 



6.6 representing te* 

Participantir and resenchhers are b o d  by discourse structures to a 

limited range of expression and understanding. These discourse 

conventions shape and in many ways Iimit how we constmct our own 

venions of a liJe (îijie as expenenenced). how we organize and express 

ourseIves through story (life as told). and how such a Ive can be 

understood and represented in text. (Hatch & Wisniewski, 1995, 

p. L 30) 

Text representation became an issue which emerged diffefently in the &es of Mary Lo and 

the Conversation Focus Group. Mary expressed concan that she not be pictured in my thesis as the 

typical comrndty centre co-ordinator. Both philosophically and in action, she was different. She 

felt she did not represent the kind of blind loyalty that seemed necessary for a manager in a cultural 

social service agency to demonstrate, in order to retain her identity and power apart h m  the Board. 

Her narrative identity was more closely represented by the institutionai values of a formal board of 

education and its patrîarchal expression in many ways. Consequently, at the end of her story, we saw 

that she chose to transfer her career to the City Board as a tangible sign of the renewed intersection 

between the personal and professional values in her life. Mary Lo made me aware as mearcher, of 

the need to avoid generalizations leading to stereotype - even if the counterpoint rnight create a more 

consistent and cornpelling organizational text. 

Contrary to my expectation f?om the narrative literature (Personal Narratives Group, 1989; 

Clandinin & Comellyy 1994), the participants did not want to collaborate on d l  parts of the text 

pertaining to than. Mary Lo, Ruth Waikery Pat Daly and the Conversation Focus Group did not want 

to share the 'Xeflections" portion of their stories. Only Beth Moms expressed an active interest in 

reading and reconstmcting the interpretation of her story. They insisted that text representation in 
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this second part belonged to me. They agreed that ''ththe' initial story should be read,discussed and 

reconstructed together with the researcher, but in their eyes, the 'Xefiections" section was my 

autobiographical interpretation of the meaning 1 had understood. They were looking forward to 

reading the "Refledons" as my reconstruction in a bound thesis in the fiiture- As a nmtivist, I felt 

somewhat dismayed by the responsibiliîy such trust imposed. B-at conversations with peers in 

graduate school revealed a prevalence of this attitude among participants working with researchers 

who used narrative method. It appeared to me that it would have been beneficial to have them point 

out whether 1 had captured the meaning of their stones as they had intended. Consensus was not a 

goal. 1 wouid have liked to have had more of them participate in the muhial reconstruction of my 

field notes as they became research texts to increase confirmability (Guba & Lincoln, 198 1). But ,if 

indeed, we were ûybg to maintain an equitabIe relationship indicative of both narrative method and 

a feminist perspective, I had to view this unforeseen circumstance as another oppominity for 

"respecting, listening to, and giving attention to how the research act and process fit with everyday 

lived experiences" (Coles & Knowles, 1993, p. 486). 1 respecteci their decision by acknowledging 

and monitoring my own participation match & Wisnieswski, 1 995). 



6.7 emerging criteria for estabiîshing standards of quality 

I am aguing for a fluid set of critena that reflcts the fluidity of that 

which the crften'a elucidate. which is rigoroucr in being well thought 

out but which still accounts for individual readings and 

understandings of both tex& and the conscioumess ofan individual. 

In short, if narrative inquity is a type of henneneutic act, then the 

critetia which we appk'y tu it also mght to be henneneutic Nt 

character. (Blumenfeld-Jones, 1995, p. 33) 

While language is currently being developed for narrative inquhy, various terms are 

unfolding that may be more relevant for judging the qualities of a "good narrative"(chapter 4 - 3 4  

Methodology). As a narrativist, 1 stniggled throughout my thesis to grasp the intended meanings of 

the emerging criteria; and then to realize their intention. Ultimately, the m e r  to whether a written 

text is a "'good narrative" is in the hands of the reader and other researchers. 

Readers' conclusions are derived fkom the meanings of the text relative to their o m  

worldviews and experiences (Merriam, 1988). However, traditionai rationatist notions of reliability, 

validity, and generalizability are positivist criteria for establishing quality which do not correspond 

to the paradigm shifi to more interpretive research (Connelly & Clandinin, IWO; Kuhn, 1970). The 

histoncal background of narrative inquiry and story (chap. 4.3.a). Chapter (4.3.d) pointed toward 

the direction for how qualitative research could be valued in a meaningful way. The nature of the 

narrative paradigm used in this thesis, discloses modified epistemological and ontological positions 

which reveal a constructivist view of lmowledge and reality h m  a variety of perspectives. For some 

of these reasons, we must continue to look for other ways of uiinking and writing about what makes 

a narrative truthfuly adequate, and meaningful. 
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As part of an ongoing discussion, I welcome researchers' and readers' application of the 

various criteria of narrative quality which might make the work namatives of the seven women 

administrators more meaningful to them. Do the emaging criteria for narrative quaiity such as 

''trwtworthiness" (Guba & Lincoln, 198 1 ), "plausibility" (Polkinghome, 1995) and 4%deiity" 

(Blumedeld-Jones, 1995) Ml3 the requirement for being hemieneutic in charactd As a narrativist, 

1 took the challenge of responding to those criteria very seriously, through my writing and through 

the relationships with participants. Hopefully, with continuous dialogue in the fiiture, a variety of 

t m s  will begin to balance the various competing narrative strands and criteria. 



Chapter 7. Conclusion: becoming fluent 

A feminized critia3rn enlarges and enriches the convmutionaf circle 

by admitting women ...as subjects, readers. w?+ters, and critics. It 

enricher the conversation by naming und admitting fernie 

experience. .. (Pagano, 1990, p. xx). 

This study shares the work narratives of seven professional women at a board of education 

by exploring altematives to practices and assumptions which preserve male authority. Through a 

feminist perspective, both in substance and narrative form, we have named the fmale  experience 

and temporarily broken the silence imposed on fanales by patriarchal institutions (Go14 L 994). The 

approach of brlliging gender to inquiry in the context of storied practice in a traditional educational 

bureaucracy allowed us to reconceptualize the way genda enters our concepts of knowledge and our 

ways of knowing (Pinar et al., 1995). The professional knowledge landscape was presented as a 

metaphorical concept which represented an epistemological site for the constmction and 

reconstruction of such knowledge. In this way, we have cultivate- the possibility of discussion that 

enlarges the conversational circle. 

1 approached the end of this thesis joumey by reconstructing what I've corne to know in the 

previous chapter on educational significance. In this conclusion, which acts as a beginning for fùture 

endeavours, 1 describe the direction I would like to explore dong with other narrativists, as a result 

of my inqujr. 

nie most significatlt disdosure is the powerful cornmitment of these women in positions of 

responsibility, to the notions of @ty, c a ~ g  and community. Attention to the ethics of care 

(Gilligan, 1982; Noddings, 1984) shows that people are concernai about the whole of moral iife in 

everyday situations, not only in crises. We must enter a dialogue in order to decide how to respond 

to the needs of others. In naming this cultivation of relationship," interpersonal reasoning", Noddings 
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(1 99 1) desm'bed five significant faturcs to think about and expand in the future as researchers. They 

are an attitude of solicitude or care, attention, flex'bilityy effort aimed at cultivating the relation, and 

. . 
a search for an appropriate response. My thesis observation about women admininstrators' 

dedication to caring theoretically corresponds with the above discussion. Noddings aeated an 

historical p i c m  by tracing Giliigan's (1 982) dispute with Kohlberg's (1 98 1 ; L 984) individualistic 

description of moral development and then by citing Lyons' (1983) acknowledgement of the 

centrality of listening, connecting and taking responsibility for the relationship itself. Throughout 

this thesis, we created similar links with Belenky and colleagues (1986) who address the power and 

reality of connectai ways of laiowing and relating in women's lives. Noddings noted that, not only 

in narrative are we using experience-centred research, but also in pedagogy and ethics in the fields 

of nursing and law (see Women in Legal Education, 1988; Watson cited in Noddings, 1991). She 

highiighted the fact that ' k e  are beginning to appreciate a capacity historically associated with 

women" (Noddings, 199 1, p. 158). Since the development of a moral orientation of caring demands 

sustained interpersonal contact, faninist teachers, administrators and researchers in education must 

be poised to take the next step so that sîudents can l e m  to be carers as they see caregiving modelled. 

Working with Grusnet's definition of gender, this study has attempted to understand cunicdum as 

gender text by investigating the relationships between the curriculum of orgmkations and gender. 

This required a feminist paspective which was concerne. with the disparate ways people are judged 

due to their gender and sexuality and the ways we construct or are constructed by the conventional 

system of gender. The work narratives repeatedly tell the story of institutional sexism in the 90's at 

a board of education, with no simple solution in sight. As a result of this inqujr, 1 believe fiiture 

narrative research which inquires into and helps to facilitate an attitude or hmework of advocacy 

would benefit the status of women in educational bureaucraties. 
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By the end of our conversations, as the teachers were planning a political protest, the 

Conversation Focus Group didn't see any resolution to the expressed codlict between the seemingly 

privileged status of the teachers in the &y school and the differentiated status of C o n t h h g  

Education ùiseucton. It became obvious that the political was a daily reality in the personal lives 

of these administrators. Similarly, only the senior officials, Pat Daly and Ruth Wallcer saw the 

potential of creating a community which shared resources, both human and pedagogical. They tried 

to persuade women administrators not to remain so isolated by seeking individual solutions when 

evezyone is aware that the others are experiencing the same discrimination. This observation may 

c o n h  the continuhg need for researchers to listen to women's voices as they strategize how to 

effect change in the power structure within the bureaucraties where they work. 

By bringing gender to inqujr, the administrators' work narratives became vduable as a 

literature, where women could read thexmelves into the narrative of administration and refom-These 

administrators were looking for ways to hang on to their own values for survival by "knowing how 

the enemy was thinking" (Pat). Narrative researchers could facilitate women's cornmitment to 

gender by making it an inclusive strategy in their work. 

The issue of confidentiality revealed itself repeatedly in terms of the most elusive persona 

in this thesis conversation - the reader. With the withdrawal of a participant, the question of 

authorship became a serious epistemological consideration. This situation led to ethical questions 

that identified the need for appropriate guidelines about ownership of material and informed consent 

The implications for researchers and participants alike are serious both in moral and scholarship 

ternis. In my situation, I was too inexperienced to know if it were proper to encourage her change 

her mind. Narrative researchers need more opportunity to tell their own stories in this atea and to use 

their stories as a vehicle for sharing such knowledge. 
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Consequently, 1 utilized different text representation. 1 used a variation of composite 

characterization as a way of pmtezting the confidentiality of the highly profiled women in the Focus 

Group. In the end, by the narrative process of mutual shaping and collaboration, 1 tried to maintain 

the moral integrity of this research and to safe-guard the participants' well-being. Sharing different 

ways of maintainhg confidentiality of participants ranains a viable direction for enhaLlcing narrative 

method, 

While language is cwently being developed for narrative inquiry, various themes are still 

unfoldhg which may be more relevant for judging the qualities of a "good "narrative. As a 

narrativist, 1 stniggled to grasp the intended meanings of tams such as tnistworthiness, transparency, 

adequacy, authenticity, believability, and fidelity and then to realize their intention. Readers' 

conclusions will be derived h m  the meanings of the text relative to their own worldviews and 

experiences. Although our fiindamentai interest should be in storying, narrative researchers need to 

continue to look for other ways that are not positivist, ways of thinking and writing about what 

makes a narrative truthful, adequate, and rneaningfùi. 

My personal intentions in fùrthering this inq- are in the areas of contributing to feminist, 

narrative and ducational administration literature. Researchers need to create an overview and a 

clearer picture of the new dimensions of adult education reform during these changing t h e s  in order 

to understand the implications for professional practice. We need to narratively examine what the 

implications are for administrators and teachers of adults pumiuig a lifelong leaming philosophy 

with a dearth of funding f?om govemment. 

In ternis of tacher education, 1 would like to advance the development of various faninist 

~ e w o r k s  to be used narratively in the study of administration and leadership in education. This 

reconceptualization could enhance practice in the field. Finally, 1 would like to participate in the 
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dialogue for tacher education courses, pre-savice and in-senrice, which examines texts in an effort 

to know who we are in adult education and our relationship to the educationd system. 

Currently, through in-service workshops, my own supervisory staff at an Adult ESL 

Administration Centre and 1 are sharing experiences narratively as they try to implement 

goveniment-driven standards of quality for ESL with their instructors in the field. The issues and 

answers we discuss in an ongoing dialogue constitute the basis of our caring and knowledge. They 

have corne to know that their relationship with their instructors is as important and wmpelling as 

teaching for content. 

If women of responsibility are to promote and benefit h m  their personal and professional 

efforts for social change, we, as narrative tesearchers also have an obligation - we need to understand 

the tensions that they work under in an effort to assist their coming to know how these barriers may 

be overcome. Having women narratively experience the "intimate and necessary relation between 

the processes of actual experience and education (Dewey, l938Il963, p. 20), is the first step in 

catching the drift of the cultural conversation in organizations. It is a beginning to understanding that 

"women stand in a different relationship to knowkdge fkom men, and that makes every ciifference 

in education" (Dewey, p. 16). The next step is to become fluent in the language in which the 

conversation happens. 
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